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PREFACE
Supply chain design represents the core of supply chain management and logistics activities.

Whether it relates to strategic design activities at the beginning of the supply network development

aimed to find the optimal way to reach customers, or whether it is about forming, adapting, and
managing everyday processes and projects, the supply chain design directly affects the efficiency

and service level of logistics and supply chain management. This complex set of activities is a

continuous challenge for organizations and their partners in supply chains. Success in seeking

for optimal supply chain design will depend primarily on the level of applicable interdisciplinary

knowledge and experience - not just the by the organization itself, but also the synergy efforts of

multiple supply chain members.
The book Supply Chain and Logistics Design was created as a result of ERASMUS + project
Modern Logistics Learning: Certified Module on Master Study Level (2017-1-PL01-KA203-

038698). The aim of the project is the development of an innovative and certified logistics study
module for university master studies as well as complete didactic materials required for its

implementation. The courses of the new study module, as well as the related teaching materials,
are standardized and certified by the European Logistics Association (ELA) and implemented in
the curricula of the five partner universities (Poznan School of Logistics, Poznan, Poland; Faculty
of Economics in Osijek, University Josip Juraj Strossmayer in Osijek, Croatia; Czech Technical

University, Prague, Czech Republic; Keleti Faculty of Business and Management, Obuda
University, Budapest, Hungary; and Faculty of Logistics, University of Maribor, Celje, Slovenia).
Also, this project provides additional internationalization of education for graduate-level certified

logisticians through the ability to use standardized materials in six languages, easier horizontal
mobility of students and teachers within the European Union area, as well as greater availability
of logistics education through free online access to innovative materials.

Through its content, the Supply Chain and Logistics Design book primarily follows ELA
guidelines and the European Qualification Framework for European Senior Logistician, but

expands and deepens their coverage - partly due to constant development in the field of logistics
and supply chain management, and partly with the aim of clearer, more detailed and easier
transfer of knowledge.

The book is intended primarily for university master students in business logistics and supply

chain management studies and is also appropriate for postgraduate students of the same and

related areas. The book is also suitable for supply chain practitioners who are looking for concepts
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and methodologies that can help them in day-to-day activities. In the process of acquiring

knowledge and skills in this area, it is recommended to use the book together with the
accompanying e-materials that will provide insight into practical examples and tasks from most
areas covered by the book.

Supply Chain and Logistics Design include three levels of activity and analysis according to

which this book is divided:
1.

Strategic supply chain design.

2. Process management - logistic design, and
3. Project management.

The strategic supply chain design is primarily represented by the design of the supply network
and is explained in the first chapter of this book in which the terminological introductory part is
given. Given that the focus of ELA's guidelines on supply chain and logistics design is precisely

on process management and project management, the first chapter is narrowly included, while
the following two chapters form the main part of this book.

The second chapter is dedicated to processing management. Process management focuses
on the design and constant improvement of physical, information, value and financial flows that

take place in the transformation processes in individual organizations, as well as in processrelated organizations in the supply chain. However, in process management, the emphasis is on
the logistics design, i.e., logistics activities in the supply chain.

The book ends with the third chapter that provides an overview of project management.
Project management analyzes fundamentals, processes, methods, and tools of project
management that are applicable both in supply chain design and logistics design, as well as cost

and quality aspects of project management.

Finally, the authors want to express their gratitude to everyone who contributed to the
creation of the book. We express our deep appreciation to the book reviewers for useful and

affirmative review guidelines that have greatly improved the quality of this book. We would also

like to express our gratitude to all members of the ERASMUS+ project for constant mutual support
and advice. Particularly gratitude goes to the ELA who has recognized the possibility of creating
new materials and trusted us for their development and finally approved their use in their certified

education system. In the end, we inevitably thank our families for endless patience and
unconditional support without which this book would not have been possible.

Davor Dujak

Adam Kolinski
Josip Mesarić
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1. STRATEGIC SUPPLY CHAIN
DESIGN
1.1.
SUPPLY CHAIN, SUPPLY CHAIN NETWORKS AND SUPPLY
CHAIN MANAGEMENT

Designing any business process to achieve greater efficiency requires significant efforts,

holistic approach, and continuous work on improving it. If it is about a process aimed at delivering
products, materials or raw materials in the most effective way and in compliance with the

requirements of the customer who ordered the same then this process design is actually about

designing the supply chain and logistics.

To begin with, it is necessary to define a supply chain. There are numerous definitions of the
term supply chain, but for this book, three were identified. Chopra, Meindl1 state that supply chain

„consist of all parties involved, directly or indirectly, in fulfilling a customer request.and all
functions involved in receiving and filling a customer request.“ On similar trace is the Waters

definition, which states that the supply chain "consists of the series of activities and organizations
that materials move through on their journey from initial suppliers to final customers” 2. The supply
chain is sometimes referred to other terms such as logistics chain, demand chain, value chain,

distribution chain, or distribution channel. Gudehus and Kotzab explain that logistics chain “links
a delivery station with a receiving station by many transport connections and intermediate

stations”3.
The basic elements of supply chain are:
□

its members,

□

activities (processes) taking place in it, and

□

inevitably flows passing through it.

Supply chain members are mostly organizations that take over the ownership of the physical

products in the chain on their way to the final consumer, and by their primary activity they could
be classified as manufacturers, traders and consumers. Also, members of the supply chain are
auxiliary organizations and individuals who facilitate and optimize supply chain flows (e.g.,

1 Chopra S., Meind, P., 2016, Supply chain management. Strategy, planning & operation. 6th Edition, Pearson.
2 Waters D., 2003, Logistics : an Introduction to Supply Chain Management, Palgrave Macmillan.
3 Gudehus T., Kotzab H., 2012, Comprehensive logistics. 2nd Edition, Springer Science & Business Media.
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transport and warehousing entities, shippers, banks, market research agencies, brokers, agents,
etc.), and some authors4 observe them as service providers for main supply chain members.

Although physical flow is the primary focus of supply chain, it can not be analyzed and

significantly improved without the parallel analysis and activity of improving the information flow,
the flow of value, the flow of payments, the flow of legal business and the flow of knowledge.
Supply chain flows are two-way - they can flow downstream or upstream (Figure 1.1).

Downstream flows are those flows that move from the original raw material supplier to the end
customer or consumer, while the upstream flows move in the reverse direction, i.e., from the end
customer or the consumer to the initial supplier or source. If we observe supply chain members
(e.g., different organizations), upstream are all members that are positioned in the direction of the
original sources of raw materials in the supply chain in regards to a member who is observed. On

the other hand, in the downstream direction are all members who are positioned in the direction
of the final consumer in the supply chain concerning another member being observed. Although

it can run upstream and downstream, every kind of flow has its primary flow direction (the direction
in which the flow moves primarily and the most). Thus, for example, the primary direction of the

physical flow is downstream and the flow of payments is upstream, although an upstream physical

flow (e.g., return of packaging or reclamation in reverse logistics) or a downstream payment
process (e.g., payment by the manufacturer to the retailer to cover the distribution fees) exist in

supply chains.

The vast majority of supply chains, in reality, does not look like chains, but more as networks.
Given the fact that almost every supply chain member buys from more than one supplier and/or

sells to more than one customer (at each stage of the supply chain is rarely included only one
organization), as well as the fact that most products come to the end customer through a number
of different supply chains (through multiple parties), the actual structure of physical flow is much

better represented with an overview of network than with chain. It can be concluded that an

expression supply network or supply chain network5 more faithfully describes the structure of the
path through which different flows take place. Given the fact that the concept of the supply chain

began to be used first, even today, it is still much wider in use than the expression supply
network..
Supply network could be defined as “the sum of supply chains across all products and

services provided to end customers through a focal company”6. Supply chains of competing for

4 Hugos M., 2018, Essentials of Supply Chain Management, 4th Edition, Wiley.
5 Terms logistics network and distribution network can be also used.
6 Sadler, I., 2007, Logistics and Supply Chain Integration, Sage Publication Ltd.
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economic entities are interconnected and overlapping networks. Overlapping results in numerous

cases of stockpiling, services, and property 7.

Figure 1.1 shows an example of the focal supply chain relationship-based map8 in which the

manufacturer was presented as an economic entity in focus or focal company - manufacturer of
final products is in the position of the center of supply chain network map. All members of the

supply chain network that are positioned upstream from the manufacturer constitute supply side

of the network, while all member of the supply chain network located downstream from

manufacturer constitutes the demand side of his network. In the picture, they are grouped

according to supply chain levels or echelons, but as is apparent, commercial channels and

consequent physical flows can be also achieved by skipping certain supply levels. For example,
through online commerce, the manufacturer can sell directly to the end-user and deliver same

products directly, and in this way, the end-user from the third tier customer becomes the first tier
customer for the manufacturer.

Figure 1.1. Manufacturer supply chain network
Source: elaborated based on Waters D., 2003. Logistics: an Introduction to Supply Chain Maanagement,
Palgrave Macmillan, p. 9

7 Rice, J. B. Jr. & Hoppe, R.M., 2001, Supply Chain vs. Supply Chain : The Hype i The Reality, Supply Chain
Management Review, 5, (5), 2001., pp. 46 - 54.
8 More about supply chain maps in chapter 2.2.1.
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The supply chain can be described through its characteristics, and a key characteristic of the
supply chain is its structure, i.e., the structure of the supply network. In 1998, Lambert, Cooper,
and Pagh9 cited the three structural dimensions of the network to be taken into account when
describing, analyzing, and managing the supply chain or supply network:

1.

The horizontal structure (length).

2.

The vertical structure (width), and

3.

The horizontal position of the subject being observed.

The horizontal structure or supply chain length represents the number of levels (i.e.,
echelons) along the entire supply chain from the source of raw materials to the final consumer.
Supply chains/networks can vary significantly in length - from short supply chains with only 3

members (e.g., farmer sells tomato that he has produced on a fresh food market to a chef who

buys it for his restaurant and guests) to long chains with many intermediaries (i.e. production of
complex high-tech products whose supply networks have a large number of intermediaries and

overlapping supply chains until the product reaches the final consumer, resulting in numerous

parallel physical, information, and financial flows).

The vertical structure or supply chain width shows the number of business entities

operating at the same level (e.g., the number of retailers in a particular supply network). If the
distribution part of the supply chain is viewed then the supply chain width is usually described

with the terms of intensive, selective, and exclusive distribution10.
The horizontal position of an economic entity in a supply chain shows its position - whether
an enterprise is closer to the initial source of goods or closer to the end-user or somewhere in the

middle. It is extremely important for every business entity to be aware of its position in the chain

to be able to make the most of all the advantages and be cautious of all the potential dangers
that this position carries. The assumption for this is knowledge of the structure of its supply chain.

Finally, it should not be neglected the fact that supply chains are the competitive advantage
of economic entities that are their members, and therefore, they form and change as needed -

making them again unique.

The ability to manage a complex supply chain system - its members, flows, activities, and
relationships - has been synthesized in the concept of supply chain management. The term
"supply chain management" first appeared in the literature in the article of Oliver and Webber in

9 Lambert D. M., Cooper M. C., Pagh, J. D., 1998, Supply chain management: implementation issues and research
opportunities. The international journal of logistics management, 9(2), pp. 1-20.
10 Dunne P. M., Lusch R. F., Carve, J. R., 2013, Retailing. Cengage Learning.
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1982 under the title "Supply Chain Management: Logistics Catches Up with Strategy"11. Since

then begins construction of this scientific discipline, managerial philosophy, and practical

approach to the management of companies in the supply chain based on the optimization of the
flow. Regardless of lack of official definition which would be uniquely accepted, the most cited
definition of supply chain management (SCM) is the one by Council of Supply Chain Management

Professionals stating: “Supply chain management encompasses the planning and management
of all activities involved in sourcing and procurement, conversion, and all logistics management

activities. Importantly, it also includes coordination and collaboration with channel partners, which
can be suppliers, intermediaries, third-party service providers, and customers. In essence, supply

chain management integrates supply and demand management within and across companies.“12.
In the 21st century, supply chain management has been globally accepted as a key
competitive advantage of contemporary companies and their supply chains.

1.2. SUPPLY CHAIN NETWORK DESIGN

The strategic level of supply chain design or supply chain network design activity is focused
on building and adapting the entire supply chain of an economic entity as a way of bringing

products to the consumer. By choosing routes and ways of building a supply chain (or narrower
distribution) network, companies actually design their supply networks - they are making strategic

decisions that are of crucial, long-term importance for their business, i.e. that have long-term
consequences and are seldom altered. Since in the focus of supply chain network design is

primarily decision about number and location of facilities13, it is understandable that building a

factory plant or distribution center means a large investment for a company with long-term
consequences for its day-to-day operations. Given that the economic life of these facilities can

be for several decades, it is difficult to accurately forecast economic and market impacts that will
affect the plant and thus the supply chain network. Therefore, in designing a supply network, it is

necessary to ensure that the supply chain configuration is effective concerning the expected

conditions but is flexible enough and robust to adapt to unexpected changes in the surrounding

11 Oliver R. K., & Webber M. D., 1982, Supply-chain management: logistics catches up with strategy. Outlook,
5(1), pp. 42-47.
12 Vitasek K., 2013, Supply chain management terms and glossary. Supply Chain Visions.
13 Facility in this book is considered a factory, a warehouse, a distribution center, a store or any other object in which
a company carries out its business activity.
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conditions14. However, an option that allows a more flexible solution is also possible. By working

with 3PL15 organizations that will provide a logistics service for the business, the problem of
designing the supply network can become more tactical than strategic, and its consequences can

work in the short term (e.g., if instead of building a factory or warehouse in a supply chain network,
an enterprise decides to hire a warehouse for several months). Thus, by using outsourcing, the
fixed costs so far become relatively variable costs16.

Although supply network design decisions are primarily of strategic or long-term nature, they

must be reassessed in the following cases17:
□

when the company is growing significantly,

□

if there is a joining with another economic entity (due to changes in the structure and size

of the market being served),
□

if some of the factors affecting the design of the supply network change significantly - for

example if the cost of transport increases due to significant fuel price growth.

1.2.1. Decisions, goals and costs of supply chain network design

In designing the supply chain network, an economic entity brings some of the key decisions

for the supply chain management. For each commodity, the design of the supply chain network
or distribution network determines18:

1.

The number of levels of distribution in the network.

2. The number of distribution facilities.
3. Location and mission of each distribution facility.

4. Assignment of supplier and customer locations to each distribution facility.
5. Deployment of inventory in the network.

It is interesting to note Goetschalckx's19 point of view that the product, product source
(manufacturer's factory, suppliers and import ports), product destination (customers) and required

14 Goetschalckx M., i Fleischmann B.: Strategic Network Planning, u H. Stadtler i C. Kilger (Ur.): Supply Chain
Management and Advanced Planning: Concepts, Models, Software and Case studies, 3rd Edition, Springer, 2005., p.
119.
15 3PL is abbreviation of „ Third-party Logistics“- specialized logistics companies offering one or more logistics
services to their customers. As they usually work for two different customers (sender and receiver), they are titled
as third party.
16 Brandimart, P., Zotteri G., 2007, Introduction to distribution logistics (Vol. 21). John Wiley & Sons.
17 Chopr, S., Meindl P., 2016, Supply chain management. Strategy, planning & operation. 6th Edition, Pearson.
18 Frazelle E., 2002, Supply chain strategy: the logistics of supply chain management. McGrraw Hill.
19 Goetschalckx M., 2008, Distribution System Design. in Taylor G. D., 2008, Introduction to logistics engineering,
CRC Press, pp. 9-1 - 9-18.
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customer service level are not part of the design decision, but represent constraints or parameters
for the system
When talking about goals of design of the distribution or supply chain network, it is necessary

to point out that through this form of strategic planning economic operator wants to maximize the
economic effects over a longer period20 and also present the consequences of strategic decisions

on tactical activities such as the optimization of transport21. Therefore, the goal of optimizing the
design of the supply or distribution network is to minimize the total cost of holding inventory,

warehouse costs, and transportation costs, while satisfying customer demand related to delivery
time. At the same time, we can say that the network is optimized with the least number of
distribution facilities that will meet the customer's response time22.

The structure of the distribution network influence the customer service level through seven
main factors 23:

1.

Response time.

2. Product variety.
3. Product availability.

4. Customer experience.
5. Time to market (time from product development to its launching on the market).
6. Order visibility (regarding the possibility to track order).

7.

Returnability.

Changing some customer service dimension requires changing the distribution (supply)

network structure. In principle, the improvement of customer service (through shorter response

time to orders, through increased product diversity, through increased product availability,
through improved customer buying experience, through shortening the time from product

development to market placement, through increased visibility of the order in the supply chain
and through increasing the number of product return opportunities) requires an increase in the

number of facilities in the supply chain network - e.g. if we want to reduce the response time

to the order, it is necessary to locate the warehouse closer to the customer or introduce another
additional warehouse level in the distribution network.
Although some authors argue that the issue of the distribution network is primarily the issue
of compromise between transportation costs and inventory costs, which are mostly taken into

20
21
22
23

Goetschalckx, Fleischmann, 2005, p. 117
Brandimarte, Zotteri, 2007, p. 54.
Frazelle, 2002, p. 188.
Chopra, Meindl, 2016, pp. 69-70.
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account when searching for a minimum total cost24, Chopra and Meindl25 believe that other costs

have to be taken into account as the change in the distribution network will result in a change in
the following supply chain costs: inventory costs, transportation costs, facility costs, handling

costs, and information costs.
Regarding transportation costs, the impact of inbound transportation, and the impact of

outbound transportation should be distinguished26. Outbound transportation per unit of goods
transported is usually more expensive than the inbound transportation per unit of goods

transported, because inbound transportation carries larger and consolidated shipments, and

usually on longer routes than outbound transportation. By opening new facilities (warehouses) in
the distribution network, the amount of outbound transportation is reduced (because new

warehouses are closer to customers, and distances to make are smaller), and consequently cost
of outbound transportation are decreasing. On the other hand, inbound transportation is
increasing as new facilities are added in the distribution network (more warehouse to deliver to),

and therefore the cost of inbound transportation is increasing (Figure 1.2). Therefore, when it

comes to total transportation costs, they are firstly decreasing with new facilities in the distribution
network because a share of (in that situation cheaper) inbound transportation in total
transportation is larger than the share of outbound transportation. And it is like that until the

distribution network has so many facilities that it will result in a situation where the share of
inbound transportation in total transportation is decreasing, and share of outbound transportation

is increasing. This reduction in inbound transportation happens due to much smaller shipments
and smaller distances where insufficient economies of scale are utilized. From this moment, total
transportation costs are increasing again.

24 Bowersox D., Closs D., Cooper B., 2012, Supply Chain Logistics Management, 4th Edition, McGraw-Hill Irwin,
New York.
25 Chopra, Meindl, 2016, p. 70.
26 Chopra, Meindl, 2016, p. 71.
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Figure 1.2. Relation between transportation costs and number of facilities in supply
chain network design
Source: according to Chopra S., Meindl P., 2016. Supply chain management. Strategy, planning &
operation. 6th Edition, Pearson

Figure 1.3 presents the relationship between key costs in supply chain network design.

Except for total transportation costs, here are presented inventory costs and facility or
warehousing costs, as well. Increasing the number of facilities in the distribution network will result

in an increase in inventories and associated costs of inventories (primary inventory carrying

costs), and vice versa. Therefore, in modern business, one of the major trends is decreasing of
distribution levels (reducing the number of warehouse levels) to reduce inventory levels in the
supply chain. On the other hand, the opening of warehouses in the distribution network is primarily

justified by the consolidation of transport27.

27 Bowerso, D., Closs D., Cooper B., 2012, p. 309.
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Source: according to Chopra S., Meindl P., 2016. Supply chain management. Strategy, planning &
operation. 6th Edition, Pearson

Facility costs are increasing with an increase in the number of facilities in the network, and
vice versa. But, the number of facilities positively affects primarily customer response time - with

more facilities, the company is closer to customers and this way customers can receive products
they ordered more quickly.

Information costs are linked to the response time to the customer's order (or lead time).
Increasing the number of facilities shortens response time, but it increases the necessary

information costs (development of necessary infrastructure for faster and more accurate
collection, processing, and exchange of information).
As seen in Figure 1.3, total logistics costs (consisting of inventory costs, transportation costs,

and facility costs) first decrease with the increase of facilities in-network, and then start to increase

with new facilities. Chopra and Meindl28, states how each company “should have at least the
number of facilities that minimize total logistics costs.” If they add more facilities in their network,

it will ensure shorter response time for their customers but also increase their total logistics costs.
Different companies have different strategies regarding this manner (e.g., a company can have

28 Chopra, Meindl, 2016, p. 73.
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different pricing strategies for different customers segments ensuring appropriate revenue

increase as a response to an increase in logistics costs).
Design of a distribution network requires taking into account an extremely large number of
different data, which increases by adding each new customer, supplier, or focal company facility.

For this reason, in the design of the distribution network companies use different optimization

model. The distribution model is a statistical model that management uses to select and evaluate
the positive and negative side of alternative distribution channels, as well as determining the

location of the store and warehouse when inventory logistics is planned29. The complexity of

distribution network design models results from the great diversity and high insecurity of the input
data. Some of the more popular models for distribution network design are the K-media model,

the location-allocation model, the problem of the location of warehouses and below are the most
common types of data that are included in such models30:

□ customer demand data for products for all time horizons in the planned horizon,
□ product characteristics - e.g., financial and physical dimensions,
□ geographic location data for all sources of products (production plants, import ports), for
potential distribution centers and customers,

□ transport costs according to transport modalities and according to the starting and

destination points,
□ fixed plant operating costs associated with distribution centers,
□ variable operating costs associated with work and management of material within

distribution centers,
□ order processing and information technology costs associated with each distribution
center,

□ flow and storage capacity limitations related to various possible distribution center size,
□ the required level of customer service as well as the required combination of products

(e.g., maximum delivery lead time for the customer or minimum percentage of orders that
can be filled out from the distribution center).
Based on these data, various custom supply chain network forms are created, and some of

them will be elaborated in the next chapter.

29 Ostrow R., 2009, The Fairchild Dictionary of Retailing, 2nd Edition, Fairchild Books, Inc., New York.
30 Goetschalckx, 2008, pp. 9-3-9-9.
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1.2.2. Forms of supply chain network design and distribution channels

At the beginning of supply chain network design consideration, companies are most often
confronted with the choice of alternative distribution channels in terms of selecting the
organizations through which goods move on their way to the end customer.

Basic forms of distribution channels from manufacturer to retail store are analyzed by
Rushton et al. and can be classified as (see Figure 1.4)31:
□ the manufacturer delivers directly from production plant to retail store (direct store

delivery),
□ the manufacturer via its distribution center (s) delivers to a retail store (direct store

delivery),
□ the manufacturer delivers to retail distribution center (national or regional), and then
retailer delivers to each of its store (centralized distribution),

□ the manufacturer delivers to a wholesaler who delivers to a retail store (mostly to small

retailers, craft retailers),
□ the manufacturer delivers to cash-and-carry wholesaler, where small retailers pick up the

product and deliver alone to their stores - emerged to "fill the gap" in a segment that
encompasses small quantities that were not profitable for direct delivery to small stores,
□ specialized logistics services providers (3PL) delivers for a manufacturer to retail store,
□ companies specialized in packet distribution (courier, last-mile delivery) deliver for a
manufacturer to retail store,

□ from the manufacturer through a broker to a retail store - it is not a common form of

distribution channel. In this case, the broker hires 3PL or has its transport and storage
capacities. More often, it only appears as a trading channel where the broker does not

have physical contact with the product.

31 Rushton A., Croucher P., Baker P., 2017, The handbook of logistics and distribution management: Understanding
the supply chain. 6th Edition, Kogan Page Publishers, pp. 51-53.
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Figure 1.4. Alternative distribution channels for consumer products
Source: Rushton A., Croucher P., & Baker P., 2017. The handbook of logistics and distribution
management: Understanding the supply chain. 6th Edition, Kogan Page Publishers

Also, distribution design can be viewed concerning the analysis of alternative locations where

products will be aggregated and distributed for further destinations, and whether products will be

delivered to customer location or picked up by the customer from a certain location. This process
implies taking into account the impact of each particular form of distribution network design on

the costs incurred by the company and the network, as well as on the customer service as a result
of the distribution activities offered to the ultimate customer.

In their classification of forms of supply network design, Chopra and Meindl point out the
characteristics of key models. They distinguished six forms of supply chain network or distribution

network design under the terms of online sales used for product transfer from the factory to the
final customer32:
a)

manufacturer storage with direct shipping,

32 Chopra, Meindl, 2016, p. 73.
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b)

manufacturer storage with direct shipping and in-transit merge,

c)

distributor storage with carrier delivery,

d)

distributor storage with last-mile delivery,

e)

manufacturer/distributor storage with customer pickup,

f)

retail storage with customer pickup.

Based on the analysis of the above-mentioned supply chain network models, it can be

concluded that the characteristics of the distribution network change according to certain basic
rules, primarily regarding the location of the inventory aggregation in the network or chain. The

further the place of inventory aggregation is from the final customer:
□ transportation costs are higher,
□ inventory carrying costs are lower,
□ facility costs and handling costs are lower,
□ information costs are higher,
□ response time to customer order is longer,
□ product availability is bigger,
□ customer experience is worse,
□ time to market (from product development to launching on the market) is shorter,
□ information costs are higher,
□ order visibility is bigger,
□ possibility to return product is lower.

When choosing supply chain network design, companies have to take into consideration both
product characteristics (its demand, inventory turnover, number of sources), customer requests

connected to this product (regarding previously mentioned service elements) and company’s
strategy (e.g. Does company want to offer even higher level of customer service? In which part

of customer service? How high?). All this has to be compared with performance indicators of

different alternative forms of supply chain network design.

Most companies combine many different forms of supply chain network design to come to
their customers - not only when selling different products but also when selling the same products

to customers who have different requirements.
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2.
SUPPLY CHAIN PROCESS
MANAGEMENT
2.1 ANALYSIS OF SUPPLY CHAIN BY USING VALUE STREAM
MAPPING
2.1.1. Supply chain mapping

For performing processes in different supply chain management areas, members use

different supporting tools like information and communication technologies for collecting,
processing and exchange of information or data, supply chain specific metrics, many forms of

lean and agile concepts for eliminating waste and improving processes, as well as mapping

techniques. Due to its simplicity and potential for improvement of supply chain processes
(especially logistics processes), mapping has become a widely used tool across all supply chain

management areas.
Gardner & Cooper33 define supply chain map as a “representation of the linkages and

members of the supply chain along with some information about the overall nature of the entire
map”. Miyake et al.34 highlight how supply chain map results from the collection of different kinds
of data and results in a holistic view that “no one person has ever caught in its entirety.” Every

supply chain map has to indicate two essential elements: supply chain entity (member) and supply
chain flow. Additionally, maps describe different features of entities, supply echelons, flow

directions, and flow characteristics, as well as characteristics of other activities (processes) in this
supply chain. Supply chain maps could represent the whole supply chain, or just its smaller parts
(e.g., relationships between two or more entities or just one fraction of a process).
Even the simplest supply chain map, collaboratively developed, will lead to clearer

understanding of each supply chain member’s position and processes in supply chain, which in
turn can result in avoiding work duplication in supply chain, higher motivation, better coordination,
forecasting and replenishment efficacy, and increased chances for other supply chain process

33 Gardner J.T., Cooper C.M., 2003, Strategic Supply Chain Mapping Approaches, Journal of Business Logistics, 24,
2, pp. 37-64.
34 Miyake D. I., Junior A. S. T., Favaro C., 2010, Supply chain mapping initiatives in the Brazilian automotive
industry: challenges and opportunities. Journal of Operations and Supply Chain Management, 3 (1), pp. 78-97.
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improvements35. Almost all supply chain maps are developed using flow charts, i.e., the

flowcharting technique. Flowcharts are the type of diagram representing steps of certain process

and relationships between them using easy to understand, jointly agreed (standardized) symbols
like boxes and connecting lines or arrows. Its use is widespread in almost all human activities but
mostly recognized in business process modeling, structured programming36 and system

functioning presentation. Wherever used, their purpose is to understand, analyze, and
communicate activities37. Flowcharts’ roots can be traced back to 1921 first introduced with the
term “flow process chart” by Frank and Lillian Gilberth in a presentation for a member of American
Society of Mechanical Engineers38. Today, flowcharts are a highly used tool - from planning

simple everyday life tasks in our environment to the most complex process analysis in high

technology manufacturing or software programming. Although many symbols may be used, two
of them are an essential part of any flowchart: square - representing process step, and rhombus

- representing decision in the process (more about flowchart symbols in chapter 3.5.2). As there

are many usages of flowcharting, there are also even more types of flowcharts and their

development. Nevertheless, the common procedure in drawing flowcharts consists of these four

steps:
1. Define the process you want to draw - provide a title and short description, especially with
process boundaries (where it starts and where it ends).

2. Define the level of process - e.g., high-level flowchart with only major process steps,

detailed flowchart level with every step - activity or decision in the process, or deployment

flowchart which classifies the process steps in the departments or assigns them to the
persons responsible for it.

3. Arrange activities in proper order.

4. Draw connection arrows to show type and direction of flows.

When using the flowcharting technique, it is essential to persistently think about the customer
and ways of how to improve the customer’s understanding of the process that the flowchart
diagram represents. To achieve this, it is recommended to use consistent symbols across the

35 Dujak D., 2017, Mapping of natural gas supply chains: Literature Review, Proceedings of 17th international
scientific conference Business Logistics in Modern Management, Faculty of Economics in Osijek, Osijek, Croatia,
11-12 October, 2017, pp. 293 - 309.
36 Nassi I., Shneiderman B., 1973, Flowchart techniques for structured programming. ACM Sigplan Notices, 8(8),
pp. 12-26.
37 Harrington H.J., Voehl F., 2016, The Innovation Tools Handbook: Volume 2: Evolutionary and Improvement
Tools That Every Innovator Must Know, Productivity Press & Milton : CRC Press.
38 Lucidchart, 2018, What is a Flowchart?, https://www.lucidchart.com/pages/what-is-a-flowchart-tutorial (accessed
02 August 2018).
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entire diagram, a logical arrangement of activity from left to right, and to provide a clear perception

of the whole process in readable diagram size.

Usually, supply chain maps are divided into two groups:
1. Relationship-based maps, and
2. Activity-based or process maps39.

Relationship-based maps are used as starting points to present a broader picture of the
supply chain - its key members, main flows, and mutual relationships. They are made with the

strategic purpose of giving a general overview of activities and resource allocation in the supply
chain without focusing on specific activities40. On the other hand, activity- or process-based maps
are more tactical, by focusing on certain supply chain processes that occur in supply chain entity
(i.e., production facility or retail store) or between them (i.e., delivery from a production facility to
a retail store). At the same time, they are more detailed with much more data about certain
process phases or even a single operation in an organization. The main purpose of activity-based

maps is to improve operational efficiency by suggesting changes in current operations41.

2.1.2. Value Stream Mapping

The most widely accepted type of activity-based supply chain maps is created by Value

Stream Mapping (VSM) technique and is called Value Stream Maps. VSM is considered to be
the main lean tool for analyzing product and information flow in a quest for waste identification
and elimination, as well as for suggesting and planning improvement changes. It is the

preferable way of introducing lean manufacturing principles, meaning that VSM is usually the
first lean event with aiming to systematically understand the process or system that is studied42.

VSM applications are not limited only to manufacturing but are also used in logistics and supply
chain management, and many service activities - everywhere where lean approach could be
used.

VSM has its root in Toyota and their Toyota Production System, who first started with the
implementation of lean in manufacturing. Lean’s way of improving process efficiency is by

39 Lambert D. M., Knemeyer A. M., Garcia-Dastugu, S. J., 2014, Mapping for Supply Chain Management, in
Lambert, D.M. (Ed.), 2014, Supply Chain Management : Processes, Partnerships, Performance, 4th Edition, Supply
Chain Management Institute, Sarasota, Florida, pp. 199-220.
40 Lambert D. M., Knemeyer A. M., Garcia-Dastugue S. J., 2014, pp. 199-220; Handfield, R. B., Nichols, E. L.,
2002, Supply chain redesign: Transforming supply chains into integrated value systems. Ft Press.
41 Barroso, A. P., Machado, V. H., Machado, V. C., 2011, Supply chain resilience using the mapping approach. In
Supply chain management. IntechOpen.; Gardner & Cooper, 2003.
42 Plenert G., 2010, Reinventing lean: introducing lean management into the supply chain. Elsevier.
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eliminating waste (non-value adding activities) or, according to Rother and Shook43, the goal is to
get one process to make only what the next process needs when it needs it. Object of VSM is

value stream which is defined as “all actions (both value-added and non-value added) currently
required to bring a product through the main flows essential to every product: (1) the production

flow from raw material into the arms of customer, and (2) the design flow from concept to
launch”44. Consequently, Value Stream Mapping could be defined primarily as a lean

manufacturing technique used to analyze, design, and manage the flow of materials and

information required to bring a product to a customer45. Hill46 defines VSM as a visual tool that
graphically identifies every process in a product’s flow from “door-to-door,” giving visibility to both

the value-adding steps as well as the non-value-adding steps. Lambert et al47 point out that VSM

is usually used within four walls of manufacturing plants for identification and elimination of waste
in the production flow. Rother & Shook48 highlighted that VSM is about understanding the whole

flow of information and material, and not about the map. A map is just a tool. It is a tool to detect
the waste and to plan how to reduce it or even eliminate it.
VSM, as an activity consists of these main steps49:

0) Product family choosing

1) Current state drawing,
2) Future-state drawing,

3) Work plan & implementation.

Product family choosing is a zero-step, the assumption of successful mapping. If similar
(different variants) or related products are produced in the same production process (which is in

this case subject to analysis by VSM technique), it is logical that the focus of attention is this
whole group of process-related products that we can call the product family. It is important to

focus on only one product family (or even sometimes on only one product) and their value stream.

This necessity arises from two main reasons50:
□

as VSM is based on the stream of value as seen by the customer, he is interested only

in their specific products,

43 Rother M., Shook J., 1999, Learning to see: value stream mapping to add value and eliminate muda.
Lean Enterprise Institute.
44 Rother M., Shook J., 1999.
45 SmartDraw: Value Stream Mapping, https://www.smartdraw.com/value-stream-map/ (accessed 19 December
2018).
46 Hill A. V., 2012, The encyclopedia of operations management: a field manual and glossary of operations
management terms and concepts. FT Press
47 Lambert et al., 2014.
48 Rother M., Shook J., 1999.
49 Rother M., Shook J., 1999.
50 Rother M., Shook J., 1999.
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□ drawing all products on one map is too complicated, and would not be understandable

for you or your customer.
Identifying product family on which you will be focusing should be done from the end side of

the process (or value stream), i.e., based on the way how the consumer perceived it.

2.1.2.1. Current-state drawing

The first mapping step in VSM is current-state drawing. It is recommended to start drawing

VSM by walking through the production plant or through the second place where the target
process takes place. First, try to map at the door-to-door level - from the entrance of materials

coming from suppliers to the exit of final products out of your company towards customers. On

this level, one should draw process categories like “unloading” or “drilling” and not each

processing step51.
As a map should be drawn right in the factory, the best way is to draw simply using a pencil

and a piece of paper to make notes of what is being seen as quickly and easily as possible, so

that the map can be changed and refreshed several times. The final version of a map could be
made using some more or less specialized software for VSM (e.g., for this book, authors use
Microsoft Visio that has several predefined VSM symbols).

Locher52 recommends next steps for current-state map completion:
1.

Identify current customer needs.

2. Identify the main processes (in order).
3.

Select process metrics (or data attributes).

4. Perform value stream walk-through and fill in data boxes.
5.

Establish how each process prioritizes work.

6.

Calculate value stream summary metrics such as lead time, process time, first-pass

yield, cost, and other measures that the mapping team deems important.
The current-state map starts with the customer’s requirements. They should be

presented with the customer symbol and data box with main requirements in it (all in the

upper right corner of the map). Starting with the customer is important because all
improvements in the system should strive to increase customer value, or eliminate (or at
51 Rother M., Shook J., 1999.
52 Locher D. A., 2008, Value stream mapping for lean development: a how-to guide for streamlining time
to market. CRC Press.
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least reduce) everything that does not increase customer value. Knowing what the

customer wants and what the value of the product means for them is essential.
Every value stream map consists of three main parts (also shown in Figure 2.1.):

□ information flow (upper part of the map),
□ material flow (bottom half of the map),
□ timeline (bottom, under material flow).

Figure 2.1. Example of current-state value stream map for production
Source: authors based on Rother, M., Shook, J., 1999. Learning to see: value stream mapping to add value
and eliminate muda. Lean Enterprise Institute and Langstrand, J., 2016. An introduction to value stream
mapping and analysis https://www.diva-portal.org/smash/get/diva2:945581/FULLTEXT01.pdf (accessed 17
December 2018)

The material flow is drawn first. Rother & Shook53 advise drawing material flow in the
processing steps order (usually it is a different order than in physical layout) from left to right in

the bottom half of the map. One process box represents the connected group of processes in

which material is flowing. If processes are disconnecting from each other, if inventories stopped

53 Rother M., Shook J., 1999.
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flowing, accumulating and transferring together, then one more process box has to be used for a
new disconnected process.

Every process is described under the process box (in data box) with main characteristics
important for improvements based on lean-approach. These characteristics are measured by

process-oriented metrics. Some of the frequently used process metrics are54:
□ Cycle time - time that elapses between one part coming off the process to the next part

coming off, in seconds (i.e., the time needed to make one product). Sometimes is called

process time (more used in the service activities) - actual time required to complete a
task. It is a metric to track responsiveness. Cycle time is a measure of throughput.
□ Throughput - measures the average number of units being produced on a machine, line,

unit, or plant over a specified period55. It is calculated as units per period, and it is
reciprocal to the cycle time. It is a metric used to track performance.

□ Changeover time - time to switch from producing one product type to another;
□ Uptime - part of active time during which a machine is in operation (utilization);
□ EPE (every part every...) - measure for production batch size;
□ Lead time - the time it takes one piece to move through a process or a value stream,

from start to finish;
□ Number of operators - involved in a certain process;
□ Number of product variations - (e.g. four colors);
□ Pack size (e.g., dimensions, or number of primary packaging in secondary or on a pallet);
□ Working time - per shift at the process minus break, meeting, clean-up times (in

seconds).

In this step, inventories need to be indicated on the map. It is important not only to draw the

location of inventory (usually by drawing a triangle symbol between two processes) but also its
quantity. Inventory quantity in a certain location could be expressed as the actual number of
pieces of inventory and/or as the lead time for an inventory in a certain location, i.e., amount of

inventory divided by daily customer demand56. Locations, where inventories are placed, are at
the same time locations in the process where the flow is stopping.
In addition to the internal material flow (inside the organization), external material flows for

this group of products that have to be drawn. External material flow connects the supplier with the

54 Rother M., Shook J., 1999.
55 Nichol M., 2016, The 12 most important metrics to measure in manufacturing, Matthews: Inteligent
identification, https://blog.matthews.com.au/the-12-most-important-metrics-to-measure-in-manufacturing/
(accessed 02 September 2018).
56 Rother M., Shook J., 1999.
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beginning of internal material flow (first process box on the left or warehouse of materials) and

connects the end of internal material flow (last process box on the right or warehouse of finished

products) with the customer. A broad arrow and truck (or plain or train - depending on transport
mode) indicate external transport (Figure 2.1).

Information flow is drawn in the opposite direction from material flow - from right to left and
in the upper half of the map. The direction of the information path is usually from customer to
production control (or another central department for managing the process), then from
production control to the supplier, and from production control to each process step. Information

on orders and forecasts are most communicated information and need to be drawn separately as

two arrows of different information flows. A simple small box symbol can be stuck to each arrow

explaining what kind of information it represents. Two main types of information arrows are used:
□ narrow straight arrow (for paper information flow) and
□ lightning-like wiggle arrow (for electronically exchanged information like through

Electronic Data Interchange - EDI or Internet)57.

Finally, in the bottom part under process symbols, it is recommended to draw a timeline. A
timeline depicts nature (value-adding or non-value adding) and duration of activities occurring during

value stream. In upper parts of the timeline, we enter the non-value adding activity’s duration (usually

in seconds, hours or days) and in the bottom part of the timeline, we enter the value-adding activity’s
duration (usually in seconds). Hence, a timeline most often has a form of a “castle wall.” At the end

right part of the timeline, total non-value adding activity’s time (production lead time) should be entered

in the upper box, and the total of the value-adding activity’s time (processing time) should be entered
as most important value stream summary metrics58. Additionally, the number of people or
departments involved in value stream could also be noted here59.

Regardless of whether they are drawn by a pencil or using (a) computer software, Value
stream maps consist of different symbols representing information and material (inventory) flows
in the system that is analyzed. VSM symbols are not completely standardized, and their shape
can adapt according to a company’s or individual’s needs or preferences (sometimes you need a
new one that is not here, for an existing one doesn’t describe the system well), but it is important
that the same symbols are used within one company (to ensure mutual understanding in the

whole company). Here are presented the most commonly used forms divided into five groups:

1. Process symbols.

2. Material symbols.

57 Rother M., Shook J., 1999.
58 Rother M., Shook J., 1999.
59 Locher, 2008.
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3. Information symbols.

4. General symbols, and
5. Symbols for extended VSM.
Process symbols are those that reflect value-added activities in value stream maps. It is

always a good decision to accompany them with information about the process itself that will
shortly describe process characteristics important for possible improvements implementation
(Table 2.1.).

Table 2.1. Process symbols for Value Stream Mapping

Symbol

Name

Description

Dedicated
process

Represents process, operation, machine, or department in
information flow. The upper part contains the process title, while
in the lower-left corner part there could be a sign representing
that in this process there is/are an operator(s), and the number
indicates how many of them there are. Typically, to avoid
unwieldy mapping of every single processing step, it represents
one department with a continuous, internal fixed flow path. In the
lower-left corner can be an indicated number of operators in this
department/machine.

Shared
process

Represents a process operation, department, or work center that
other value stream families share. Estimate the number of
operators required for the Value Stream being mapped, not the
number of operators required for processing all products.

Process title

O

2

Process title

Customer
/ Supplier

When placed in the upper left corner, it represents the supplier,
and when placed in the upper right corner, it represents the
customer. It can also represent outside manufacturing
processes.

Data box

Placed under the process symbol with important data for
observing and analysing the system (e.g. like cycle time - C/T,
changeover time - C/O, uptime - on-demand machine time
uptime, production batch size - Batch or EPE, number of product
variations, pack size, working time (minus breaks), scrap rate,
value-added time - VA, lead time - L/T, distance)

Workcell

Indicates that multiple processes and/or operators are integrated
in a manufacturing workcell. Such cells usually process a single
product or family of similar products.

C/T=
L/T=

Batch=
Distance=

...

Source: adapted according to Lee Q., Snyder B., 2017. The Strategos guide to value stream and process
mapping. Enna Products Corporation., and Strategos Inc., 2018: Value Stream Mapping Symbols & Icons,
http://www.strategosinc.com/vsm_symbols.htm (accessed 02 September 2018)
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Material symbols are reflecting inventories - their flows (internal and external transport) and

stagnation in the process, as well as their quantity at certain locations. Also, they are representing
ways of how they are moved - in what order, based on what principle and/or by which
transportation mode (Table 2.2.).

Table 2.2. Material symbols for Value Stream Mapping

Symbol

Name

Inventory
100

|

el

o

----------- FIFO--------- ►

Indicates location and number (usually approximated and
written beneath the triangle) of inventories between two
processes.

Shipments

Moving of raw materials from the supplier(s) to our
production facility, or moving finished goods from our facility
to customer(s).

Material flow /
Push arrow

The flow of materials from one process to the next process
on the “push” principle. Push means that a process
produces something regardless of the immediate needs of
the downstream process.

Supermarket

An inventory “supermarket” or Kanban stock point. Like a
supermarket, a small inventory is available, and one or
more downstream customers come to the supermarket to
pick out what they need. The upstream work center then
replenishes stocks as required.

Safety stock

Safety stock represents temporary storage of inventory to
prevent problems in the process (e.g., system failures,
delay in supplier’s shipment, unexpected demand/orders
rise). It is intended as a temporary, not permanent storage
of stock; thus; there should be a clearly-stated management
policy on when such inventory should be used.

Material Pull

Indicates physical removal and connects the supermarket
with the downstream process.

—

—

Description

External
shipment

Shipments from a supplier or to customer done by external
transport. Sometimes symbols like airplane or train could be
used for highlighting the exact type of transportation mode.

FIFO lane

First-In-First-Out inventory. Used for FIFO system
connection between processes that limit input (e.g.,
accumulating roller conveyor). Could also have a number of
maximum possible inventory.

Source: adapted according to Lee Q., Snyder B., 2017. The Strategos guide to value stream and process
mapping. Enna Products Corporation., and Strategos Inc., 2018: Value Stream Mapping Symbols & Icons,
http://www.strategosinc.com/vsm_symbols.htm (accessed 02 September 2018)
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Information flow is equally important for successful VSM. In VSM information symbols are
used for reflecting types and directions of information flow, as well as for making a certain decision

or information actions typical for a lean concept (e.g., Kanban posts, scheduling or gathering
information) (Table 2.3.).

Table 2.3. Information symbols for Value Stream Mapping

Symbol

Name

Description

Production control

------ ►

J

Production
control

Represents a central production scheduling or control
department, person or operation.

Manual
information

A straight, thin arrow shows the general flow of information
from memos, reports, or conversation. Frequency and other
notes may be relevant.

Electronic
information

Represents electronic flow such as electronic data interchange
(eD|), the Internet, Intranets, LANs (local area network), WANs
(wide area network). You may indicate the frequency of
information/data interchange, the type of media used (e.g.,
email, phone, etc.) and the type of data exchanged.

Verbal
information

Represents verbal or personal information flow.

Production
kanban

This icon triggers the production of a pre-defined number of
parts. It signals a supplying process to provide parts to a
downstream process.

Withdrawal
kanban

A card or device that instructs a material handler to transfer
parts from a supermarket to the receiving process. The
material handler (or operator) goes to the supermarket and
withdraws the necessary items.

Signal
kanban

This icon is used whenever the on-hand inventory levels in the
supermarket between two processes drops to a trigger or
minimum point. When a Triangle Kanban arrives at a supplying
process, it signals a changeover and production of a
predetermined batch size of the part noted on the Kanban. It is
also referred to as a "one-per-batch" kanban.

V/

Kanban post

A location where kanban signals reside for pickup. Often used
with two-card systems to exchange withdrawal and production
kanban.

(•)

Sequenced
pull ball

A pull system that instructs subassembly processes to produce
a predetermined type and quantity of a product, typically one
unit, without using a supermarket.

OXOX

Load leveling

A tool to batch kanbans to level the production volume and mix
over some time.
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Name

Symbol

MRP/ERP

Go see

Description
Scheduling using MRP/ERP or another centralized system.

Gathering of information through visual means.

Source: adapted according to Lee Q., Snyder B., 2017. The Strategos guide to value stream and process
mapping. Enna Products Corporation., and Strategos Inc., 2018: Value Stream Mapping Symbols & Icons,
http://www.strategosinc.com/vsm_symbols.htm (accessed 02 September 2018)

Other more general symbols are used to describe certain specific characteristics of a

material or information flow, as well to depict value-added (VA) and non-value-added (NVA)
activities and their duration through value stream (Table 2.4.).

Table 2.4. General symbols for Value Stream Mapping
Symbol

Name

Other
information

VA

NVA |

Kaizen burst

These icons are used to highlight improvement needs
and plan kaizen workshops at specific processes that
are critical to achieving the Future State Map of the
value stream.

Operator

It shows the number of operators required to process
the VSM family at a particular workstation.

Other
information

VA

|NVA |

|

Description

Timeline

Other useful or potentially useful information.

The timeline shows value-added times (Cycle Times)
and non-value added (wait) times. Use this to calculate
Lead Time and Total Cycle Time.

Source: adapted according to Lee Q., Snyder B., 2017. The Strategos guide to value stream and process
mapping. Enna Products Corporation., and Strategos 2018: Value Stream Mapping Symbols & Icons,
http://www.strategosinc.com/vsm_symbols.htm (accessed 02 September 2018)

Except for presenting processes in one department or a company, VSM could be used for
mapping processes in a whole or part of a supply chain, and these maps are named Extended
Value Stream Maps (EVSM). According to Lambert et al.60 EVSM exceed the boundaries of the

firm usually to first-tier suppliers and customers, and rarely to the whole supply chain. When

60 Lambert et. al., 2014.
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drawing EVSM, some additional symbols are used, as some activities that occur between
companies in a supply chain (e.g., milk run deliveries or cross-docking warehousing) are different
from the ones occurring only in one department of a company (Table 2.5.).

Table 2.5. Symbols for Extended Value Stream Mapping
Description

Name

Symbol

Rail shipment

J

t) u

Delivered by rail.

c r_

____

Air freight

Delivery of material by air freight.

Expedited

The symbol represents deliveries of a product
or information that are always or usually
expedited.
A "Milk Run" vehicle makes multiple stops to
pick up or deliver items at multiple locations.
Milk runs are often but don’t necessarily(,)
follow a fixed route. The advantage of a milk
run is that it does not require a full load for
each delivery to be economical.

Milk run

—

Warehouse

Represents an internal or external warehouse.
It may also be used instead of the
Customer/Supplier icon.

Cross-Dock

In Cross-Docking inbound and outbound trucks
are closely coordinated so that materials move
directly from inbound trucks to outbound or, at
least, with only a brief staging.

Cross Dock

____ --------------- ►
--------- ►

____________

Batched
Kanban

Kanban cards or signals sent or received in
batches.

Source: adapted according to Lee Q., Snyder B., 2017. The Strategos guide to value stream and process
mapping. Enna Products Corporation., and Strategos, Inc., 2018: Value Stream Mapping Symbols & Icons,
http://www.strategosinc.com/vsm_symbols.htm (accessed 02 September 2018)
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2.1.2.2. Future-state map development

Next, and probably the most important step in VSM, is drawing a future-state map. A future

state map should be a visualization of a new, improved value stream in your organization with an
implemented group of lean improvements. These improvements are a result of the current-state

map analysis, quest for waste reduction, and synchronizing activities in the current value stream.
There are different approaches to future-state map design, but most of them start from

current-state map analysis (sometimes ideas for developing future-state map are arising already
while drawing a current-state map) aiming to find answers on a set of questions. Table 2.6 states

three approaches: Rother & Shook61 and Keyte & Locher62 suggest starting by answering a similar
set of questions, while Strategos Inc.63 gives clear tasks of what should be done to build a new
future-state map.

Table 2.6. Steps for future-state map development

Rother & Shook, 1999

Keyte & Locher, 2016
What does the customer need?

1

What is takt time?

2

Will you build to a finished goods
supermarket from which the customer pulls Which steps create value and
(build to stock), or directly from shipping
which steps are waste?
(build to order)?

3

4

5

6

7

Where can you use continuous flow
processing?
Where will you need to use a supermarket
pull system to control the production of
upstream processes?

How can workflow with fewer
interruptions?

What increment of work will you
consistently release and take away at the
pacemaker process?

Review the present state
map and transfer information

Calculate takt time

Identify the bottleneck
process

How will interruptions in the flow Lot sizing & setup
be controlled?
opportunities

At what single point in the production chain
(the “pacemaker process”) will you
How will the workload and
schedule your production?
activities be leveled?

How will you level the production mix at
the pacemaker process?

Strategos Inc., 2018

How will we manage the new
process?

Identify potential work cells

Determine kanban locations

What process improvements will
Establish scheduling
be necessary to achieve the
methods
future state?

61 Rother, Shook, 1999.
62 Keyte B., Locher D. A., 2016, The complete lean enterprise: Value stream mapping for administrative and office
processes. Productivity Press.
63 Strategos
Inc.,
2018:
Value
Stream
Mapping
Symbols
&
Icons,
http://www.strategosinc.com/vsm_symbols.htm (accessed 02 September 2018).
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Rother & Shook, 1999
8

Keyte & Locher, 2016

What process improvements will be
necessary for the value stream to flow as
your future-state design specify?

Strategos Inc., 2018
Calculate lead and cycle
times

Source: adapted according to Rother M., Shook J., 1999. Learning to see: value stream mapping to add
value and eliminate muda. Lean Enterprise Institute; Keyte B., Locher D. A., 2016. The complete lean
enterprise: Value stream mapping for administrative and office processes. Productivity Press; Strategos Inc.,
2018: Value Stream Mapping Symbols & Icons, http://www.strategosinc.com/vsm_symbols.htm (accessed 02
September 2018)

Customer requirements are those that should set a pace to all activities in our value stream.

It is not good to produce less than customer needs, but according to lean thinking, there is also
no need to produce more than customer needs (or at least it should be avoided). Therefore takt

time should be calculated. Takt time is defined as the “rate for completing work based on

customer demand”64 or “how often you should produce one product based on the rate of sales,

to meet customer requirements”65.Takt time is calculated as66:

Takt time =

Effective working time per time period
Customer requirement during time period

(2.1)

Effective working time is working time minus breaks, meetings or clean-up times, while

customer requirements during a certain period are customer demand per period (e.g., per one
shift). Takt time is a reference number on which the process should be carried (e.g., producing)

to meet customer demand on time within available working time67.
When starting to draw a future-state map, Strategos68 suggests first to transfer certain

information that is not changed from current-state map to future-state map (e.g., customer

requirements, supplier and customer).

Main improvements in the future state should be based on the implementation of continuous
flow in the process. In places where the flow has to stop, it should implement a pull system
based on producing only what is demanded by the customer, and when it is demanded. The goal

is to shorten the process, decrease inventories, and improve efficiency. In this phase, you need

to criticize the current state, search for waste, and try to make new ideas of how to improve it.

64 Keyte, Locher, 2016.
65 Rother, Shook, 1999.
66 Keyte, Locher, 2016.
67 Keyte, Locher, 2016.
68 Strategos Inc., 2018.
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Some regular problems occurring in processes are unnecessary inventory, long cycle time, long
travel time, low uptime, too long setup time, and low quality.

After detecting wastes (i.e., problems), implement new ideas in the future-state map using
lean solutions. Always use a holistic approach - every single improvement has to be connected

to all other interventions in the process. The process should be seen as a whole, and its
consequences are always analyzed in the context of value for the customer as a result of the
whole value stream.

The most frequently used lean solutions in future-state maps, as well as symbols used, are:
□ Workcell that integrates more operations with more operators (process steps are
combined, and symbol is placed in one process box) to enhance continuous flow,

□ Concept of kanban pull system (with symbols of production kanban, withdrawal kanban,

signal kanban, and supermarket) to remove the need for forecasting and to produce
target items only when they are needed,
□ Leveling symbol and load-leveling box for leveling the production evenly over the shift

time and to avoid batching,
□ A symbol that indicates a need for certain process improvement (kaizen burst) with a

short description of the problem that needs to be addressed to implement the proposed
improvements,
□

Stop performing unnecessary non-value adding activities.

Typically, lean solutions cannot be implemented without certain adjustments. Implementing

the Kanban pull system or integrating several processes in one work cell for continuous flow

require certain process improvements as a prerequisite. Requirements for process improvements
have to be also noted in the future-state map with the kaizen burst symbol and a short explanation.

They are always positioned on the map next to the process where improvements opportunities

exist. It means that on these places, additional efforts need to be done to improve certain parts
of processes so lean improvement could function properly in the future state. Kaizen burst (or
sometimes kaizen events or kaizen blitz or gemba kaizen or rapid process improvement

workshop) is “a focused, intense, and short-term project in which a cross-functional team makes
rapid improvements in a short period of time,” usually 3-5 days69. Hill70 states that the kaizen

event is a hands-on, on-the-job, action learning, and improvement activity led by a skilled
facilitator, and it involves identifying, measuring, and improving a process.

69 Kaizen Consulting Group, 2018, Kaizen event, https://www.leansingapore.com/kaizen-event/ (accessed 02
September 2018.
70 Hill A. V., 2012, The encyclopedia of operations management: a field manual and glossary of operations
management terms and concepts. FT Press.
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Finally, VSM requires an implementation development plan for implementation to start.
The purpose of this plan is to provide a more transparent, reliable, and measurable transformation
of the current process into an improved process suggested in the future-state map. The basis for

the future state implementation plan development is kaizen burst earlier drawn in the future-state

map. For each kaizen, there needs to be a set of steps to achieve it, with an implementation time
frame, measurable goals, and responsible person(s). Also, the team responsible for VSM should

determine required resources, estimate expected benefits, and make priorities71. After all this,

implementation could begin.

Nevertheless, it is not the end. VSM, as a lean tool, is a permanent process. After the
implementation of the future-state map from the first iteration, it becomes a current state map,
and a new process of developing new future-state maps should begin in the continuous quest for

additional improvement of the value stream.

Approaches to the VSM procedure are developing according to the specific requirements of
processes and technologies, and therefore specify activities in a somewhat different way. Braglia et
al.72 suggest an improved VSM procedure for a complex non-linear value stream consisting of 7 steps:

1.

Select a product family.

2. Identify machine sharing.
3. Identify the main value stream.

4. Map the critical path.
5. Identify and analyze wastes.
6. Map the future state for the critical/sub-critical path.

7. Identify the new critical path and iterate the process.
In the last few years, due to today’s digitalization in production 4.0 or so-called digital

manufacturing, new approaches to VSM are arising. Meudt et al.73 propose a new approach to
information-logistics waste reduction called Value stream mapping 4.0. On the other hand,

Haschemi & Roessler74 suggest integral consideration of Lean and Digital Manufacturing called
Smart Value Stream Mapping. New approaches to lean are based and adapted to IT development
and contemporary approaches to company operations, but their core and aim remain the same process and flow orientation enhancement based on waste reduction and elimination.

71 Locher, 2008.
72 Braglia M., Carmignani G., Zammori F., 2006, A new value stream mapping approach for complex production
systems. International journal of production research, 44(18-19), pp. 3929-3952.
73 Meudt T., Metternich J., Abele E., 2017,. Value stream mapping 4.0: Holistic examination of value stream and
information logistics in production. CIRP Annals, 66(1), pp. 413-416.
74 Haschemi M., Roessler M., 2017, Smart Value Stream Mapping: An Integral Approach Towards a Smart
Factory, 3rd International Congress on Technology - Engineering & Science, Kuala Lumpur.
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2.2.

IMPLEMENTATION OF LEAN AND AGILE SUPPLY CHAIN

2.2.1. Foundation of lean

The concept of lean first appeared in the Toyota manufacturing company after World War II
as the new way of organizing the production processes called Toyota Production System (TPS).

At the forefront of the introduction and development of the TPS was the famous Toyota executive
Taiichi Ohno (sometimes called “Father of Lean”), who insisted on systematic removal of waste75
as a way of improving efficiency that should never end. Toyota perceives inventory as a waste
but also identify six other types of waste that became the main target of reduction, while one more

(employee skills) is added later (Table 2.7).

Table 2.7. Types of waste according to lean
Waste

Description

Transport

Any transport of parts, finished goods, raw materials,
packaging between internal sections in the companies.

Inventory

Maintaining excess inventory of raw materials, work-in
process (WIP) parts76, and final products.

Moving

Any wasted motion or poor ergonomics, especially when picking up or
stacking parts, walking to look for items, or walking to look for people.

Waiting

Any time spent waiting for tools, parts, raw materials,
packaging, inspections, repair, etc. Machines or people could
wait.

Over production

Producing more than what is needed or before it is needed.

Over processing

Doing more work than necessary (e.g., providing higher quality than
needed, performing unneeded operations, or watching a machine run).

Defects

Repair, rework recounts, re-packing, and any other situation where the
work is not done right the first time.

Skills

Unused employee minds and creativity.

Source: Hill A. V., 2012. The encyclopedia of operations management: a field manual and glossary of
operations management terms and concepts. FT Press

75 Waste (Japanese term: Muda) could be defined as anything that interrupts the flow of products and
services through the value stream and out to the customer (Plenert, 2010) or as any activity that does not
add value for the customer. Waste could be unnecessary (avoidable) and necessary (presently and
temporarily unavoidable).
76 Work-in-Process (WIP) parts are the stock of parts or sub-assemblies that are between two stages of the process
(most often manufacturing) and are waiting to be further processed.
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James Womack, Daniel Jones, and Daniel Roos explained Toyota’s way of manufacturing in
their first book “The Machine that Changed the World” from 199077, where they labeled it as lean
production. Together with their second book “Lean thinking” from 199678, they revealed all basic

principles as well as detailed elements of lean on an understandable and interesting way and
therefore sparked huge interest in lean implementation throughout various business activities.

That was the beginning of significant dissemination of lean theory and practice all around the
world.

A lean concept in today’s business is based on principles of reduction, standardization, and

economies of scale, but still, there is no uniformly accepted definition of lean. Plenert 79 suggests

approach by consulting company Mainstream management which defines lean as “a systematic
approach that focuses the entire enterprise on continuously improving quality, cost, delivery, and
safety by seeking to eliminate waste, create flow, and increase the velocity of the system’s ability

to meet customer demand.”. Lean Enterprise Institute80 states that lean means “creating more
value for customers with fewer resources”. Naylor et al.81 define leanness as “developing a value

stream to eliminate all waste, including time, and to ensure a level schedule.“
Plenert82 summarized the main benefits of lean methodologies: eliminate waste, reduce cycle
and flow time, increase capacity, reduce inventories, increase customer satisfaction, eliminate
bottlenecks, and improve communications. Lean is a group of tools, and methodologies

developed with the goal of making processes more efficient. In order to achieve this, lean activities

always represent a change for processes, people, and companies as a whole. And change is
never easy. Therefore, Plenert83 argues that the hardest part of implementing lean approach into

a company is the acceptance of it by people (company employees). Without acceptance

throughout the company, technical tools don’t have much meaning. Although the acceptance part
of the process accounts for 80 % of lean efforts and the technical process part just for 20 %, only
their merge ensures the sustainability of lean improvement in the company. Therefore, Plenert

divides lean tools into acceptance and technical tools presented in Table 2.8.

77 Womack J. P., Womack J. P., Jones D. T., Roos D., 1990. Machine that changed the world. Simon and Schuster.
78 Womack J. P., Jones D. T., 2003, Lean Thinking -Banish Waste and Create Wealth in your Corporation, 2nd revised
and updated edition, Free Press.
79 Plenert G., 2010, Reinventing lean: introducing lean management into the supply chain. Elsevier.
80 Lean Enterprise Institute Inc., 2018, What is Lean?, https://www.lean.org/WhatsLean/ (accessed 02
September 2018).
81 Naylor J. B., Naim M. M., Berry D., 1999, Leagility: Integrating the lean and agile manufacturing
paradigms in the total supply chain. International Journal of Production Economics, 62(1-2), 107-118.
82 Plenert, 2010.
83 Plenert, 2010.
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Table 2.8. Lean tools
Lean acceptance tools

Lean technical tools

Change Acceleration Process (CAP) Model

Value Stream Mapping

Kotter Change Model

Systems Flow Chart

Breakthrough Thinking

Spaghetti Chart

Concept Management

Future State Value Stream Map

Scan

TAKT Time

Team Effectiveness Surveys

Lean Action Item List or Lean Newspaper

Change Readiness Surveys

Lean Events

Myers Briggs

5S

Empowerment

Cell Design

Team Development

JIT (Just-in-Time)

Johari Window

Poka-Yoke

Ladder of Inference

PQ Analysis (Product/Quantity)

PAPT (Passive/Aggressive - People/Task)

Six Sigma

Situational Leadership

SPC (Statistical Process Control)

Value Systems

TPM (Total Productive Maintenance)

Learning Curves

Visual Workplace
Wastes

Kaizen
Design for Manufacturing
SMED (Single Minute Exchange of Die)

TQM (Total Quality Management)
TQC (Total Quality Control)
Business Process Improvement (BPI)

Kanban
Jidoka

Standard Work

Brainstorming
Source: adapted according to Plenert G., 2010. Reinventing lean: introducing lean management into the supply
chain. Elsevier, pp. 154-155
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As stated earlier, a lean approach to process and business performance optimization has its

roots in manufacturing, but there are other variations and usage areas like lean in services (e.g.,
the concept of Lean office by Vanzant-Stern84, health care, retailing, distribution, construction,

government, project management, knowledge work, or financial services.
Lean has five key principles stated by Womack & Jones85:

1)

Specify value - as value can „only be defined by the ultimate customer“, and as
customers need for a specific product, companies have first to be aware of who is

their ultimate customer, and then „define value in terms of a specific product (a good

or service or both) which meets the customer's needs at a specific price at a specific

time“86. In other words, companies have to work on delivering products and/or
services that will increase the customer’s view of value as an output of a given

process.
2)

Identify and map the value stream - first, all value-adding and non-value adding
activities (necessarily unavoidable non-value adding activities and avoidable
activities that creates no value) should be identified throughout the whole process.
Identifying all steps of the value stream is usually done through the mapping

technique Value Stream Mapping (more about it in chapter 2.1.2). The following is

the elimination of non-necessary non-value adding activities, so-called waste.

3)

Create flow - the goal is to connect value-creating steps tightly and without waste
between them, thus enabling smooth value flow of products or services to the

customer (without interruptions, delays, or bottlenecks).
4)

Pull - enable the customer to pull value from the next upstream activity/step. This
should be possible as a consequence of earlier steps in which flow is improved and

lead time is shortened, and then it is much easier to make and/or deliver only what is
“pulled” by the customer order just in time87 - i.e., only when products in the order

are needed.

5)

Perfection - when the first four steps are finished, a new cycle of processes should

begin - continue to pursue the state of perfection with no waste, consisting only of

value for the customer (continuous improvement).

84 Vanzant-Stern T., 2016, Lean and Agile Project Management-how to Make Any Project Better, Faster,.
Taylor & Francis Incorporated.
85 Womack, Jones, 2003.
86 Womack, Jones, 2003.
87 Rushton A., Croucher P., Baker P., 2017, The handbook of logistics and distribution management:
Understanding the supply chain. 6th Edition, Kogan Page Publishers.
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When implementing lean in an organization or some of its part, lean principles should be

conducted in a proposed order to guide involved people to a successful lean technique
implementation. Figure 2.2 describes the usual order of lean principles implementation and
highlights the continuous improvement nature of the lean process.

Figure 2.2. Order of lean principles implementation
Source: adapted according to Lean Enterprise Institute Inc., 2018. What is Lean?,
https://www.lean.org/WhatsLean/ (accessed 02 September 2018)

Executing lean should be based on two main pillars: respect for people and continuous
improvement88. Respecting people consider: respect for customers (delivering products and

services with most possible value and minimized waste), respect for employees (lean
organizations empower their employees to be problem solvers and decision-makers) and respect

for team workers (thinking and operating as a system to meet the objectives that present value
for customers). On the other hand, continuous improvement (Japanese term is: Kaizen) is a
“method for identifying opportunities for streamlining work and reducing waste to improve the

88 Planview Inc., 2018, What is Lean?, https://www.planview.com/resources/articles/what-is-lean/
(accessed 02 September 2018).
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speed and quality of value delivery”89. Today, this constant quest for improvements is

concentrated mainly on adding value, while reducing waste is only one aspect of it.

2.2.2. Agile supply chain

The agile supply chain is a newer concept of process improvement than lean, and its main
characteristics are responsiveness and flexibility. Rushton et al.90 define the agile supply chain

as “development of a strategic structure and operation that allows for the rapid response to

unpredictable changes in customer demand.” This concept is built on the collaborative work of
companies in the supply chain when fulfilling customer’s requirements with a flexible organization
of production and distribution. Reasons for the development of agile supply chains, among others

are91:
□

the substantial shortening of product life cycles;

□

the rapid increase in the variety of final products;

□

the build-up of stocks (higher risk of becoming obsolete due to frequent change in

demand requirements);
□

raise of internet trade and developments in direct selling and buying, which result in much
faster deliveries needed by customers.

Agility is a concept that could be applied both to individual companies as well as to (supply

chain) networks. But it is crucial to understand that no matter what company alone does to
improve its responsiveness and flexibility, it will always stay limited if its suppliers and/or

customers are not agile as well, e.g., if a company which strives to be agile faces long
replenishment lead times92.

Figure 2.3 presents the main characteristics of successful agile supply chains. Those are
prerequisites for developing an agile supply chain structure.
For a supply chain to be virtual, companies in the supply chain have to be connected with

appropriate information and communication technology (ICT) for sharing information that will

enable the development of information-based supply chain, rather than the inventory-based
supply chain. This way, all supply chain members will be able to act based on same real demand

89 Planview Inc., 2018.
90 Rushton et al., 2017.
91 Rushton et al., 2017.
92 Christopher M., 2016, Logistics & supply chain management. Fourth Edition, Pearson UK.
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data (e.g., from EPOS - Electronic Point of Sale data from retailer’s store) and therefore decrease
the level of inventories with more accurate forecasts93.

Figure 2.3. Characteristics of agile supply chain
Source: Harrison A., Christopher M., van Hoek R. I., 1999. Creating the agile supply chain. London: Institute
of Logistics and Transport cited in Christopher, M., 2016. Logistics & supply chain management. Fourth
Edition, Pearson UK

Market sensitiveness is a characteristic of a supply chain that is closely connected to end
users and collects data about new trends, and conscious and unconscious consumer habits that

can be both rational or irrational (through EPOS analysis, discussions with salespersons or
“influencers”). Agile supply chains are capable of fast reading and responding to real demand94.
When an agile supply chain structure is created, it results in a more responsive supply chain

with the following characteristics 95:
□

inventory is held at as few levels as possible.

□

finished goods are sometimes delivered directly from the factory.

93 Christopher, 2016.
94 Christopher, 2016.
95 Rushton et al., 2017.
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□ replenishment at different levels of a supply chain is driven by actual sales data from

EPOS (Electronic Point of Sale) systems.
□ production is planned across functional boundaries.
□ supply chain systems are highly integrated, giving clear visibility of inventory at all levels.
□ minimum lead times are developed and used.
□ the principles of postponement are practiced.
□ the majority of stocks is held at WIP awaiting final configuration, which will be based on

actual customer requirements.
Finally, while the agile supply chain strives for improving responsiveness and flexibility, it is
important to highlight an inevitable need to keep the same or higher level of quality and costs

under control.

2.2.3. Decoupling point - place where lean stops and agile starts

When deciding whether to use a more lean or agile approach in the supply chain, companies
consider many factors 96. The most important factor is the location of the customer’s order’s

decoupling point (also known as order penetration point or push/pull boundary). The decoupling

point is a point in material flow (either in supply chain or inside the organization) where the
customer’s order arrives. There are three main roles of the decoupling point:
1.

The decoupling point separates part of material flow where (-are) processes whose
execution is initiated in response to the customer’s order (pull processes positioned
downstream from decoupling point) from the

part where (-are) processes whose

execution is initiated in anticipation of customer orders, based on the forecast and

planning schedule (push processes positioned upstream from decoupling point)97.
2. The decoupling point in the supply chain is an important place where inventories are kept
as a buffer between variable customer orders for different product types and a

smooth/level production output, and therefore a place from which deliveries to the

customer are made98.

96 Kawa A., Maryniak A., 2018, Lean and agile supply chains of e-commerce in terms of customer value creation. In
Modern approaches for intelligent information and database systems Springer, Cham, pp. 317-327.
97 Chopra S., Meindl P., 2016, Supply chain management. Strategy, planning & operation. 6th Edition, Pearson;
Olhager J., 2010,. The role of the customer order decoupling point in production and supply chain management.
Computers in Industry, 61(9), pp. 863-868.
98 Naylor J. B., Nai, M. M., Berry D., 1999, Leagility: Integrating the lean and agile manufacturing paradigms in the
total supply chain. International Journal of Production Economics, 62(1-2), pp. 107-118; Van Donk D. P., 2001 Make
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3. The decoupling point could also be a place of product differentiation. By moving the

decoupling point closer to the customer (postponement), organizations increase the

efficiency of the supply chain through leveraging the economies of scale in the upstream
supply chain, reducing out-of-stock time, and reducing the non-needed inventory of
products made99.
At first, lean and agile appears to be completely unconnected strategies for the supply chain.

But Goldsby & Garcia-Dastugue100 point out how lean and agile are two philosophies with the
same goal to satisfy customer demand at the least total cost, but they do it in different ways. In
general, lean approach is used for rather stable demand over long product life cycles of low variety

products, while the agile approach is recommended in case of highly unpredictable demand, large
product variety, and short product life cycles.

Although lean and agile are different paradigms, they are also very complimentary if used in
the appropriate supply chain strategy. Lean approach (e.g., in manufacturing) is most suitable for

push processes (forecast-driven activities) as it requires a level schedule and should be

implemented upstream the decoupling point, while the agile approach is most suitable for pull

processes (order-driven activities) where satisfying fluctuating demand and should be
implemented downstream the decoupling point101. This approach of combining lean upstream and
agile downstream concerning decoupling point in the supply chain is called leagility or leagile
strategy 102.

Research by Kawa & Maryniak103 highlights that lean supply chain is based on creating a
cost advantage; therefore, it allows supply chains to offer goods at more competitive prices. On

the other hand, agile supply chain ensures more freedom and flexibility to adapt the product to

the current customer’s needs. Finally, Kawa & Maryniak104 conclude that manufacturing
companies first adopt the lean supply chain policy, and then eventually agile supply chain.

Additionally, research indicates that lean activities in supply chains are more important for

manufacturing companies than agile activities. Nonetheless, companies usually do not perceive
their supply chain as just lean or just agile - they are hybrids.

to stock or make to order: The decoupling point in the food processing industries. International Journal of Production
Economics, 69(3), 297-306.
99 Naylor et al., 1999.
100 Goldsby T.J., Garcia-Dastugue S.J., 2014, Lean Thinking and Supply Chain Management, in Lambert D.M. (Ed.),
2014, Supply Chain Management : Processes, Partnerships, Performance, 4th Edition, Supply Chain Management
Institute, Sarasota, Florida, pp. 221-238.
101 Olhager J., 2010, The role of the customer order decoupling point in production and supply chain management.
Computers in Industry, 61(9), pp 863-868.; Naylor et al., 1999.
102 Naylor et al., 1999.; Goldsby, Garcia-Dastugue, 2014.
103 Kawa, Maryniak, 2018.
104 Kawa, Maryniak, 2018.
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2.2.4. Requirements for implementing lean and agile supply chain

2.2.4.1. Focus on customer needs

As stated earlier, lean and agile philosophies are based on a value in a way that it is perceived

by the customer. It should be highlighted that waste is successfully identified if the requirements
of the customer are known, that is, what makes him perceive the value of the product or service.

Anything that the customer doesn’t need or doesn’t see as valuable for him should not be

incorporated (or at least should be minimized) in processes of making and delivering products or
services to the customer. Therefore, lean starts its path to optimization with identification of

wastes - activities that do not add value to the customer. Reducing those wastes (and/or their
sources) is a key for improving efficiency in the supply chain, while waste elimination is an ultimate
goal representing ongoing continuous pursuit for improvements.

Except for characteristics that are directly describing products, for logisticians, it is important
to understand other characteristics connected with products that also influence the value for

different customer segments:
□

nature of demand - seasonality and variability,

□

delivery cycles and connected time expectations (lead time length), also called delivery
strategies.

Not only different products but also different customer segments of the same products could
have different requirements regarding lead time (time elapsing from the moment of product order

placing or initiation by the customer to the moment of ordered product delivery and receiving).
One way how customers could be divided based on their expectations regarding lead time is to
develop the customer time-based demand profile105. Customer time-based demand profile will

identify customer expectations in relation to lead time (customer tolerance time), and based on
that, and the company could develop different strategies for finished goods inventory. An example

of customer segmentation using customer time-based demand profile is presented in Figure 2.4,
where customers are divided into different segments representing the share of customers with
certain lead time expectations. Customers who request the product immediately and expect to be

delivered in mostly two days lead time, are grouped in a segment called ‘At Once’ customers. For
this segment of customers, inventories of finished goods have to be on disposal in retail or

105 Rangarajan N., Raghuram G., Srinivasan N. M., 2009, Supply Chain Management for Competitive Advantage:
Concepts and Cases, Tata McGraw-Hill Publishing Company Limited.
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wholesale stores or local warehouses. These inventories are the most expensive kind because

they have the highest value for customers and the highest inventory carrying cost.

Figure 2.4. Customer time-based demand profile
Source: Rangarajan N., Raghuram G., Srinivasan N. M., 2009. Supply Chain Management for Competitive
Advantage: Concepts and Cases., Tata McGraw-Hill Publishing Company Limited

The so-called ‘At-Lead-Time’ customers are the segment of customers willing to wait for the

company’s usual lead time of 3-5 days. Customers in segment ‘At-Lead-Time’ represent
customers who are served from normal every-day operating with usual lead time from 3 to 5 days.

In this case, the company could hold inventories of finished goods in a regional distribution center

that supplies several stores, thus enabling inventory consolidation and reduction of safety
inventories. For customers in segment “Beyond-Lead-Time,” the company should ensure finished

goods delivery in 6 or more days. In this case, the company doesn’t need to hold finished goods
inventory, but only inventories of sub-assemblies or components, and when the order arrives they
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could start with its assembling and order processing according to the customer’s wishes. In this

way, the company decreases inventory carrying cost and meets a less variable demand.

2.2.4.2. Maintain inventory in an undifferentiated way as long as feasible

One of the key strategies for implementing agile and/or lean supply chain is called

postponement (also known as delayed differentiation). Postponement is a practice used mainly
in manufacturing and logistics, enabling mass customization in later phases of production (e.g.,

delaying differentiation) when the customer’s order arrives. The goal of postponement is to delay
differentiation as long as possible or as long as it is economically feasible. Postponement allows

companies to maintain inventory in an undifferentiated way for a longer time, and to produce an
inventory of customized final products only when they are needed (when orders for them are
received). This way, companies ensure that the final products inventory will not stay for a long

time (if any) in the warehouse. Hence, main reasons for using postponement in manufacturing
are improved usage of economies of scale enabling lower inventory carrying cost of final products,
and a lower level of safety stocks of raw materials and components (because a company doesn’t
need to forecast product demand for each product variant, but only for one - the generic one). At

the same time, the company manages to decrease the lead time for the customer and maintain
or increase product customization, offering higher service levels. This principle where inventories

are kept in an undifferentiated form for as long as possible is especially appropriate for products

with short life cycles.
The location where standardization ends (generic product) and where differentiation starts

(final product), is usually coinciding with the location of the decoupling point. The decoupling
point’s location determines the manufacturing strategy that will be used for producing products
and the way the company responds to sales requirements - replying to customers’ orders. Figure

2.5 presents different locations of decoupling points in the supply chain that determines different

manufacturing strategies106 and different lead times for consumers. As previously said, activities
in the supply chain (or in individual company’s value stream process) occurring upstream of the

decoupling point are made based on forecasts of future demand (push activities), and products
are made for unknown customers, but strongly focused on efficiency. Activities that occur
downstream of the decoupling point are driven by customer orders (pull activities). It means that

106 There are different terms used like: manufacturing strategies, manufacturing environment, manufacturing
approach, order fulfillment production strategies, business model, processing strategies. In this book term
manufacturing strategy will be used.
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from the moment of receiving a customer’s order, all activities are focused on manufacturing,

finishing and delivering (or just some of these activities - depending on the decoupling point’s

location) of the precisely defined end product for the known customer that made the order.

Figure 2.5. Decoupling point and manufacturing strategies
Source: authors based on Ghalehkhondabi I., Ardjmand E., Weckman G., 2017. Integrated decision making
model for pricing and locating the customer order decoupling point of a newsvendor supply chain.
Opsearch, 54(2), pp. 417-439

The decoupling point is also a point where a considerable amount of inventories is held in
the supply chain. Below are presented main characteristics of production strategies:

1.

Make and Send to Stock.

2. Make to Stock.
3. Assemble to Order.

4. Make to Order.
5. Engineer to Order.
Additionally, types of goods that are kept on stock at the location of the decoupling point in

different production strategies.
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In case of Make and Send to Stock (MSS) those are inventories of end products in retail
stores that are immediately disposable to customers. MSS strategy is used for products like

bottled water, milk and other products of everyday use for which customers don’t tolerate any
lead time, but also there is no option to customize products in any way.
End products are also inventories that are held in Make to Stock (MTS) strategy, but usually

in a distribution center or depo close to stores and to customers in a way that they can be delivered

or picked up the same day or one day after the order. In both MSS and MTS strategies, standard

products will be produced based on forecasted demand for a given product (according to

production plan). Examples of products usually manufactured and delivered using MTS strategy
are home appliances or clothing ordered online.
In Assemble to Order (ATO) strategy, companies hold inventories of standard parts or sub
assemblies prior or at the beginning of the assembly, and when the order arrives they start to

assemble the end product according to customer’s wish expressed order. The ATO strategy

enables companies to decrease the order fulfillment risk (or demand risk) by finishing the exact

type of product and in the exact quantity like it was ordered by customers relatively quickly after
the order’s arrival. ATO is used by computer companies in case of the direct distribution channel

- e.g., the consumer orders specific configuration of a laptop and is willing to wait for a somewhat
longer delivery lead time. A similar situation happens in the car supply chain when a customer

orders a new car by choosing not just a model, but also some of the available equipment packages
or a single piece of equipment for their new car. These options are offered based on predefined

levels of standard parts or sub-assemblies that exists at the beginning of the assembly line in car
manufacturing company. And car company just then starts assembling specific car according to

customer’s requirements.

Make to Order (MTO) is a manufacturing strategy where the manufacturing process starts
from raw materials (they are kept on inventories) when the customer’s order arrives, and no
forecasts are used. In this case, customers have to be prepared for a significantly longer lead

time as there are no finished goods of standard products or sub-assemblies stocked and because
of all manufacturing, assembling, and shipping activities have to be performed for the product to
be delivered to the customer. Through MTO manufacturing, the company enables its customer to

customize the product, and it is one of its main competitive advantages. However, this represents
a very expensive way of manufacturing, as it has to adapt production to each order, it is more
difficult to forecast demand, and consequently, more safety stocks of different materials have to

be held. Sometimes, inventories are not even carried and have to be ordered from suppliers.

Consequently, even longer lead delivery time is needed. Therefore, MTO is most suitable for
low volume, complex, and highly customized products, that are almost always very expensive.
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Examples of MTO manufactured products could be airplanes, special cars, a meal in a fine
restaurant.
Finally, the Engineer to Order (ETO) is the case when the whole creation and production
process is performed only after the customer’s order arrives. ETO means to have some

inventories of raw material or not to have them at all. ETO manufacturing starts with the design
of a unique product completely customized for a customer according to his order, continues with

purchasing materials, parts manufacturing, final product assembling, and ends with product

delivering. Frequently, customers are engaged with the company from the beginning of product

development and its manufacturing to ensure satisfying of their wishes. Therefore, ETO is most
expensive manufacturing strategy with the longest lead time, but its advantages for customers

are in its ability to create, produce, and deliver unique product features. Examples are highly
complex structures resulting in products that have never been built before - highly customized
complex machinery and industrial equipment or architectural creations like unique bridges.

Most companies do not use only one manufacturing strategy, but they are hybrids
companies107 as they combine different manufacturing strategies. They can use MTO for one type
of products (whose consumers don’t tolerate long lead times) and ATO or MTS for other types of

products (more complex products for which consumers are ready to wait longer). Companies can
also use different manufacturing strategies when preparing the same product for a different
segment of customers. For example, a company can have a small inventory of LCD TVs in the

store made using MSS strategy and more of them in the distribution center made by MTS strategy.
But at the same time, they can offer customization of TV’s frame or operating system, and in that

case, when an order comes, the company will use ATO strategy for the same product. Finally,

these five strategies are only starting point, and in reality, many other mixed versions exist.
Using postponement in the supply chain means moving customer order decoupling point

more downstream. Based on all of the above, it can be concluded that moving the decoupling

point downstream into the supply chain will usually be used for more profitable and standard
products and will result in shorter lead times and smaller variation and product customization
options. At the same time, the amount of production (production series) will increase.

2.2.4.3. Buffer variation in demand with capacity, not inventory

107 Scallan P., 2003, Process planning: the design/manufacture interface. Elsevier.
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Variation is an inevitable phenomenon in business, and consequently in the supply chain.
Reasons of variation could originate either upstream from your company/process (when suppliers

are late with delivery of ordered goods or services to the company for any reason) or downstream
in supply chain/process (when customers’ demand is different than the company has forecasted
and expected to be). Nowadays, product demand tends to vary more and faster than in the past

“due to better and faster consumer information”108 Also, the variation could occur in the company’s
internal operation - sometimes called manufacturing variability109. No matter where variation

comes in, it will result in a risk of inability to fulfil your customer’s order. Implementing lean

principles in supply chain or processes in an individual company should ensure decreasing of
variability. There are three ways to handle (buffer) variations: inventory, capacity, or time (waiting).
Fighting with a variation using inventory is the first approach that comes to mind, and
probably most used as inventories are “easiest to quantify, track and control”110. Companies use

safety inventory to cope with variability during long(er) lead times of their suppliers or to fulfill the
demand for products for which consumers don’t tolerate any lead time or maybe really short ones

(like for fresh milk or cigarettes). Inventories of finished goods quickly satisfy consumer’s need in
case of increased demand, but they represent significant inventory carrying cost, as well as the

risk of becoming obsolete inventory if consumer’s demand reacts in opposite direction -

decreasing. It is especially dangerous when companies hold different varieties of the product.
Therefore, companies should avoid buffering variations with inventories whenever it is possible.
But if used, they are mainly used in MTS manufacturing strategies and for cheap and simple

finished products that are held in decoupling point as buffer inventories.

Sometimes, companies can use more inventory buffer as decoupling point buffers in the
same process (having few decoupling points with buffers in value stream) resulting in protection

for upstream processes from downstream demand and with protection for downstream processes
from upstream delivery uncertainty in replenishment quantities or time111. In any case, it is
important to be able to precisely predict the need for buffer size in any location. The size will be

affected by previously mentioned uncertainties, and the value of inventory will depend on its
location - as a closer location to the consumer, the inventory costs and value will be higher112.

108 Rushton et al, 2017.
109 Patty R. M., Denton M. A., 2009, The end of project overruns: Lean and beyond for engineering, procurement, and
construction. Universal-Publishers.
110 Zylstra K. D., 2012, Lean distribution: applying lean manufacturing to distribution, logistics, and supply chain.
John Wiley & Sons.
111 Graves S. C., 2011, Uncertainty and production planning. In Kempf K. G., Keskinocak P., Uzsoy R. (Eds.), 2011,
Planning production and inventories in the extended enterprise: a state of the art handbook (Vol. 1), Springer Science
& Business Media, pp. 83-101.
112 Graves, 2011.
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Therefore, inventories have to be located in a way that will result in the lowest cost but with a
delivery lead time that is acceptable for the customer.

The second option is fighting demand variations with capacity - adjusting labor capacity,

machine capacity, or space capacity during a certain period of significantly increased or
decreased demand. Labor capacity could be adjusted in different ways. If there is a need for
increased labor capacity, it is possible to add more employees (adding of one more shift or adding

more employees in the same shift), adding overtime to existing employees or having same
employees to do different jobs as needed. Countermeasures can be used when there is a need

to reduce labor force capacity (suspension of existing shifts, reducing the number of workers in
the existing shifts, or introducing additional non-working periods). For some companies, it is not

a problem to have flexible workforce by adding or removing employees when needed, while some

other could have problems with this (due to highly skilled workers needed which requires
practicing time, due to a geographically isolated area where work is done or due to some other

constraints). Capacity buffering can also be represented with reacting on increased demand by
using faster transportation mode to decrease lead delivery time (e.g., instead of usual delivering

by container ship, the company can use air transport). In general, capacity buffers may be a more
expensive option than inventory buffering113 in MTS manufacturing strategy. But in manufacturing
strategies where production starts before the order arrives (MTO, ATO, and ETO), capacity
buffering against variations in demand is a better choice than inventory buffering. As Zylstra114

points out: “producing ahead misallocates valuable resources by possibly storing the wrong
product that can result in excess inventory, space, and costs.“ It is especially cased if a company

can produce a variety of finished goods, and demand for them is hard to predict. In this case, it is

cheaper to hold inventories of components or subassemblies and using them to complete
production of the desired type/model of finished product according to the order. Therefore the
company satisfies customers and their demand variation by changing production capacity in MTO

and ATO manufacturing strategies.

Inventory and capacity buffers could be used in combination during the same value stream
process. In that case, it is important to adequately determine the location of each buffer type and
its size.
Buffering with time (waiting for items to come or to be produced) is usually the last option, or

as Watson115 stated: “the option you end up with if you don’t create other buffers.” And even when

113
Watson
M.,
2013,
Three
types
of
supply
chain
buffers,
SupplyChainDigest
http://www.scdigest.com/experts/DrWatson_13-09-30.php?cid=7451 (accessed 02 September 2018).
114 Zylstra, 2012.
115 Watson, 2013.
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you choose to buffer variations with time, it can not be a long-term strategy 116. Buffering variation

with time means that you don’t or you can’t do anything to avoid variability caused by late suppliers
or increased demand. You wait until new inventories come. And then your customers are forced

to wait also. In this case, a good option would be to announce or ask for understanding from your
customer because of the delay. As time buffering is at first cheapest method for variability fighting,
it can end up with losing your customer. And that is adverse and definitively the most expensive
outcome.

2.2.4.4. Use forecast to plan, pull to execute

Push system in manufacturing is a traditional way of manufacturing where the company

doesn’t have information about customer orders but plans its production based on demand
forecasts. When a company makes a schedule, push system produce as much of products as

they can in shortest possible time and send them to the next place in the process where they are
or will be needed, all according to schedule. The main problem is that forecasts used in push

system are almost always wrong and actual demand is different than forecasted, resulting in either
too much or not enough inventories (that will shortly be replaced with too many new inventories).

Of course, this results with the growing number of inventories which are perceived in lean as
waste. As in core of the lean approach is reducing waste by eliminating roots of waste generation,
it can be concluded that a push system is not acceptable for lean manufacturing. But, as stated

earlier, within manufacturing systems, it is sometimes inevitable. Although it would be ideal to
have the whole process of manufacturing or even whole value stream set in a pull way, often it is
not possible, and in some places, it is necessary to hold inventories (usually WIP inventory).
Lean promotes an optimal way of manufacturing which advice to make forecasts for longer
periods so you can do the purchasing of raw materials, but you should start executing certain

manufacturing phase only when customer order or production order (depending on a place where
this process is performing in value stream) arrives, i.e., use pull approach. So, forecasts are not
used for everyday demand fluctuations. This principle is sometimes called Use forecast to plan,
pull to execute. To do so, it is good to divide the manufacturing process or value stream into

smaller processes where for each one, the pull systems would be incorporated. Pull system
means starting with work when a signal (order) arrives and according to the order from the

downstream process - i.e., items are pulled from the upstream process to the next downstream

116 Zylstra, 2012.
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process based on customer orders signal. The order not only gives a signal for starting the job

but also limits the size or work that has to be done, i.e., it will limit the quantity that can be
produced. Consequently, when pull system is implemented throughout the supply chain, it is very

important to have very reliable suppliers, because actually inventories are moved upstream to
them (although it is normal to supply chain logic of finding optimal place to hold inventory where

inventory carrying costs will be lowest, it is an additional burden for suppliers).

Finally, a system that works in the pull approach will have less variation than a system that
works in a push approach.

2.2.4.5. Build partnerships and alliances with supply chain members

Lean and agile concepts could be implemented in an individual company, but their full potential
will be reached only in cooperation with other downstream and upstream supply chain members.

Additionally, the goal is to extend the lean approach to processes all over the supply chain, or at

least to cover as much of supply chain members as possible. In that case, pull system should be

implemented not only inside one organization but also between supply chain members. And to
achieve this, highly reliable partners are necessary.

Therefore, it is essential to build different partnerships with other supply chain members (your
suppliers and buyers) to, directly and indirectly, ensure more synchronized and continuous flow,

better forecasting, lower level of inventories and quicker demand responsiveness. Partnering with

supply chain members in lean implementation could benefit the company and the whole supply
chain in at least two important reasons:
□ cooperative work on flow synchronization throughout the supply chain will significantly

improve supply chain performance, and
□ the joint work of several companies to reduce waste and look for ways to improve the
flow to specific sets in individual companies leads to more successful solutions. These

solutions can be then easily implemented anywhere in the supply chain, i.e., partners
learn from each other while working on synergy effects.
Research from Chun Wu117 defines lean suppliers as suppliers with a lean system

implemented and which provide products for their lean customers. Same research proves how
lean suppliers gain a significant competitive advantage over non-lean suppliers, especially when

117 Chun Wu Y., 2003, Lean manufacturing: a perspective of lean suppliers. International Journal of Operations &
Production Management, 23(11), pp. 1349-1376.
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activities like juts-in-time distribution and manufacturing, transportation, or enhance customer

supplier relationships, are required. If a supplier also implements the lean principle, both customer
and supplier can reduce inventory level and reduce out-of-stock at the same time. The study
concludes that the use of lean manufacturing improves not only internal processes in

manufacturing, but facilitate many external logistics practices118.
Partnerships could increase agility characteristics of the supply chain as well. To become

more responsive to market changes, the supply chain should avoid all not necessary processes

(like double controls) and implement a higher level of trust between partners.
To successfully implement either lean and/or agility approaches to their business models,
competitive organizations should develop long-term mutual trust relationships with their suppliers

and customers.

2.2.4.6. Formulate performance measures to support process orientation

For each process taken into consideration, companies should develop a set of process

measures that will allow them to monitor, support, and also encourage process orientation. Some
of the most commonly used process measures are described in chapter 2.1.2.1. Results of
measurement in a lean and agile environment are the basis for start working on new

improvements in continuous search for perfection.
Additionally, Rother & Shook119 provide the principles that the lean measures for

manufacturing performance should adhere to:
□

Principle 1: Measures should encourage the desired behavior by the front lines.

□

Principle 2: Measures should provide information for senior managers to make decisions.

□

Principle 3: Principle 1 takes precedence over Principle 2.

According to important management philosophy and process improvement tool called Theory
of Constraints which is developed by Eliyahu M. Goldratt and Jeff Cox in 1984, it is recommended

to always consider the following questions120:
□ How this metric helps to sell more products profitably - i.e., will the metric increase

throughput?

118 Chun Wu, 2003.
119 Rother, Shook, 1999.
120 Goldratt E. M., Cox J., 2004, The Goal: A Process of Ongoing Improvement, 3rd Revised. North River Pr.;
Rangarajan N., Raghuram G., Srinivasan N. M., 2009, Supply Chain Management for Competitive Advantage:
Concepts and Cases, Tata McGraw-Hill Publishing Company Limited.
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□

How this metric helps reducing investments in resources - i.e., will the metric help reduce
inventory?

□

How this metric helps reducing payments/expenses, long-term - i.e., will the metric help
reduce operating fixed expenses (long-term)?

2.2.4.7. Focus on the bottleneck resources

To truly improve process efficiency, it is important to be able to find true bottleneck resources
in the process, and by focusing on them to improve their productivity. This lean principle is well

explained and developed in the theory of constraints. According to the theory of constraints121,
every process has one or a really small number of constraints, and constraint is the most
important part of the process to be monitored and managed. Constraint represents the weakest

link in the chain that determines and in the same time limits performance of the whole process.
In other words, one constraint limits the throughput of the whole process. Therefore, only

constraints should be utilized 100 percent and not all machines. Consequently, Goldratt122

highlights focus as a word that condenses theory of constraints and defines focus as “do what
should be done and don’t do what should not be done”.

Constraints in manufacturing processes are called bottlenecks. Goldratt uses term constraint

as a broader term then term bottleneck, as his theory of constraints can be implemented in

numerous different environments, and in some of the constraints are not bottlenecks - e.g. in
project environment constraint is a critical path or critical chain, while in distribution constraint is

the number of clients entering retail shop123. This book is dealing primarily with lean

implementation in a manufacturing environment, and therefore, we will use term bottleneck as a

type of constraint. Sproull124 differentiates and defines two types of resources in manufacturing
plant:
□

bottleneck resource as “any resource whose capacity is equal to or less than the market

demand placed on it” (i.e., they don’t have excess capacity) and

121 Goldratt E. M., Cox J., 2004, The Goal: A Process of Ongoing Improvement, 3rd Revised. North River Pr.;
Rangarajan N., Raghuram G., Srinivasan N. M., 2009, Supply Chain Management for Competitive Advantage:
Concepts and Cases, Tata McGraw-Hill Publishing Company Limited.
122 Goldratt E., 2010, Introduction to TOC-My Perspective in Goldrat Cox III J., Schleier J., 2010, Theory of
Constraints Handbook. McGraw-Hill.
123 Goldratt, 2010.
124 Sproull B., 2017, Bottleneck and Non-Bottleneck Resources, Manufacturing Breakthrough Blog,
https://www.ecisolutions.com/m1/blog/posts/2017/february/bottleneck-and-non-bottleneck-resources/
(accessed 02 September 2018).
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□

non-bottleneck resource as “any resource whose capacity is greater than the market

demand placed on it” (i.e., they have excess capacity).
Therefore, improvement activities in the manufacturing process have to be ranked, and most
important priority always has to be a current constraint, i.e., the focus must first be on current
bottleneck resource. It is because bottleneck resource is the one that determines (limits) the

throughput as well as the output of the manufacturing process. When the current bottleneck is
improved enough in a sense that it is not the biggest constraint anymore (e.g., it is not slowest

operation in a process), the focus has to be moved to the next constraint that has now become a
bottleneck. This approach requires permanent monitoring of the effects of process changes to

determine when and where the bottleneck changes.

When the bottleneck is specified, next step is to increase the capacity of bottleneck resource,
and thus the capacity of the entire process (as the capacity of the entire process cannot surpass
the capacity of the bottleneck). The simple way would be to buy more capacity (e.g., more
machines, more employees) that will produce more items in the same time frame. Nevertheless,

bottlenecks are usually very expensive, and it is not easy to duplicate crucial parts of the process,
and most often, other solutions should be explored. Some advice on how to increase capacity at
the bottleneck is given by Anderson et al.125 and they are focused mostly on better utilization of
currently most precious process part - bottleneck:

□ add resources at the bottleneck operation - try to assign an employee from another
operation to help performing bottleneck resource operation during unutilized time,

□ assure that the bottleneck works only on quality parts - quality check should be

positioned before bottleneck resource so that bottleneck doesn’t deal with bad parts,
□ examine your production schedule - try to create a production schedule that will create

such product mix that will minimize demand on the bottleneck. This is possible when a
process is producing different products that use a different quantity of bottleneck time,
□ increase the time the operation is working - try to maximize bottleneck operations time

by keeping them working even during breaks for other parts of the process or even use
overtime. If bottleneck produces more, the whole process will produce more,

□ minimize downtime - try to reschedule production to avoid downtime, or try to prepare
backup equipment to be able to quickly repair a bottleneck breakdown if unexpectedly

occurs. Also, search for ways to decrease changeover times from producing one product

to the next. All these actions will improve working time of bottleneck,

125 Anderson M. A., Anderson E. J., Parker G., 2013, Operations management for dummies. John Wiley & Sons.
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□

perform process improvement on the bottleneck resource - e.g. through mapping all

process activities (use VSM) and trying to reduce or eliminate non-value adding activities

that are considered waste,
□

reassign some of the bottleneck’s work - try to reassign some of bottleneck resources

activities to some other non-bottleneck resources, but without slowing the overall
process.

2.2.4.8. Focus on synchronising flow

Synchronizing flow in manufacturing (and consequently in the whole supply chain) means to

be able to harmonize the flow of items in all parts of the process or supply chain. Ideally, the

synchronized flow should become a continuous flow, which is defined by Rother & Shook126 as
“producing one piece at a time, with each item passed immediately from one process step to the
next without stagnation (and many other wastes) in between.” The main aim of the flow

synchronization is to avoid (or at least reduce) inventory build-ups and to decrease cycle time,

which will then decrease whole lead time.
Flow synchronization could be observed as a continuation of the theory of constraints

implementation in the manufacturing process, and then in the supply chain as well. Even though
bottlenecks have priority in flow optimization, it would be a big mistake to neglect non-bottleneck
resources. Non-bottleneck resources represent the majority of resources in the manufacturing

process, and there is a strong dependency between non-bottleneck and bottleneck resources.
While increasing bottleneck capacity to produce more has a direct positive impact on the overall
process of production, non-bottleneck should not always be focused on producing more127. When

bottleneck capacity is increased (preferably to the level of takt time or even more - depending on

manufacturing strategy), now is the time to adjust non-bottleneck resources to match the
bottleneck rate, i.e., to synchronize flow in all process parts. Usually, it means to reduce the speed

of other parts of the process, and it will result in reducing overall inventory between them (WIP
inventory) as well as freeing more workers for e.g., helping in bottleneck resource activities.
Hence, the theory of constraints advocates for a holistic view on process improvement but with

the primary focus mostly on the current constraint (bottleneck).
The same can be applied to the supply chain. Ability to synchronize flow in and between

supply chain members (two or more, ideally all), allows for the supply chain to react faster to

126 Rother, Shook, 1999.
127 Goldratt, 2010.
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customer demand. If the pace of such synchronized supply chain flow is set at the demand rate,
all benefits will be achieved with even fewer inventories at different levels of the supply chain. If
some supply chain members work slower than agreed pace rate, it will result in a new bottleneck

resource for this supply chain. On the other hand, if an organization works faster than the agreed
pace rate, there will be increased inventories between this organization and the next one that
works slower.

2.2.4.9. Reduce variation in the system

Increased variability always decreases process performance. Deif128 states that “variability is
enemy of manufacturing ” causing many of its problems like lower throughput, congestion, high

WIP levels and longer lead times. In a lean environment, variation is expressed with Japanese

word Mura. As already mentioned, when variation exists, it is always buffered with either
inventories, time, capacity, or some combination. As these buffers present waste, it can be said

that Mura causes Muda.

Therefore, variability reduction provides significant improvement for a lean system by
increasing its performance, and consequently, it reduces risk in company business. The lean

approach to variability reduction is to eliminate (or reduce) variability root causes. In respect to
variation causes, there are two kinds of variations129:
□ common cause variation - natural (normal) kind of variation typical for a certain process,

coming from internal causes and exists in all processes. This kind of variation is mostly

predictable in

results. According to

McIntyre130 this common

cause variation

demonstrates the true capability of a process and sometimes is called “noise”,
□ special cause variation - it is caused by external factors (unique events from the

environment) and is a result of exception in the process environment 131. It can be

concluded that processes with special cause variation are unstable processes.
Primary work in process optimization through variation reduction should be focused on an
external factor, i.e., on special cause variation. Special cause variation is easier to notice, as this

event completely deviates from the normal and usual behavior of the processing system.

128 Deif A., 2012, Assessing lean systems using variability mapping. Procedia CIRP, 3, pp. 2-7.
129 McIntyre W., 2018, Seeking the causes of variation, SixSigma, https://www.isixsigma.com/toolstemplates/variation/seeking-the-causes-of-variation/ (accessed 02 December 2018).
130 McIntyre, 2018.
131 McIntyre, 2018.
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According to McIntyre132, special cause variation eliminated will bring the process to control and

expose the sources of common cause variation. This way will be clear and easier to address
common cause variation with the goal of its reduction. Common causes of variation make up a

huge majority of variations. Their causes are harder to find, and therefore, lean experts use

different tools and spend more time on their identification and reduction.
It is hard to expect that all variations in the process will be eliminated - in every process,

there will be at least some variations over time. But, it is important to know what can be tolerated.
A small amount of variation can be tolerated if there is no influence on process planned output or

if the output variation is in acceptable limits and stable over time. In other cases, it is required to
perform variability reduction activities.

In general, it can be said that people (employees) are more variable then machines. Hence,
the quest for causes of variation in most cases should start from people involved in the process.

This also means that people are not robots, and they need clarity in work procedures but also
management support, as well as a certain degree of freedom in decision making. Although

variations should be avoided, they can also be a result of someone’s decision and attempt to
improve a process in the long run.
The most common method for variability reduction in the process is called Six Sigma. Six
sigma uses two main concept for variability reduction: DMAIC (Define, Measure, Analyze,

Improve and Control) and PDCA (Plan Do Check Act). These concepts will be explained in more

details in chapter 3.5.2., as well as in exercise materials.

2.3. APPLYING PROBLEM SOLVING TECHNIQUES
2.3.1. Problem solving process

List of problems that organizations are faced with is endless. Some categories of problems

that usually appear in the enterprise are 133:
□ the need for savings and cost reductions,
□ the necessity to detect errors due to which the expected outcomes are not obtained;
□ the possibility to automate one part of the whole process,

132 McIntyre, 2018.
133 Harmon P., 2014, Harmon on BPM: ABPM Methodology - What is It and Why It Is Important, BPTrends,
https://www.bptrends.com/the-bptrends-associates-methodology/ , September 1, 2014 (accessed, November,18
2018).
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□ preventing damages in enterprise or environment,
□ the requirements for improving existing products, creating new products, or introducing

a new business line while retaining or increasing competitiveness,
□ introduction of new standards (ISO 9000, MSFI, MRS, HACCP) or taking into

consideration of business risks or new legal regulations (e.g., pollution reduction),
□ the need to improve customer satisfaction and, indirectly, maintain competitiveness,
□ the need to improve management coordination or organizational responsibility,
□ the need to improve the information-communication infrastructure, exchange of

information, design of documentation.

There are numerous strategies and approaches that are broad enough and tend to be

general for all types of problems solving, as well as specific strategies tailored to the specific types
of problems. The general strategies typically include the logical (experiential) sequence of steps,
decisions, and activities of the person that solves the problem. If the decision making procedure

is known, and there are enough data and experience in solving the problem, it is an algorithmic

approach. If the problem has not emerged so far, decision-making procedures have yet to be

discovered, or if the information is insufficient or incomplete, it is a heuristic approach to
problem-solving. Both approaches imply the use of certain methods and tools to be used in a
multiphase process leading to a problem-solving.

The problem can be observed at the personal or organizational level as a state of
inadequacy, discomfort, loss, failure to fulfill objectives or imbalance of the desired stable states.

The above-mentioned organizational problems, as well as personal problems, are related to a
“solver,” i.e., decision-maker - his/her experience and ability to identify problems, general and

specific knowledge, intuition, approach and skills of using problem-solving tools.

The problem solving is often seen as a way of eliminating problems, i.e., eliminating causes

for its re-emergence. However, there are situations where the goal (at least for a short period) is
to eliminate the consequences the problem has caused.
For problems that will occur unpredictably as well as for those for which we could predict the

occurrence, there is a set of logical steps and activities that can lead to problem-solving. However,
„solving does not proceed by recipe, nor is it necessarily linear, as these guidelines might imply.
Problem-solving is a recursive process; you must continually go back and forth between steps
and do some parts again. Similarly, you might not always proceed in exactly this order “134.

134 Harris R., 1998, “Problem Solving Techniques”, VirtualSalt, July 2, https://virtualsalt.com/crebook3.htm ,
(accessed, December 2, 2018).
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Tables 2.9 and 2.10 show several procedures that are elaborated in multiple stages or steps.

Some steps with the same content are named differently.

Table 2.9. 5-6 steps (stages) of problem solving according to different approaches

Step

P. Newton (2017)

Bransford and Stein
(IDEAL approach,
1993)

1

Defining a problem
(context is noted,
symptoms are analyzed,
and diagnosis through
multiple iterations is given)

Identification of problem
and causes

2

Determination of the key
causes of the problem

Defining the problem
context

3

Development of alternative
solutions

Exploration of the
problem-solving strategy

4

Choice of solutions

Action - implementation
of the chosen solution

5

Solution implementation

Solution evaluation backward view

6

Solution (outcomes)
evaluation

Harris (1998)

Problem exploration (defining,
clarifying, explanation,
contextualization)
Goal establishment (consideration
of the ideal goals and
establishment of the practical
goals)
Generation of ideas for possible
solutions
Idea selection (evaluation of
possibilities and choice of
solutions)
Implementation (trying out the
solution and making adjustments)
Evaluation (determining whether
the solution worked)

Sources: Newton P., 2017. Top 5 Problem Solving Tools, www.free-management-ebooks.com, (accessed 27
September 2018), Bransford J., Stein B.S., 1993. The Ideal Problem Solver, Centers for Teaching and
Technology - Book Library, p. 46, Harris R., 1998. “Problem Solving Techniques”, VirtualSalt, July 2,
https://virtualsalt.com/crebook3.htm, (accessed, December 2, 2018)

One step (stage) in one approach can be decomposed into several steps in some other
approach, and the order of certain activities is not the same in all approaches. Thus, these

guidelines are not meant to be rigid and absolute. They should be observed rather as a checklist

designed to assure that all the important features of problem analysis are included135.

135 Harris R., 1998, “Problem Solving Techniques”, VirtualSalt, July 2, https://virtualsalt.com/crebook3.htm,
(accessed, December 2, 2018).
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Table 2.10. Seven steps (stages) of problem solving according to different approaches

Step
1

Minnesota Office of
Continuous
Improvement (Problem
solving in 7 steps)
Defining a problem

Twente University
(Managerial Problem
Solving Method)

Defining a problem

2

Collecting data for clear
problem identification

Approach formulation

3

Analysis of data for clear
identification of the cause
of the problem

Analysis of the nature of the
problem and cause

4

Identification, evaluation,
and choice of solutions

Formulation of solution
alternatives

5

Solution implementation

Choice of solution

6
7

Control of the achieved
results
Adjustment and
maintenance of
improvements

ELA - Problem Solving
process

Defining a problem
Collecting the necessary
information about the
problem

Identification of alternative
solutions
Evaluation of alternatives
and selection of the best
alternative
Involving others interested
in problem-solving

Solution implementation

Taking solving activities

Solution evaluation backward view

Evaluation of activities
undertaken

Sources: Minnesota Office of Continuous Improvement, 2016: Problem Solving, Solving Problems isn’t
Always Elementary, http://mn.gov/ci (accessed 24 October 2018), Heerkens H., Van Winden A., 2017. Solving
Managerial Problems Systematically, Noordhoff Uitgevers bv, Groningen/Houten, The Netherlands
(Developed by the University of Twente), European Logistic Association, 2014. European Qualification
Standard for logistic competence, http://www.elalog.eu/elaqf-qualification-standards, (accessed 12 September,
2018)

Without intention to favour any of these approaches, Figure 2.6 shows the process of

problem-solving with the key features of each step.
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Figure 2.6. Steps and links in problem solving process
Source: authors based on Minnesota Office of Continuous Improvement, 2016: Problem Solving, Solving
Problems isn’t Always Elementary, http://mn.gov/ci (accessed 24 October 2018), Heerkens H., Van Winden A.,
2017. Solving Managerial Problems Systematically, Noordhoff Uitgevers bv, Groningen/Houten, The
Netherlands (Developed by the University of Twente), European Logistic Association, 2014. European
Qualification Standard for logistic competence, http://www.elalog.eu/elaqf-qualification-standards, (accessed
12 September, 2018)

Steps should not be taken as a linear sequence, especially in complex problems where the
problem-solving teams will not only progress in the steps, but also return to the previous steps
and stages in order to redefine the problem, better identify it, find multiple variants of solutions,

choice and testing, and final verification of implemented solutions.
Problems are very often related to the (part of the) business process, and the solutions should
be sought in the modifications, adjustments, or complete process changes. If the problem is of a
process nature, along with the aforementioned general approach to problem-solving, it is also

useful to combine the process approach. Problem-solving at the business process level implies:

□

Identification of the process that needs to be improved and presentation of the “As-Is”
model (model of the existing state).

□

In the context of business process drivers and strategic plan, define process
requirements.
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□

Analyze the business process with the aim of understanding the weaknesses of the

process and the impact on the business.
□

If the process is a candidate, approach to redesigning or shaping the future process by

creating a “To-Be” model (model of the future process).
□

Implement the “To-Be” model to a feasible process.

□

Continually carry out monitoring and control of the implemented process with the aim

of insight into performance and process compliance with other processes and the
business system as a whole.

□

Make fine adjustments (refining) to the acceptable process optimization limit.

□

Exploit the process in the best possible way while the process performance is
satisfactory and then start a new cycle.

Each business problem belongs to a specific business domain. Apart from the mentioned

general strategies and inherent knowledge, skills, information and methodology, specific domain
knowledge, skills, and tools for solving the problem are required.

The methods and techniques used in certain steps of problem-solving are:
1. Defining a problem: brainstorming, interviews, and questionnaires. Determining the cause of
the problem: root-cause (fishbone) diagrams, Pareto analysis, affinity diagram, five why.

2. Generating alternatives for problem-solving: brainstorming, interviews, mind mapping.
3. Choice of solution between alternatives: optimization techniques, expert rules, and decision
trees (selection criteria: time needed for problem-solving, cost of individual solutions, resource

efficiency, minimum of risk, etc.).

4. Solution implementation: project techniques such as Gantt charts - clear activities, start and

finish times, project members and milestones; CPM (Critical Path Method), PERT (Program
Evaluation and Review Technique) and other similar techniques, PDCA (Plan Do Check Act)

Cycle.

5. Outcome Evaluation: accurate reporting mechanisms, cost-benefit analysis, ABC (Activity
Based Costing), CTS (Cost to Serve).

The following will give a brief description of some of the above methods.
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2.3.2. Problem solving tools and techniques

Most commonly used problem solving tools and techniques are brainstorming, mind
mapping, 5 Whys, Cause - Effect Diagram (Fishbone or Ishikawa Diagram), Drill down, The Four

Frame and The Cynefin.

Most commonly used problem-solving tools and techniques are brainstorming, mind
mapping, 5 Whys, Cause - Effect Diagram (Fishbone or Ishikawa Diagram), Drill down, The Four
Frame, and The Cynefin.

Brainstorming is a technique for group generation of ideas for problem-solving. The basic
idea of this technique is to bring together people from different backgrounds and with different

experiences of problem-solving in a particular domain. They give their ideas for problem-solving

in a relatively short time without limiting their approach and solution. The problem that needs to
be solved must be defined in the beginning as clearly as possible and should not be extremely
difficult and very specific for a particular area. The number of participants in the group ranges

from five to fifteen, and the main purpose is to generate as many ideas as possible to solve

different aspects of the problem. Common problems in which this group of creativity technique is
used are the development of new products and new technological solutions for production,

advertising, and marketing campaigns136.
Brainstorming is the process of collecting, evaluating, and choosing creative ideas to solve
a defined problem. Brainstorming rules are stimulating in the way that ideas can be made freely,
and without reluctance, no opinion can be criticized, group members must motivate each other to
co-operate and present ideas.

The process is conducted through a brainstorming session in an environment that is
stimulating to work, think, and exchange ideas. Before conducting the session, a clear description
of the problem and issues to be solved is provided to the group members, the start of the session

is defined, and duration is usually no more than one and a half hours.

The session is chaired by a chair or a leader, and a group of 5-15 participants is made up of
non-specialists and experts in a particular problem area. The manager presents the problem to
the members of the group, assigns the tools they need (pencils, plates, papers, notebooks) and

get them acquainted with the rules. Each participant proposes solutions with description,

sketches, and notes. Ideas remain anonymous.

136 Mulder P., 2017, Brainstorming. Retrieved from ToolsHero: https://www.toolshero.com/creativity/
brainstorming/ (accessed 27 October 2018).
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The session chair presents the ideas, and the group members vote for each idea (in the
sense of accepting it). Ideas are ranked according to the number of votes, and the best (most

often the first three) go for re-elaboration. In this part of the session, the group can be divided into
subgroups that will do further work on some elements of the proposed solutions. Previously

generated ideas that were excluded in the first round of voting may eventually be utilized at this
stage.

Mind mapping represents the way to present ideas that are related to some central concept.
Moving radially from the central concept (conditionally defined problem) the structure of new

concepts (branches) that are in function of the central concept (branch) is being created. The
structure consists of phrases, expressions, or words combined with graphic forms, symbols,

colors, lines that make an easily review diagram. Visual structures are created without a specific
rule, in the way that ideas are formed by individuals or groups concerning the central theme or
sub-theme (sub-concepts). The number of new sub-themes and their division into smaller logical

entities or associations and other defined types of links are not limited. Depending on the central
concept and sub-themes, they can be reorganized later. The map can be seen as a tool for the

representation of imagination, association, logic, and understanding of the central theme; it can

simultaneously serve to exchange and supplement of the ideas about the central concept (the
central problem). It is often used as a tool for problem-solving at a certain level of its knowledge

and is considered as one of the group-based problem-solving techniques like brainstorming.
5 Whys is a research technique on the relationship between causes and consequences in

which the iterative process of finding the causes and consequences explains the current problem.
Iterative questioning "why" seeks to get the root cause of the current problem. Although the root

cause of the problem (which initiated the process after which the problem was manifested) is not
necessarily reached after the fifth "Why", the technique was initially designed with the idea that

through 5 key questions one can reach the most answers of what is causing the problem or reach
the answer what has triggered the process that ended with the identified problem.
Techniques used in the incremental process of reaching the answer to why the problem

occurs:
□ Cause - Consequence Diagram,
□ A matrix (table) where the columns are "why" questions and the rows are answers

to those questions.

Cause - Effect Diagram (Fishbone or Ishikawa Diagram) is a visualization tool for

presenting key categories of causes that caused the problem. It can be people, equipment,
environment, materials, tools, and the like. The head of the Fishbone is a well-defined problem,
while the bones on the spine are a possible group or principal causes in which the horizontal
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features indicate their key characteristics relevant to the problem. In the iterative procedure, team

members choose only one of the characteristics of each branch. If a certain attribute on the branch
occurs multiple times, it is likely that the major cause has been reached, followed by a detailed
problem analysis based on identified causes (Figure 2.7).

Source: Minnesota Office of Continuous Improvement: Cause - Effect Diagram, 2016, http://mn.gov/ci
(accessed 24 October 2018)

In each of the 5 - 7 steps of problem-solving, additional techniques for clearer detection of
the problem, contextualization, search and selection of solutions and its implementation can be

applied137.

Some of these techniques are the following: Drill Down, Four Frame, Cynefin.
Drill down is a technique and a way of thinking how to decompose complex problems into
smaller entities (parts) where details of interest are visible to clarify the problem. The

decomposition is done to a level when all the factors that contribute to the originally defined
problem are known. It is often performed in combination with 5Why and Root-Cause analysis.
The Four Frame model is used to approach organizational issues and observes the

organization through the Structural Framework, the Human Resources Framework, the Policy

137 Newton P., 2017, Top 5 Problem Solving Tools, www.free-management-ebooks.com , (accessed 27 September
2018).
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Framework, and the Symbolic Framework. The idea of this approach is that in the organizations,

the same problem manifests differently, depending on the point of view.

The Structural Framework includes organizational structures, technology, goals, roles, and
relationships. The Human Resources Framework highlights personal needs, knowledge and

skills, feelings, prejudices, and developmental abilities.

The Policy Framework refers to different adopted business policies, interests, behaviours,

and beliefs.
The Symbolic Framework treats the organization as a theatre that embodies purpose,
meaning, and faith.

The Cynefin Framework is an approach that assesses the situation or context in which the
problem occurs. The context can be:
□ obvious (with a clear cause and the consequences of the problem and the way for its

solution),
□ complicated (known to the organization but requires expert knowledge),
□ complex (problem does not have a clear solution, requires additional data and time for a

clear definition),
□ chaotic (there is no obvious cause, requires a quick reduction of damage and then an

analysis for a complete understanding of the problem),
□ disorder (it is not clear what the problem is, the organization does not have to be aware,

but there are weak signs or intuitions that the problem exists).

2.4. IMPLEMENTING A REVERSE LOGISTICS

Reverse logistics (or disposal logistics or logistics of return) is “the process of planning,

implementing and controlling flows of raw materials, in-process inventory, and finished goods,
from manufacturing, distribution or use point, to the point of recovery or point of proper

disposal”138. Usually, material flows in reverse logistics move in the opposite direction (upstream)

than material flows in “regular” logistics (downstream), i.e., they usually move from a place of

consumption to suppliers. But, sometimes, if they are considered as non-usable waste, they are
just properly disposed of adequate places. Therefore, Gudehus & Kotzab139 explain reverse
logistics as “chronological reversion of supply.” According to the Council of Supply Chain

138 Dekker R., Inderfurth K., Van Wassenhove L., Fleischmann M., 2003, Quantitative Approaches for reverse
logistics. Springer-Verlag.
139 Gudehus T., Kotzab H., 2012, Comprehensive logistics. 2nd Edition, Springer Science & Business Media.
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Management Professionals glossary140, reverse logistics is “a specialized segment of logistics

focusing on the movement and management of products and resources after the sale and after
delivery to the customer and also includes product returns for repair and/or credit.“ Additionally,

APICS141 defines reverse logistics as “a complete supply chain dedicated to the reverse flow of

products and materials for returns, repair, remanufacture, and/or recycling”.
De Brito & Dekker142 point out three drivers of reverse logistics: legislation (companies have

to do reverse logistics), corporate citizenship (companies perceive reverse logistics as their
responsibility to society) and/or economics (companies conduct reverse logistics because they

can profit from it). Although many companies carry out reverse logistics, not for only one reason,
economic reasons will be highlighted. Reverse logistics became a huge business with global

return deliveries costs of more than 640 billion U.S. dollars worldwide in 2015143. It represents

lucrative activity in which companies search for the additional value of “used” goods in different
activities of their return flows, or they offer their return flow and appropriate disposal to other

companies. First factors influencing the rise of reverse logistics activities were public (consumer’s)
pressures that over time turns into regulative pressure to decrease environment pollution through
an increased level of collecting, sorting and recycling/reusing of goods that was earlier considered

as waste. The second important factor is the significant development of online retailing in the last
decade. One of the key factors for competitive advantage in online business is allowing customers

to return bought and received goods that they don’t like for any reason is and free (or with low
costs) manner. According to Golinska & Kawa144, online returns reach up to 25 %, about less than
5 % in stationary (brick and mortar) sale.

Consequently, this fact requires companies to organize reverse logistics systems - either
alone or, what is more common, to outsource part of or the whole process of reverse logistics.

From legally mandatory activity aimed at preserving the environment, effective reverse logistics
has furthermore become a source off additional profitability and increasing customer satisfaction
at the same time. In this reverse logistics development process, e-commerce has been one of the

140 Vitasek K., 2013, Supply chain management terms and glossary. Supply Chain Visions.
141 APICS, 2017, SCOR Supply Chain Operations Reference Model ver. 12.0: Quick reference quide.
142 De Brito M. P., Dekker R., 2004, A framework for reverse logistics. In Reverse logistics, Springer, Berlin,
Heidelberg., pp. 3-27.
143 Statista, 2018, Costs of return deliveries in U.S. compared with the world in 2015,
https://www.statista.com/statistics/753084/return-deliveries-costs-in-the-world-and-united-states/
(accessed
02
September 2018).
144 Golinska P., Kawa A., 2012, Dynamic Recovery Network for WEEE. In Environmental Issues in Supply Chain
Management, Springer, Berlin, Heidelberg, pp/ 75-89.
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key drivers. Furthermore, studies show that one of the most important characteristics by which
shoppers are judging retailers is their return process145.

2.4.1. Return product types

Reverse logistics focuses on all goods that move upstream supply chain after their sale, and

those returned goods could be classified in the following way146:
□ Commercial returns - are all products that have to be returned because they are broken

or damaged, not delivered according to the customer orders, or simply do not meet
customer expectations, but they still have a high value.
□ End of life returns - products that are not working properly or not working at all (their

physical lives are ended) - usually technically obsolete or need significant repair.
□ End of use returns - products that are not used anymore due to the arrival of a new

advanced version of the product (although “old” ones still can be used) - e.g., leased
products or product replacement.

□ Re-Usable items - mostly group of different packaging used for delivering or usage

(consumption) of products for several times (e.g., plastic bottles, crates for bottles or

pallets).
Some authors also mention other types of product returns like147:
□ Marketing returns - products returns due to slow sales, quality issues or the need to
change position of inventory (e.g. from one store to other), close-out returns (products

that retailer doesn’t want to carry and sell no more), buy-out (when one manufacturer
buys all retailer’s supply of competitor’s products), job-outs (return of seasonal items that

are not sold after season ends) or surplus.
□ Product recalls - product returns initiated because of safety or quality issues with the

product (mostly occur in automotive, food, toys industries, and pharmaceuticals).

145 Howland D., 2018, Shoppers are judging retailers by their return process, SupplychainDive,
https://www.supplychaindive.com/news/shoppers-are-judging-retailers-by-their-returns-process/544789/ (accessed
20 December 2018).
146 Krikke H. R., Le Blanc H. M., van de Velde S., 2004, Product modularity and the design of closed-loop supply
chains. California Management Review, 46(2), pp. 23-39.; Golinska Kawa, 2012.
147 Rogers D.S., Lambert D.M., Croxton K.L., Garcia-Dastugue S., 2014, The Returns Management Process, in
Lambert D.M. (Ed.), 2014, Supply Chain Management : Processes, Partnerships, Performance, 4th Edition, Supply
Chain Management Institute, Sarasota, Florida, 2014, pp. 161-180.
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□

Environmental returns - returns of products that have to be disposed according to
different regulations (mostly products containing hazardous materials).

2.4.2. Reverse logistics business processes

Reverse logistics activities in the supply chain (i.e., reverse chain) occur in the form of
business processes, having a different number of stages following the company and supply chain

needs, or product characteristics. According to Krikke et al.148, the reverse logistics process may

consist of the following stages:
1)

Product acquisition - retrieval and physical collection.

2)

Reverse logistics - transportation to the recovery location.

3)

Testing and inspection.

4)

Sorting and disposition.

5)

Recovery.

6)

Re-distribution.

Reverse logistics process is presented in Figure 2.8. The first stage is product acquisition,
and it is the process of "retrieving the product from the market (sometimes by active buy-back)

as well as physically collecting it“149. Products (or materials or parts) are collected from
customers to some recovery point. It means that either customers can bring them to retail stores,
other outlets, and/or recovery centers, or companies go to the customers and collect them.

148 Krikke et al., 2004.
149 Krikke et al., 2004.
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Figure 2.8. Reverse logistics processes
Source: adapted according to De Brito M. P., Dekker R., 2004. A framework for reverse logistics. In Reverse
logistics, Springer, Berlin, Heidelberg, p. 12

Then follow reverse logistics activities represented by the transportation of return goods

to the recovery location. Transportation could be quite intensive depending on recovery location
in the supply chain - on retailing, wholesaling, manufacturing, or raw materials manufacturing
level. Besides, many companies decide to outsource this kind of reverse transportation to

specialized 3PL150 companies. Due to increased demand for reverse transportation, but also due
to an increased level of returned goods inventories, the market of reverse transportation services

is growing.
Next stage is testing and inspection at the point of recovery, and it serves to analyze
product condition and quality level. This stage is followed by sorting and disposition. Sorting is

done based on product condition, i.e., based on testing and inspection. Disposition is deciding
about the treatment of returned products and its way through the rest of the reverse supply chain.

150 3PL or Third-party Logistics - specialized logistics companies which provide one or more logistics services to
their customers .
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Here is actually deciding on which recovery activity the product will be delivered, or maybe it will
be sent directly to landfill.
Recovery stage depends on a condition of returned goods, but generally could be divided

into two groups. If returned goods are in reasonably good condition and they require minimum or
no intervention (they could be sent back as they are), then products go under direct recovery,

and they can be re-used, re-sold or re-distributed back to the market. On the other hand, if
returned goods need significant processing to be recovered, they are directed to a certain level
of re-processing. According to De Brito and Dekker151, re-processing could be performed at

different

levels:

product

level

(repair),

module-level

(refurbishing),

component

level

(remanufacturing), selective part level (retrieval), material level (recycling), energy level

(incineration). Different recovery options can be executed on different supply chain levels, e.g.,
repair or refurbishing could be completed on the distribution level, remanufacturing is usually done

on a manufacturing level, while recycling or incineration is performed on raw materials level.

After the recovery phase, redistribution closes the supply chain loop by bringing goods back

to the market - ready for sale. Generally, whenever it is possible, re-distribution is done jointly

with forwarding logistics flows in the supply chain.
As reverse logistics should be observed from the holistic perspective, some authors point out

that is should be carried out as a part of supply chain management process called returns
management process152, where it should be decided about the role of returns for a company

and the ways how to return management could contribute to higher profit and improved customer

satisfaction. One of the key strategic decisions in managing returns is to develop return
avoidance, gatekeeping, and disposition guidelines for returns operations. Return avoidance is

a tendency to produce products of improved quality and sell them in such a way that will minimize

return requests. Return avoidance is permanent activities based mostly on ongoing returned

goods analysis. Gatekeeping is a screening of both return request and the return merchandise153.
It is a control mechanism for avoiding not allow products to enter reverse/return flow and

therefore, gatekeeping instructions should be clear. Gatekeeping points could exist in different

locations in the supply chain, but most important is to have a gatekeeping point at the beginning
of reverse supply chain (e.g., customer service in a retail store) as this way highest costs could

be avoided. Regarding disposition activities, it is important to stress a need for clear instruction
about possible recovery options for returned goods and criteria when deciding about them.

151 De Brito M. P., Dekker R., 2004, A framework for reverse logistics. In Reverse logistics, Springer, Berlin,
Heidelberg, pp. 3-27.
152 Rogers et al., 2014.
153 Rogers et al., 2014.
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2.5. COST-TO-SERVE MODEL
2.5.1. True cost of doing business - identifying, measuring and allocating direct and

indirect costs

Unlike traditional approaches in accounting where costs are identified, measured and
managed according to their respective holders or cost centers, today’s companies are eager to

find out as accurate as a possible value of conducting certain activity, i.e., they want to know the

cost of specific activity like unloading the pallet, or delivering specific product. In other words,
companies need to know the true total cost of doing business with each specific customer (or

segment of customers) and to know the total cost of specific product or service for that customer.
The processes in the supply chain, i.e., their holders (owners), are focused on outcomes and

measurable outputs (qualitatively and quantitatively) - products and services. Costs of raw

materials and other supplies and parts, the labor in the production, other services and energy are
the direct and first visible costs associated with the production of products or services. The usual

name for these costs is direct costs, and they can easily be connected to a specific "cost object"

that can be a product, department, or project154. As a result, process holders are generally aware
of the key costs associated with the delivery of specific products and services. Direct costs are

usually variable costs, which means that the value of these costs depends on the quantity of
produced products or services for which they are spent.

Indirect costs that may appear in the process are more difficult to identify, and it will not

always be clear what their share is in the production of products and / or services, or how to
connect them to some cost object.

Indirect costs (overheads) are all other costs incurred by a company and which are important

for its business or operational activities but cannot be directly connected to the product and/or
service. These costs include equipment costs (IT infrastructure, general-purpose and

administrative software), facilities rental, indirect work (general management and administration,

development, marketing, accounting, support services ...) and materials (paper, office supplies,
and cleaning supplies), joint energy consumption and the like. These costs may be variable and

fixed. However, when some of their parts are to be allocated to a product or service that is created
as the main purpose of a company, then these costs are generally taken as fixed costs. That
means that in the shorter period or even in the fiscal year, their amount is relatively constant and

154 Spielman E., 2018, Direct Costs vs. Indirect Costs: Understanding Each, Business News Daily,
https://www.businessnewsdaily.com/5498-direct-costs-indirect-costs.html (accessed 18 September 2018).
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does not depend on the volume of production or capacity utilization. Given that they are not easily

connected to a cost object, they are calculated as the cost of time and, after certain criteria, are
subsequently allocated to the effects.
The key problem for each decision-maker on the pricing of product and service will be the
proper identification of the direct costs and the allocation of indirect costs. This problem will be

particularly emphasized in a company that produces multiple (groups of) products, has multiple

manufacturing processes and business departments. Likewise, it will be important to classify the
costs properly to find opportunities for their reduction, to estimate the profitability of the product,

to increase production efficiency and the profitability of individual distribution channels and
customers.

2.5.2. Cost-to-serve model in supply chain

One of the solutions for allocating true costs to certain customers or products is using costto-serve model. Defining Cost-to-serve could be done through 3 main approaches:

□ as an activity - “A chain of activities required to get a company’s products or services

into their customers’ stores and onto their shelves. This includes order taking, picking,

and freighting the order, arranging promotions by sales representatives, processing

credits, and merchandising the product.”155.
□ as an accountancy approach/tool - “a process-driven accountancy tool to calculate the

profitability of a customer account, based on the actual business activities and overhead

costs incurred to service that customer”156.
□ as a supply chain measure - “the total cost of servicing each customer at an SKU (Stock

keeping unit) level, and at the designated level of service.”157.
Cost-to-serve could be used in logistics to assess how costs are consumed throughout the

supply chain158. The idea behind the cost-to-serve model is that different customers drive different
supply chain and logistics costs (e.g., customers of a different size or geographical position will

incur different costs - because of the size of the orders, frequency of orders and deliveries, level
of details in invoices, and so on). The same analogy is used when it comes to product cost

155 Vitasek K., 2013, Supply chain management terms and glossary. Supply Chain Visions.
156 Rushton et al, 2017.
157 Logistics Management, 2010,. What is Cost-to-Serve Optimization ? https://www.logisticsmgmt.com/article/costto-serve_optimization (accessed 02 August 2018).
158 Rushton et al, 2017.
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analysis as different products have different costs - different sizes will influence their storage and
transportation, as well as different conditions needed during transportation or warehousing (e.g.

in case of cold supply chain) or different supporting activities (kitting or labelling) which will all
result in different costs. As you can already conclude, here is one more area where the application

of Pareto analysis can show significant differences between customers, as well between products
(e.g., which 20% are most profitable, or on which 30% we lose money). Identification of service
costs is of great importance to individual participants in the supply chain, especially in the

consumer goods supply chain. It is possible that all identified costs do not have the same intensity

for all customers. Also, in multi-product companies, all products or group of products do not
require the same cost structure nor are equally distributed in distribution channels that deliver

products to the customer.
Cost-to-serve and ABC are two methods of allocating indirect costs to cost drivers in a
process or supply chain model159, but they are not the same. ABC method is used by finance

people, and it is much more detailed; also cost-to-serve “is not resource-intensive because it is
based on aggregate analysis using a mixture of appropriate cost drivers” and it provides an

integrated view of costs at each level of the supply chain160. Nevertheless, ABC method could be
used for developing the cost-to-serve model.

Although the focal company in the supply chain will carefully estimate the price of the product

based on the input and production costs and the appropriate margin to cover the costs and ensure
earnings for survival and development, the final price and profitability of individual products,
services, and customers can become questionable, what is a usual situation. The company will

concentrate on delivering the required quantity and quality of products and services required by
the customer. Additional costs that are not initially anticipated or well estimated will result in
reduced profitability or some cases, losses. All costs incurred in the supply chain when the

products are available to the customer and delivered based on the order or ad hoc customer
request are considered to be customer service costs. Likewise, the focal company, i.e., supply

chain which it belongs to, can be under pressure to reduce total costs to be more competitive. In

that case, the company, as well as the supply chain, is faced with the necessity of identifying all
its costs and finding those costs which could be reduced and priorities in reducing certain
categories of costs.
Typically averaging of costs to product categories or individual products, distribution
channels, and individual customers will not provide the correct answers to the issue of actual
costs and, consequently, the profitability of products, channels, and customers. With the cost-to-

159 Logistics Management, 2010.
160 Rushton et al, 2017.
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serve model in use, companies can improve customer profitability, improve pricing methodology,
improve processes161.

2.5.3. Cost drivers and its mutual connections

The first step of cost-to-serve analysis is identifying what are the key drivers of individual

cost groups.

The reasons why the CTS (cost-to-serve) are generated are related to the requirements and
characteristics of the consumers, i.e., clients downstream in the supply chain, characteristics and
quantity of the products (services), characteristics of distribution channel and how certain
business processes are performed. The totality of CTS should be sought in the relationship

between processes, products, channels, and customers.

Figure 2.9. Customer service costs drivers
Source: according to Dawson Consulting International Pty Ltd., 2005. Overview of Dawson’s Cost To Serve
(CTS) Methodology

161 O’Byrne R., 2012, Supply Chain Secrets, The No. 1 Guide to Saving your Business Millions, Port Campbell Press,
e-book.
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Key processes related to customer (client) service are162:
□ marketing promotional and sales processes (set of activities and measures to encourage

purchasing),
□ storage (warehousing and manipulation on the manufacturers, intermediaries and

retailers’ side),
□

transport (transport of goods from one geographic location to another, including
manipulation in multimodal transport, docking, and cross-docking),

□

order and delivery administration (a set of all activities of receiving, processing and

controlling orders, preparation for delivery, preparation of documentation and goods,
creating of necessary documentation),

□ goods return management (procedures for receiving defective, damaged goods, repairs,
replacements, resending and repetitions as in previous processes),

□

sales execution and merchandising,

□ additional processes in increasing the quality of products at the request of individual

customers.

Key features of products that affect CTS processes:
□ type of product that affects the design, marketing, stock keeping, transport, and

merchandising costs,
□ number of products in the production program affects design costs, merchandising and

marketing,
□

quantity of products mainly drive warehousing and transportation costs,

□

product quality level drive design costs, maintenance, and returns,

□

size and packaging method (sales unit, storekeeping unit, pallet, container).

Characteristics of distribution channels that affect CTS processes:
□

on-line/off-line type affect costs of merchandising, administration and returns,

□ Standardized, Ad-hoc/express order highly affects the costs of order administration and

transportation,
□ length of transportation route and number of intermediaries in the channel drive the costs

of warehousing and transportation.

162 Glendening B., 2016, Halo Cost-to-ServeImproving Cost-to-Serve and Maximizing Sales and Margins,
VP, Supply Chain Insights LLC.; Dawson Consulting International Pty Ltd. (2005). Overview of Dawson’s
Cost To Serve (CtS) Methodology, Dawson Group Company.
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For example, which processes are dominantly affected by the product characteristics? In

most cases, the cost of marketing and sales are guided by the number and type of products while
the transportation costs are determined by the total quantity, the size of the transport unit, the

location of the customer (distance) and the number of intermediaries and the utilization of the

cargo space. The warehousing costs are also determined by the quantity of the product, whether
on the seller, intermediary, or the buyer’s side, the type of the product and the warehousing
conditions.

Administrative costs for a large number of individual customers who purchase individual
products are considerably higher than, for example, administrative costs for the wholesale trade.
The distribution channel can be an important CTS driver. In on-line distribution warehousing
costs are low, but due to the small packaging and ad-hoc orders, as well as the number of

intermediaries, the transportation costs can be relatively high.
One of the possible combinations that show the relationship and leading role of some
features in customer service costs is shown in Figure 2.10.

Figure 2.10. Relations among costs drivers and CTS processes
Source: adapted to Dawson Consulting International Pty Ltd., 2005. Overview of Dawson’s Cost To Serve
(CtS) Methodology, Dawson Group Company

Cost to serve analysis is carried out periodically to find the patterns of individual consumers’
behavior concerning certain products in a particular distribution channel.
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The results of numerous researches show that it is possible to establish certain rules by

which consumers behave (rule 20:80). According to this rule, in most companies, it can be noticed

that up to 20% of customers generate up to 80% of the profit. It can also be seen that about 20%
of companies generate up to 80% of costs. Similarly, about 20% of products in multi-product

companies generate more than 80% of revenue163. Such findings will serve to define business

policies for specific customers and defining product portfolio policies.
Understanding the relationship among the characteristics of customers, products, channels,
and processes is important for identifying and consequently reducing the costs to serve and
equally, reveal relationships are increasing revenue, i.e. profitability.

It is important for every company to perceive the dominant costs and key influencing factors

that trigger certain types of costs, i.e., it is important to connect process, product, channel, and
client cost drivers. As with all other costs, the company needs to know how to maintain a balance

between CTS reductions on the one hand and CTS that will increase sales or attract new

customers on the other hand.

Whenever each cost category (product, process, distribution channel, and customer) is
viewed separately, it is relatively easy to get the criteria (variables) that will require minimum

costs. However, such a minimum will be local or partial and will not show the company’s real
efficiency in the placement of products and/or services on the market. Real efficiency can be

detected in the dynamic cost-to-income ratio (profitability) between products, process channels,

and clients. For these purposes, it is necessary to collect business transaction data and perform
the analysis of this data for a specific time. The data can be found in the invoice payables, price

calculations (direct and indirect costs), delivery contracts (quantities, discounts, delivery and

payment deadlines), invoice receivables, logistics costs related to deliveries, costs related to

employees’ salaries, advertising costs, merchandising, refunds and special costs related to some
of the cost categories. Based on these “raw” data, in specific ERP software solutions cost and

revenue analysis, i.e., profitability can be made. In most multiproduct, multi-client and
multichannel fast-moving consumer goods production firms CTS analysis reveal 20:80 pattern164.
Procedure and case study analysis are given in exercise materials.

163 Guerreiro R., Rodrigues Bio S., Vazquez Villamor Merschmann E., 2008, Cost-to-serve measurement and
customer profitability analysis. The International Journal of Logistics Management, 19(3), pp. 389-407.
164 Guerreiro et al., 2008.
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2.6. SUPPLY CHAIN KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

The most recognized supply chain model or framework for evaluating and comparing supply
chain activities is called Supply Chain Operational Reference (SCOR) model. It was developed
by Supply Chain Council (now APICS Supply Chain Council) in 1996. SCOR is developing
continually and now is in SCOR 12.0 version, which covers and enables all contemporary trends

in the supply chain such as omnichannel distribution, blockchain, metadata.

According to

APICS165, SCOR is a processed reference model that „integrates the well-known concepts of
business process engineering, benchmarking, process measurement and organizational design

into a cross-functional framework.“ SCOR links areas of business processes, performance

metrics, practices, and people skills into one model.

Figure 2.11. SCOR model
Source: authors according to APICS (2018). Supply Chain Operation Reference (SCOR) model,
http://www.apics.org/apics-for-business/frameworks/scor (accessed 02 December 2018).

165 APICS, 2018, Supply Chain Operation Reference
business/frameworks/scor (accessed 02 December 2018).

(SCOR) model, http://www.apics.org/apics-for-
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When it comes to supply chain performance indicators, SCOR divides supply chain metrics

for performance into three levels166:
□

Level-1 metrics are diagnostics for the overall health of the supply chain. Those

performance measures are considered to be of strategic importance for a company or
department and therefore often called supply chain Key Performance Indicators (or

supply chain KPIs).
□

Level-2 metrics serve as a diagnostics for the level-1 metrics, helping to find causes of

performance gap for level-1 metrics.
□

Level-3 metrics serve as diagnostics for level-2 metrics.

When it comes to supply chain performance, analysis usually conducts from level-1 to level3 intending to find processes that need additional attention to improve supply chain performance.

This kind of analysis is called performance decomposition or performance diagnostics or metric
root cause analysis167.

This book will analyze only level-1 metrics. SCOR level-1 KPIs are divided into five groups
representing following supply chain performance attributes: reliability, responsiveness, agility,
cost, and asset management efficiency (see Table 2.11). Definitions of the individual KPIs will be
bellowed according to the APICS dictionary168.

Table 2.11. Level-1 strategic metrics (KPI) from SCOR model ver 12.0
Supply Chain Attributes

Level-1 Strategic Metric (KPIs)

Reliability

Perfect order fulfillment

Responsiveness

Order fulfilment cycle time

Upside supply chain adaptability

Agility

Downside supply chain adaptability
Overall Value at Risk (VAR)
Total Supply Chain Management Costs

Costs
Costs of Goods Sold

166 APICS, 2017, SCOR Supply Chain Operations Reference Model ver. 12.0: Quick reference quide
167 APICS, 2017.
168 Blackstone J. H., Jonah J., 2013, APICS dictionary: The essential supply chain reference. APICS,
Chicago.
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Supply Chain Attributes

Level-1 Strategic Metric (KPIs)

Cash-to-cash cycle time

Asset Management
Efficiency (Assets)

Return on Supply Chain Fixed Assets
Return on Working Capital

Source: APICS, 2017, SCOR Supply Chain Operations Reference Model ver. 12.0: Quick reference quide, p. 5.

Supply chain reliability is defined by APICS as: “The ability to perform tasks as expected.

Reliability focuses on the predictability of the outcome of a process”. Level-1 reliability metric is
Perfect Order Fulfilment that is “percentage of orders meeting delivery performance with

complete and accurate documentation and no delivery damage.” Perfect order fulfillment is

calculated as:

Perfect Order Fulfilment =

Total Perfect Orders
x 100%
Total Number of Orders

(2.2)

To fully understand perfect order fulfillment, it is essential to explain the Perfect Order metric.
Perfect Order is “an order in which 7 Rs are satisfied: right product, right quantity, the right
condition, the right place, the right time, the right customer, and the right cost”. Perfect order (7

Rs) could be assessed in more details through level-2 metrics: Percentage of Orders Delivered

in Full, Delivery Performance to Customer Commit Date, Perfect Condition, and through overall
Cost strategic attribute.
Responsiveness attribute explains “the speed at which tasks are performed,” and it is a

customer-focused attribute. A level-1 metric for responsiveness is Order Fulfilment Cycle Time.

Order fulfillment cycle is “the actual average cycle achieved to fulfill customer orders” or time from

order receipt at a supplier to the customer receiving and acceptance of the order. It is calculated
as:
Sum Actual Cycle Times for All Orders Delivered
Total Number of Orders Delivered

Order Fulfillment Cycle time =---------------------------------------------------------

(2.3)

The agility attribute describes the ability to respond to external influences. Sometimes, it is
called supply chain flexibility due to agility’s most important KPI. Most used agility KPIs are:
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□

Upside Supply Chain Flexibility - a discrete measurement defined as the amount of time

it takes a supply chain to respond to an unplanned 20% increase in demand without
service or cost penalty.
□

Upside Supply Chain Adaptability - is a discrete measurement of the quantity of
increased production a supply chain can achieve and sustain for 30 days.

□

Downside Supply Chain Adaptability - is a reduction in quantities ordered sustainable at
30 days before delivery with no inventory or cost penalties.

□

Overall Value at Risk (VaR) - is a risk metric used by the finance industry to understand
the risk exposure of a trading portfolio based on historical volatility. It is a sum of the

probability of risk events times the monetary impact of the events. It is calculated as:

VaR = Probability of Risk Event (P) x Monetized Impact of Risk Event

(2.4)

Cost attribute consists of measures that measure different costs of the supply chain, and it

is focused internally on the company/department itself. SCOR includes the following cost KPIs:
□

Total Supply Chain Management Costs (TSCMC) - is defined as sum of the costs

associated with the SCOR Level-2 processes to Plan, Source, Deliver, and Return. In
some parts, they overlap with the cost of raw materials and Make costs that are primarily

part of Costs of Goods Sold. So, it is calculated as:

TSCMC = Cost to Plan + Cost to Source + Cost to Make + Cost to Deliver +

Cost to Return + Mitigation Costs

□

(2.5)

Costs of Goods Sold (COGS) - are costs associated with buying raw materials and

producing finished goods, and include direct costs (labor, material) and indirect costs
(overhead). Calculation:

COGS = direct material costs + direct labor costs +
indirect costs related to making products

(2.6)

Ability to efficiently utilize assets is described by supply chain asset management attribute

of the supply chain performance, and it mostly consists of the following KPIs:
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□ Cash-to-Cash Cycle Time - defined as: “The time it takes for an investment made to flow

back into a company after it has been spent for raw materials” and also known as cash
conversion cycle. It is calculated as:

Cash-to-cash cycle time = Inventory days of supply +
Days Sales outstanding - Days Payable Outstanding

(2.7)

□ Return on supply chain fixed assets - measures the return an organization receives on

its invested capital in supply chain fixed assets, and it is calculated as:
Supply Chain Revenue-Total Cost to Serve
Supply Chain Fixed Assets

Return on Supply Cnam Fixed Assets =-------------------------------------------------

(2.8)

□ Return on working capital - measures the magnitude of investment relative to a
company’s working capital position versus the revenue generated form a supply chain
and is calculated as:
Supply Chain Revenue-Total Cost to Serve
Inventory+Accounts Receivable-Accounts Payable

Return on Working Capital = ------------------------------------------------------------

(2.9)

2.7. USING MODELLING TO EXPLORE THE IMPACT OF OPTIONS
ON THE SUPPLY CHAIN

Supply chains and supply networks are complex business architectures whose complexity
stems from the nature of the participants (business organizations) and their inherent

characteristics, the nature of the relationship between the participants, the number of

participants' relationships, the goals, the types and the technological bases of the process as
well as their dynamics. Because of the complexity of the system or even of some of their aspects,
decision-makers will often simplify the system and describe it through the key system

characteristics. Such simplifications or representations of reality are called models. The purpose

of models is “to assist in understanding the problem and to aid deliberation and choice by

allowing us to evaluate the consequence of our action before implementing them”169.

169 Ashram H., 2015, Time-Critical Decision Making for Business Administration,
http://home.ubalt.edU/ntsbarsh/stat-data/forecast.htm#rg2introduction (accessed, 27 November 2018).
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Models are also created for other reasons: experimenting or exploring options on real

systems could be extremely costly and counterproductive; conducting experiments on real
systems can be very time consuming or one has to wait for the conditions in which the system

testing wants to be checked; conducting a test on the real system can be risky and can seriously

undermine the system. The description of reality (model construction) is made by using different
‘languages’ and ‘tools’: maps, diagrams and other visual structures with agreed symbols and

descriptions, table structures, mathematical relations and a combination of all of these. The

choice of the model depends on the purpose of modeling, inherent hypotheses, abundance, and
accuracy of the data used in the model design and predictive accuracy that should be derived
from the model.

The solution of the model is turned to action. The modeler and the decision-maker or the
initiator (manager) do not have to be and usually are not the same person. It is essential that

the modeler and the manager or decision-maker work as a team.

The main goal of supply chain modeling is to provide adequate data and models (or even
modeling systems) to integrate planning in supply chain and making the best possible decisions.
Significant development and even more importantly, the implementation of different supply chain

modeling approaches are enabled by but also coincides with the development and application

of information technologies (IT) during the 1990s. In supply chain modeling, two types of IT are

used: transactional IT and analytical IT. Transactional technologies are technologies used for

gathering and processing data about products and services and connected activities occurring
during specific business operations (transactions) in the supply chain, and transforming them

into digital form. Also, transactional IT is used for “compilation and dissemination of reports
summarizing these data”170. Data used in transactional IT may come from internal sources
(inside the company - e.g., POS data or data on the level of raw material inventory) or external

sources (e.g., orders from a customer). On the other hand, analytical IT are used for different
evaluations of supply chain-planning problems using descriptive and optimization models171.
General types of models used in SCM modelling are presented in Figure 2.12.

170
171

Shapiro J., 2007, Modeling the supply chain. 2nd Edition, Duxbury, Thomson Brooks/Cole.
Shapiro, 2007.
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Figure 2.12. Typical SC models
Source: adapted according to Shapiro J., 2007. Modeling the supply chain. 2nd Edition, Duxbury, Thomson
Brooks/Cole

It can be concluded that descriptive models and optimization models are

mathematical models used for modelling supply chains and their systems.

2.7.1. Descriptive models

Descriptive models are developed to better understand functional relationships in the
company and the outside world172. They use data from so-called transactional databases.

Transactional databases consist of data collected with transactional IT - mostly raw data about
products, services, and transactions. By using descriptive models, they are filtered and

transformed into a new database - supply chain decision database, i.e., “descriptive models are

used to transform relevant transactional data to data and relationships useful for decision

172 Shapiro, 2007.
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making”173. Data from supply chain decision base are then used for optimization models, which

are based mainly on mathematical programming methods.

Bellow will be explained the most important types of descriptive models.

2.7.1.1. Forecasting models

Research of the options that are manifested in changes of future states (structure) and/or

behaviour (dynamics) of supply chains includes:
□ changes in the demand for final products (changes due to promotional activities, the

appearance of competitors, substitutes, etc.) that are manifested in changes in upstream

flows of raw materials, materials, auxiliaries, equipment, and labor,
□ changes in the number of participants in distribution processes and the effects on

inventories,
□ the realization of logistics and distribution processes and detection of their bottlenecks;
□ capacity expansion requirements - investment costs and total costs,
□ individual categories of costs and profitability due to changes in demand, technological

changes, and changes in external regulation of individual participants and the chain as a
whole.

Delivery of goods and services and the engagement of resources for particular processes
(production, distribution, and sales) among the supply chain members are preceded by different

forecasts and planning. As already elaborated in earlier chapters, in the context of the push-pull
process in the supply chain, the execution of the push process is initiated by the expectation of

anticipated demand (customer orders) while the pull process is initiated by the response to

customer needs. In push processes, planning, and forecasting focus on the activities and
resources needed to carry out the process. In pull processes, the focus will be on planning the
availability of the required capacity or inventories to meet existing demand. In both cases,
decision-makers face the necessity of forecasting future demand. The supplier of raw and other

materials, as well as the manufacturer (or reseller of any level) of the final products, will face a
similar problem. Suppliers’, manufacturers’, wholesalers’ and retailers’ forecasts may significantly

vary what could cause the inefficiencies in the supply chain that will manifest itself in insufficient
and late deliveries and consequently penalties, increased inventories and other indirect costs. For

173 Shapiro, 2007.
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effective planning and management of forecast supply chains in a company, the focus must be
aligned with the planning and forecast of other upstream and downstream supply chain members.

Chopra and Meindl174 highlight five important points for an organization that intends to
forecast effectively:
1) Understanding the goals of forecasting - forecasting will be effective in the chain if the
forecast’s goals of a single supply chain member are clear to all supply chain members

(e.g., a retailer's promotional activities for a product or group of products in a shorter time).
2) The integration of demand planning and forecasting through the entire supply chain -

procurement, planning of production capacities, promotional activities, and transport
planning.
3) Identifying the major factors influencing demand forecasting - in the retail - e.g., the brand

impact on demand; in the production - variation or improvement concerning existing
products; in the procurement - to obtain the availability of one or more sources with the
ability to respond promptly to the manufacturer's requirements.

4) Forecasts need to be at a suitable level of aggregation - demand forecasting for a product

in a single retail store will not yield as reliable data as the forecast for at least 5-6 retail

stores supplied by the same manufacturer.
5) It is necessary to determine the performance and forecasts error measures - as no

forecast is free of errors and there are several different models and forecasting methods,
it is necessary to perform comparisons by determining the size of errors in the use of

different methods and choose the one that gives the smallest forecast error.

Forecasting is based on the use of a certain methodology. The methodology presents a set
of rules, methods, testing activities, outcomes, and process of solving the problem, i.e., the

problem’ model in some domain. Once a description of reality (i.e., problem) is given by the model,
problem-solving

using

methodology represents the solution

of the

model

itself.

The

implementation of this solution to the actual system will soon show the quality (validity) of the
model. Based on the availability of quantitative data, the relationship between the variables and

variable of interest as well as data patterns that point to the behavior of the modeled system,
forecasting models and methodologies for their solution can be presented as shown in Figure
2.13.

174 Chopra S., Meindl P., 2016,. Supply chain management. Strategy, planning & operation. 6th Edition, Pearson.
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Figure 2.13. Forecasting models, methods and data patterns
Source: adapted according to Bozarth C. B., Handfield R. B., 2015. Introduction to operations and supply chain
management. 4th edition, Pearson, and Sepùlveda-Rojas J. P., Rojas F., Valdés-Gonzalez H., San Martín M.,
2015. Forecasting models selection mechanism for supply chain demand estimation. Procedia Computer
Science, 55, pp. 1060-1068

Different forecasting models are used for future behaviour of the supply chain or some of its

parts in connection with the changes that are expected in the system. These models and
methodologies for their solution can be qualitative and quantitative.
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Qualitative models and methods used “when data are scarce, not available or
irrelevant”175. Forecasting is based on previous opinion and intuitions (individual expert

assessments), and methods of group analysis (e.g., Delphi method), analogies, questionnaire
analysis, market tests, etc. Some of them are explained below.
Salesforce composite is sales force (sales agents) forecasting based on their experience

and intuition. It is often taken as a starting and sufficiently reliable forecast for future demand for

products and services in the area covered by their sales activities. Forecasts of sales agents with
their insight into the state of the individual local market make the composition for total forecasting

of demand for the product and/or service. The limitations of this method arise from the knowledge

and experience of the experts or their intentions that for different reasons, they make too optimistic

or too pessimistic forecasts176.
Forecasting based on customer survey is a model that consists of constructing a survey

that will provide the insight of customers’ attitudes, knowledge, judgments, and tendencies for
future purchases of a particular product or product group. The questionnaire is not conducted on
the entire population but the selected sample. Due to the reliability of the research, the
representativeness of the sample is tested in relation to the population size. Creating a
questionnaire is a complex task because it has to reveal the psychosocial characteristics of the
respondent and his attitudes and judgment about the subject area (in our case, future purchases
of products and services). Attitudes and judgments and degree of agreement with the research

issues are assessed based on the respondent's response. Responses may be free or choose
from the list of answers offered or through the intensity scale. Free response processing is
particularly demanding, and usually, that kind of surveys are rarely used. Response processing

from multiple choices or intensity scales is performed using statistical tools for which the data

must be adapted177.
The analogy is a term with multiple meaning and in the context of forecasting in the supply

chain points to the measure of similarity in the behaviour of the two particulars. The analogy is a
way of reasoning about two phenomena that have a certain similarity (proportion) and were based

on the behaviour of one phenomenon, and one tries to predict the behaviour of another

occurrence (object).

175 Bozarth,C. B., Handfield R. B., 2015. Introduction to operations and supply chain management. 4th edition,
Pearson.
176 Dictionary of Business Concepts, Sales Force Composite, https://www.mbaskool.com/businessconcepts/marketing-and-strategy-terms/12544-sales-force-composite.html (accessed, 09 December, 2018)
177 Price P., Jhangiani R., Chiang I-Chant A., 2015 Overview of Survey Research. is licensed under a Creative
Commons
Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike
4.0
International
License,
https://opentextbc.ca/researchmethods/chapter/overview-of-survey-research/ (accessed, 05 December 2018).
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Market testing (for a new product and/or service) can provide valuable information about
potential product demand, who are (potential) customers, what is their opinion comparing

competitive product, how and where customers will buy the product, what will be the price of the
product on the market, is there any legal regulation of the product on the market and what are the

most effective promotional methods178. Planning-related or demand forecasting activities will
include the development of prototypes, models, or descriptions that can be presented to potential

customers, cost estimates and prices at which they can be sold, comparing with other products,
finding feedback on acceptance at fairs and exhibitions.
The jury of executive opinion is a method in which every executive manager (from
marketing, finance, human resources, production ...) presents his experience and judgment

(without deep analysis of business data) about future demand for product or service and indicates
the key arguments for his opinion179. After that, experts review other opinions and note differences

in the opinions they have made in their forecast. Revised opinions are integrated, and a

consensus on the most reliable forecast is found.

Delphi method is a process for predicting the future of a particular field of human practice
by multiple experts through multiple iterations of the questionnaire. The questionnaire that

contains all the key questions of the future of the research area is sent to selected experts in the
research area that are included in the panel. The experts give their answers and comments

(usually, experts aren’t at the same place and are anonymous to each other) and send them to
the panel leader (facilitator). The panel leader unites the answers of individual panelists and sends

a questionnaire with individual attitudes on each issue to all experts. In the second round, experts
can correct their views on issues where there are disagreements or remain in their attitudes, and

then send their responses back to the panel leader. The panel leader assesses whether there
has been certain consensus and how much the opinions on some aspects of the analyzed

problem differ. Based on the judgment, the facilitator will evaluate whether there is a need for

another round of arguable alignment over issues where consensus has not been reached and
can initiate a new round of predictions with additional arguments (thesis and antithesis). The panel
leader will judge when the forecast is good enough180, complete a final review, and conclude on

the achieved consensus on the analyzed problem, and either publish the result or use it to plan

or create a business policy. Delphi method proved to be a relatively reliable method of predicting.

178 Small Business Ecyclopedia, Market Testing, https://www.entrepreneur.com/encyclopedia/market-testing
(accessed, 07 December, 2018).
179 BusinessDictionary, Jury of Executive Opinion, http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/jury-of-executiveopinion.html (accessed, 07 December, 2018)
180 Kenton W., 2018,. Delphi Method, https://www.investopedia.com/terms/d/delphi-method.asp , Updated Aug 7,
2018 (accessed 11 December 2018)
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Quantitative models and methods use historical numerical data on variables relevant to the

observed phenomenon and its dynamics. Dynamic represents a change in the state (value) of the
researched system over some time. The application of quantitative models and forecasting
methods have preconditions that the past data are known that they already are or can be

transformed in numerical form, and the assumption of continuity by which it can be expected that

the aspects of past patterns will be repeated in the future181.
The causal models and methods are based on the observation of the functional

relationships of two explored phenomena such as, for example, the product demand depending
on the product price fluctuation. Forecasts are based on regression analysis, i.e., the correlation

estimation between explored phenomena. If multiple predictors are used, i.e., there are multiple
independent variables, multiple regression is used.

Forecasts based on time series are forecasts of the future value of the phenomena whose
values are changed in the patterns at certain periods.
In the time series analysis method, forecasting the future values of the observed problem

(e.g., demand for a product) is based on the idea that future values of some occurrence in time
will have a similar pattern as the values in the past. In the time series analysis, it is possible to
have the same and stationary repetition pattern in a given period, to have a visible seasonality

(specific patterns in shorter time segments) and to have a trend (either increase or decrease)

over several periods in which the pattern is observed.

It is also possible that variables in a shorter time segment have an unexpectedly high or
unexpectedly low value (outlier). The forecaster needs to ask himself what is the expected

(default) value and how to „purify“ data from such unexpected values to better forecast the future

behavior of the time-dependent variable. A particular issue for forecasting based on the time
behavior of a variable is what time needs to be analyzed to determine whether the model
describes occurrence well (is it valid or correct). The second question is in what time period the
correctness and reliability of the model should be checked (model verification). Forecasting the

future value of the time-dependent variable will be based on extrapolation of a model value that
describes historical dynamics in the most acceptable way.
In the time series analysis problem of autocorrelation occurs. Time series data often show

that the value of the variable in one time period strongly depends on what it was in the previous
time period of the same size. If such occurrences exist, the time series is autocorrelated, which

allows relatively simple forecast of the future value of the time variable. For evaluation of the
autocorrelations, the lagged scatterplot is used and at least the first and second-order
autocorrelation values.
181 Makridakis Spyros G., 1997, Forecasting: Methods and Applications, 3rd edition, Wiley.
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The interpolation of the model that best describes behaviour in real values and extrapolation
for forecast always contains a certain error. The standard estimation error in the time series is

determined by:

Stt = S Ij1-)t
(n-nr)

(2.10)

Where S is the standard deviation of the sample, n is the number of time periods in the series,

and r is a first-order correlation.
Other measures of prediction performances are:

□ Error estimation in time t, e(t) = x(t) -f(t)

(2.11)

□ Mean Absolute Deviation MAD =

(2.12)

^(f)1

□ Mean Squared Error MSE = £[e(t)]2/n

(2.13)

□ Cumulative Forecast Error CFE = Y.e(t)

(2.14)

□ Mean Absolute Percentage Error MAPE = '£[\e(t)\/x(t)]/n

(2.15)

□ Tracking Signal TS = CFE/MAD

(2.16)

Forecasting accuracy and validity are checked within the agreed limits (e.g., one or two

standard errors)182. Testing of the model validity (model parameters) can be performed for a
certain period of time (validation period).

Time series stationarity testing. The forecasting is simpler and more precise if it is determined
that the time variable has a stationary character. Stationarity of the first order exists if the expected
value

(t) remains the same for all t.

Stationarity of the second-order exists if there are first-order stationarity and covariance

between X(t) and X(s) is a length-only function of (t-s).

The accuracy of the model is verified in the estimation period.

Preliminary estimation of the time series characteristics is performed by calculation of:
□ mean value,
□ variance,
□ mean value and the variance of the first half of the series,
□ mean value and the variance of the second half of the series,
□ autocorrelation for a one-time shift,
□ autocorrelation for two-time shifts,
□ autocorrelation of the first half of the series,

182
Ashram
H.,
2015,
Time-Critical
Decision
Making
for
Business
Administration,
http://home.ubalt.edu/ntsbarsh/stat-data/forecast.htm#rg2introduction (accessed, 27 November 2018).
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□ autocorrelation of the second half of the series.

Trend analysis. If the time series is not stationary, i.e., the patterns are repeated at different

levels, then the regression analysis will indicate the existence of the trend. The regression can be
linear or polynomial.

Seasonal analysis. Seasonality in the time series exists if the pattern of time-variable
behaviour repeats after some time to the total observation period. The occurrence of seasonality

is observed through the value of a seasonal index. Seasonal index (factor) is calculated as the
ratio between the mean value of the period and the total mean value:
Si = Di/D

(2.17)

Si = seasonality index for the i-th period
Di = mean value for the i-th period
D = total mean value of the series

i = i-th period of seasonality cycle

Deseasonalizing process and calculation of the trend of deseasonalized values. To forecast
the occurrence in a longer time period, a seasonal occurrence should be deseasonalized
(seasonal adjustment). Seasonal adjustment is achieved by dividing the mean value of the time
series by the seasonal index.

Forecasting in time series that have seasonality and trend. Table 2.12 shows time-series

data for three years.

Table 2.12. Sales of product X in 34 monthly periods
Period

Sales

Period

Sales

Period

Sales

1

66,4

12

102,8

24

101,2

2

80,3

13

68

25

74,4

3

96,6

14

26

79,1

4

89,2

15

74,3
94,3

27

99,7

5

98,7

16

91,2

28

92,2

6

109,9

17

107,7

29

109,5

7

120,7

18

125

30

118,3

8

123,6

19

131,1

31

133,6

9

99,9

20

130,7

32

131,8

10

91,6

21

101,7

33

103,4

11

92,7

22

99,8

34

109,5

23

94

Source: authors.
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By using the trend and seasonal indexes, it is necessary to forecast the fluctuation of the

consumption in the months of the next time period. One way to calculate data in months for the
next period is as follows:

□ The mean values of the three-year period are calculated for each month. The total values

for each year are calculated as well as the mean value of the total period of three years.
Based on the mean value for each month, and the mean value of the total period, the

seasonal indexes for each month are calculated.

□ A (linear or polynomial) trend that gives the lowest estimation error is chosen and tested.
Based on the trend, the total value of the next period is determined. From the total value,

the mean value is now calculated for a four-year period. By using the seasonal index

(dividing the new mean value of the total period by seasonal indexes) for each month,
the value for each month of the future period is calculated (Figure 2.14).

Consumption of product X on local market in 2016,
2017 and 10 months 2018. (u 000 t)
160
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Figure 2.14. Consumption of product X and linear trend approximation
Source: authors.

Forecasting using smoothing techniques. „Smoothing“ is used to reduce random
fluctuations in time series, which gives a clearer insight into the behavior of the observed variable

over time. Once the data are smoothed for forecasting, the regression analysis is used. The most
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commonly used methods of smoothing are the moving average method and the exponential

smoothing method.

The simple moving average method MA(n) for period t+1 can be shown in the following way:
MAt+i = [Dt + Dt-i + ^ + Dt-n+i\/n

(2.18)

Where n is number of observations used in calculation.

In addition to simple moving averages, weighted moving averages can be used. If there are

three weight ratios, the moving averages are calculated according to the equation:
WMA3 = w1Dt + w2Dt-i + w3Dt-2

(2.19)

Where the weights are positive numbers such as:
w1 + w2 + w3 = 1

(2.20)

Exponential smoothing is an averaging technique that uses uneven weights for individual

observations, where weights decrease exponentially for a longer time period. Simple exponential
smoothing calculates the future value as:

Ft+i = aDt + (1 - a)Ft

(2.21)

where:

Dt - actual value
Ft - forecasted value
a -weight coefficient, 0 < a > 1
t- current time period

If exponential smoothing is performed on a previously smoothed case, it is a double

exponential smoothing. Generally, exponential smoothing can be performed several times.

2.7.1.2.

Resource utilization relationship models

The basic idea of this model derives from the research on how best to use certain natural

resources to obtain some (maximum) amount of product/service in the supply chain, with available
technology and management capabilities, while minimizing pollution of the natural environment.

Graphical representation of the model is given in Figure 2.15.
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Figure 2.15. Resource Utilization Relationship Model - graphical representation
Source: Adapted according to Babu B.V., Ramakrishna V., 2002. A Model for Efficient Resource Utilization:
Development and Validation, Proceedings of the International Conference on Population, Development
and Environment, Organized by BITS, Pilani, March 15-16.

Mathematical model of resource utilization is given as a function:
Max RU = f(T,M, W,P)
Subject to constraints:

(2.22)
Min W & Max P

“The above model has the flexibility of meeting both the constraints of Min W & Max P or meeting
either of the constraints depending upon the specific need. For a specific case where minimization
of waste emissions become a major constraint (from the environmental pollution point of view),

the above model reduces to the TMW model as”183:

183 Babu, Ramakrishna, 2002.
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MaxRU = f(T,M,W,P)
Subject to constraints:

(2.23)

Min W

The model is used as a starting point for the selection of technological alternatives in

numerous projects of energy supply chains - its production/transformation, transport, distribution,
and consumption in the different local area.

RUR model and Life Cycle Assessment Modelling. Production of every product or service is
a part of production in some (formalized or no formalized) supply chain. In the decisive
requirement to reduce emissions to the production entities and imposing constraints on the

quantities of these emissions, research about almost all group of products has been carried out
over the past 20 years. Those research intended to make so-called product lifecycle assessment

(LCA) in context of the full supply chain, i.e. from the cradle to the grave, aims to collect data on
individual emissions defined as the equivalent of carbon dioxide emission per unit (e.g., kg) of the

product produced.

If it is planned to manage emissions, indirectly, this means managing the number of

manufactured products. Each producer may be subjected to requirements to produce only
permitted emissions or to be penalized if the emissions are higher, which will determine the

capacity planning of individual participants and it’s relationship in the chain. Technology and

management are taken as the initial values that determine the quantities and characteristics of
the product and the quantity and characteristics of the emission. With the change in technology
used and better management, the problem of additional emissions can be solved, thus ensuring

an increase in production capacity. In other words, relationship management between production

resources can affect the supply chain's supply chain interactions as well as the supply chain
network in a particular sector.

2.7.1.3. Simulation

When incremental changes in the supply chain are defined among the participants depending
on their dynamics, different simulation models can be used to estimate future relationships and

locations of intervention to maintain the system (supply chain) in a dynamic equilibrium state. The
simulation model has the purpose of imitating the actual system or some of its part to investigate
how to input components, and system parameters change outputs in a qualitative, quantitative,

and dynamic sense. „A simulation is the execution of a model, represented (most often) by a
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computer program that gives information about the system being investigated. The simulation

approach of analyzing a model is opposed to the analytical approach, where the method of

analyzing the system is purely theoretical”184.
Simulation types. Discrete event simulation (DES). The system is triggered by discrete

events, which are controllable and occur in random time intervals, and in some time period, they

are limited. The system changes the state resulting in some outcome that has measurable values.

If the system has a continuous flow of inputs and a continuous change of system and output
state, it is a continuous simulation. Continuous simulation is considered as a special case of

discrete simulation when the intervals between the two events are exceptionally short. Examples
of continuous processes are the various processes that fill and empty the reservoir, such as
natural gas delivery. There is continuous production, storage, transport, and distribution system.
Production and transport system is considered as the systems with continuous deliveries and

continuous loadings.
Examples of the discrete processes simulation model are manufacturing processes that are

triggered by customer orders, after which resources are activated, and a product is created. The
product is temporarily placed on the inventory and then delivered to the customer. The purpose

of modeling can be to investigate the process dynamics or optimize the production process.
Similar examples are random customer arrivals at the point of sale where the customer needs to
be served and to have the (minimum) inventory, taking into account the dynamics of procurement
and product sales.

Simulation with discrete events is performed through several stages, i.e., groups of analytical
processes185:
1. Descriptive analysis that encompasses:
□ identification and formulation of the problem,
□ collecting and analyzing data
□ development of a simulation model (using a general computer simulation system),
□ validation, verification, and adjustment (calibration) of the model,
□ Evaluation of model performance.

2. Prescriptive analysis
□ Optimization and research of individual goals from a set of possible solutions.

184 Arsham, 2015.
185 Arsham, 2015.
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3. Postprescriptive analysis
□ sensitivity analysis and „What-if“ analysis.

Identification and formulation of the problem: if the problem is in the domain described in the
previous chapter, then its solution can be solved using DES. The investigated system, if complex
by its nature, can be affected by a multitude of variables. At this stage, it is necessary to separate
influencing variables that can be controlled as well as those variables that cannot be affected by

an analyst, whereby both of them may appear randomly. At this stage, the analyst should also
have a general perception of how input variables affect system behavior and which output values

can be expected.
Data collection. To compare the simulation model with the real system, it is necessary to

collect sufficient data on the investigated variables and system parameters: input, process, and
output. Larger amounts of data will allow more accurate verification of the model but will require
extra time and funds for their collection.

The development of the simulation model is the key and most complex part of the simulation.
An analyst, i.e., decision-maker, must understand the concept, context, and logical basis on which

the model works. Nowadays, simulation models are being developed by using simulation tools -

software solutions that enable good defining of the model - its mathematical basis and graphical
presentation. The created model should enable the start of the simulation process, data input, the

start of processing, and creation of the reports.

The validation is conducted to see the model aligned with the behavior of the real system.
Verification is a process of checking whether the simulation model gives the expected values
and what are the deviations in the outcomes of the model and the actual system.

Calibration is a process of estimating and adjusting the model parameters to obtain more
accurate results of the simulation process or model execution.
Evaluation of performance and input-output analysis. Input analysis is performed to check
the start of the process based on input discrete random events. The model performance

evaluation should show how a change of input data and model parameters change its outputs.

The goal is to discover how fast a model is performing and when the results (that are stable or

oscillate within acceptable error values) are obtained.
Optimization and research of individual goals from a set of possible solutions. The simulation
can be conducted in the way to set up the possible desired system performance outcomes,
experimenting with input variables and system parameters, or with their combination, the best

possible (optimal) solution is being searched. Both are the iterative processes that are performed

by gradient estimation.
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Sensitivity analysis and "What-if" analysis should show how the values of input variables and

system parameters should be changed if the output values change to certain requirements.
The simulation requires numerous statistical analyses and estimates. The first thing is to
explore the stochasticity of the process and to see whether the system changes in time discreetly
or continuously. In the research of the output, as a rule, the stationary nature of the covariant is
investigated. An important question to determine is the number of execution rounds needed to

evaluate whether the solutions are satisfactory.

2.7.1.4. Optimization with linear programming

Optimization is generally a process of finding a solution to a problem that will either minimize

or maximize the value of the decision-maker's goals under the limitations that are being imposed
on the process. In the supply chain, minimization as an optimization goal will be set in finding
solutions that will reduce the supply chain (or some of its part) costs (production costs, customer
service, transportation, distribution) to the minimum in order to meet customer needs in quantity

and quality of the delivered goods or services. Maximizing the profit of all participants is a general

optimization goal that will be achieved in the other system of limitations that is set on the supply

chain in the realization of that goal. Individual additional goals can include optimizing product
inventory of individual members in the supply chain, availability of the resources for service
delivery, choice of the optimal transport routes, choice of products to be offered in the certain

conditions at promotional prices, etc.

The purpose of the optimization is to find those values of the variables that describe the

system in which the target function has an extreme (minimum or maximum) value with the
limitations that determine the possible solutions.

The optimization problem can be presented with the following general optimization model:
min ()

(2.24)

max ()

(2.25)

XeRn
<Pj(X) = 0,j = 1, .J
fy(X) >0,k = 1,...K
^j(X) <0,k = 1,...K
where:

f is target function (minimum or maximum)
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W are constraint in form of equation
Y are constraints in form of inequalities (> 0 for minimazation and < 0 for maximization)

There can be multiple solutions for the target function. In that case, we are dealing with local

extremes, which are within a certain range of variable values, while the global extremes
(minimums or maximums) obtain the given functions by satisfying all the limitations of the
variables used in the model (Figure 2.16).

Figure 2.16. Local and global minimum and maximum of the target function
Source: adopted according https://www.pmf.unizg.hr/_(accessed 5 December 2018)

The choice of a model that represents the optimization problem and method of its solving
generally depends on:

1. Type of the optimization problem and algorithms for solving the chosen type of problem.

2. Range of possible solutions in which the value of the target function is searched.

The basis for the division models and methods according to the type of optimization problem
is defined by:
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□ the number of the criteria in the target function (single-criterion or multi-criterion),
□ the form of the criterion function (linear or nonlinear),
□ the number and the type of constraints (with no constraints or with constraints that can

be linear or nonlinear)
□ domains of the variables (discrete, real, mixed).
Depending on the range of the possible solutions, the methods are:

□ local optimization - deterministic (linear programming, quadratic programming, integer,

combinatorial, nonlinear - for local optimizations with or without gradients, optimizations,
and constraints),

□ global optimization - stochastic (heuristic, set of solutions, one solution), i.e., intelligent

search methods (random sampling method, genetic algorithms, simulated annealing,
taboo

search,

evolution

strategies,

particle

swarm

optimization,

ant

colony

optimization...).
Finding extremes is conducted either by deriving a function or by numeric methods. At the

extreme points (minimum, maximum, and saddle points), first and second derivation of the

function have typical characteristics, and their calculation indicates whether the target function is
in one of the mentioned points. Numeric methods start from searching at some point (or space)

of permissible solutions that incrementally move to the target function request. The decision
maker decides on the acceptability or accuracy of the solution when improvements no longer
benefit.
Linear optimization represents a special case of optimization in which the target function is
linear, and the constraints are also defined as linear (non)equations. The general linear

optimization model in which the maximum of the function with multiple variables is searched can
be shown as:

(max) z = c1x1 + c2x2 + —+ cpxp
a11x1 + a12x2 + —+ a1pxp < b1
«21X1 + a22x2 + - + a2pXp < ¿2
am1x1 + am2x2 + —+ a pxp < ¿m
x1,x2..... xp > 0
where:
z is target function

(2.26)
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xi,,x2....... xp are variables that affect the target function and determine the constraints bm in

which the target function can be realized. In an economic sense, they represent the limited
resources that achieve certain economic effects defined by the target function. The condition of
the non-negativity derives from the nature of the variables, i.e., the economic resources as well

as the methodological reasons of the model itself.
Solution of the maximum problem.

The general algorithm for solving linear programming problem is given by the simplex

algorithm. The method consists of translating the non-equation into the equation where additional
variables are introduced in the system, so the equations look like:

an%i + av2x2 + - + aipxp + xp+i = bi
Q21%1 + 022X2 + - + O2pXp + Xp+2 = b2

+ — + ampxp + xp+m =
x1,x2...... Xp > 0

am1X1 + am2X2

bm

In an economic sense, additional variables have the nature of the unused resources.
Additional variables are also introduced in the target function after which the complete
transformed form of the problem will be shown as follows:

(max) z = C1X1 + c2x2 + —+ Cpxp .... +cp+mxp+m

(2.27)

011X1 +012X2 + - + OipXp + Xp+1 = bl
021X1 +O22X2 + - + O2pXp + Xp+2 = b2

+ — + OmpXp + Xp+m =
X1,X2...... Xp > 0

Om1X1 + Om2X2

bm

For simple cases, when the target function and limitations are given as a function of two

variables, the solution can be found by a simple graphical method (which is basically a simplex
method).
A typical example of such a problem that can be set in simplified terms as a problem of linear
programming is the problem of production of two products produced in three production lines with

limited capacities (available production time.) It is necessary to determine which combination of

products will produce the highest revenue if one product is sold at the price of 42 Euros and the
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other one at the price of 30 Euros. The time needed to produce the one unit of the product in a
single line, and the total available hours of an individual line is listed in Table 2.13.

Table 2.13. Data of line capacities and time required for production of products P1 and
P2

Line

I
II
III

Time required per unit of the product
(hours)
P1
P2
1
2
2
1
1
0

Available time per
line (hours)

24.000
30.000
14.000

Source: authors.

The optimization problem: to determine such a combination of the products P1 and P2 that
will maximize the revenue with available production line capacity.

The quantity of the products P1 and P2, labelled by x1 and x2, represents the optimization
variables. The target function is set by the following expression:

(max)

(2.28)

= 421 + 302

The limitations, i.e., available line capacities, are given by the following inequalities:

x1 + 2x2 < 24.000
2x1 + x2 < 30.000

x1 < 14.000
x1, x2 > 0

For the graphical solution, first, we need to set the non-equation system in limitations as the

equation system to obtain a set of possible values of the variables x1 and x2, which gives:

x1 + 2x2 = 24.000

2x1 + x2 = 30.000
x1 = 14.000
x1 , x2 > 0
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In Figure 2.17., where the abscise is x1, and the ordinate is x2, the lines that represent

constraints x2 are shown.

Figure 2.17 A range of the possible solutions of the optimization problem
Source: authors.

All the points below the individual segments of the lines in the first quadrant (the area, i.e.,
the set of points 0ABCD) represent possible solutions to the problem.

The line will also represent the target function. The optimal solution lies at the point that is

most far away from the centre.
The values of the variables x1 and x2 and the value of the target function in some points are:
In point A: x1 =0, x2 =12.000; z =360.000
In point B: x1 =12.000, x2 =6.000; z =684.000
In point C: x1 =14.000, x2 =2.000; z =648.000

By the testing of the target function value for any point in the set of permissible solutions can

be determined that there are no possible values of the variables x1 and x2 for which the target

function has a higher value than the one in the point B.
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2.8. PERFORMING SOFTWARE FUNCTIONALITY TEST

Numerous software solutions support supply chain management (SCM) processes in and
between companies. However, there is no single integrated solution for SCM. SCM software

means different things in different companies. Software solutions for SCM support are individual,

aggregated applications for several typical processes, or are a part of ERP systems.

The quantity of data and information increase exponentially in supply chains. Numerous new
technological (IT) solutions can be successfully implemented in SCM processes, so the number
of business applications supporting SCM processes is also continuously growing. Besides,

integration is taking place under such conditions, and integrative software solutions are created,
or similar solutions enrich ERP systems. Integrative SCM software solution includes modular
solutions with the following functionalities186:
□ warehouse management,
□ transport system management,
□ international sales logistics,
□ relationship management with suppliers,
□ demand management,
□ supply chain analytics,
□ order management,
□ planning of service parts,
□ production technology management,

and other IT systems, especially in retail merchandising, POS, RFID, and Internet of Things

(IoT) solutions.

The number and quality of special and integrative systems are constantly on the rise, which
is why users are in the dilemma when choosing which individual or integrative solution best suits
their needs. Evaluation of the software solution before implementation must be carried out from

different aspects. Nowadays, users have different options to conduct self-evaluation or to hire
specialized companies with experience of functionality and overall performance of certain types
of software packages or their components, which will help them with an evaluation of alternative
solutions.

186 Supply Chain Management (SCM) RFP Template, https://www3.technologyevaluation.com/store/rfptemplate/supply-chain-management-scm-rfi-rfp-template.html , (accessed, 17 December, 2018).
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During the all life cycle phases of its development, the software is tested according to different
criteria. Numerous tests come into three main categories187:
□ functional tests,
□ performance tests (non-functional tests),
□ maintenance or regression tests.

Functional tests determine how much the tested solution complies with the requirements

for such a type of software and how well it is per the requirements (functional specifications) of a
particular client. They include multiple types of testing, among which, is important to emphasize
the following:
□ unit-testing (parts of software solutions to perform certain key software specifications),
□ integration testing (program as a whole),
□ system testing (testing an integral software solution on a certain computer platform),
□ User’s acceptance test (a system is being tested by a customer or a professional for a

particular category of software, concerning customer requirements, using customer’s
data before launching into the market. All tests should confirm how system met the
criteria for those tests.

Unit (modules) testing. Building a contemporary complex business applications is carried
out in a way that programs are built in parallel as modules dedicated to a group of requirements

(functions) and as such have sufficient autonomy on the one hand, and on the other are the
integral cohesive part of the overall programming solution. For this reason, it is always necessary

to perform module testing and then integration testing. In unit testing, program instructions should
be isolated in the test as much as possible. Testing the unit - a separate set of program

instructions is performed according to the requirements of the used programming language. It is

carried out by the developer during the creation of the program with the aim of early detection of
possible errors and their correction, which is generally the most economical way of correcting.

The complete solution of one program unit is performed by a tester and a programmer. The code
is visible to the tester, so this test is performed as a "White box" or "Open box" testing. The tester
should understand the programming code of the module (flow and structure) of the program and

have the set of data needed to test the case and the outcome of the software solution. Unit testing

can be performed by a manual and automated procedure. There are numerous tools for

automated testing of program code units that are created for specific types of programming

language.
187 Software testing tutorial, 2018, a number of tests exceed 150. https://www.guru99.com/softwaretesting.html (accessed 19 December 2018).
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Integration testing. Modules, with all of their features (data entry interfaces, program logic
for problem-solving, interfaces for outcomes delivery, queries design, etc.), are often developed
by the various developing teams. The software solutions created in that way need to be combined
into a unique software solution which performs the complex tasks. Integration testing is conducted

through bottom-up (module by module and their combination) and/or through top-down (testing
from the whole software system to the modules). It is also possible to combine those two

approaches using the so-called sandwich approach. Another software testing approach is the Big
Bang approach in which all components are integrated into a unique application and then tested

as a whole188.

Regardless of the approach, integration testing requires a test case and test data. The priority
invalidation will have modules that are critical for the software. Detailed testing of all software

interfaces (data entry, database connection, external units’ requests, reports generation) has to
be performed.
Performance tests (non-functional tests) are also numerous by type and/or mode of
execution. Their purpose is to check how the software solution works in practice. These tests

include execution rate check, scalability, i.e., number of users that can simultaneously use the

application without errors, and the stability of application when performing a large number of data
and user requests. Typical performance tests are:
□

Load Testing - the speed test of the application loading and the time it takes to perform
the requested task on the loading data and produces expected results. System

parameters that can be tracked by automated tests include the utilization of the processor
and the memory, the network resources, and external memory, as well as the operating

system. Relatively related to this test is the scalability test. It tests the system behavior

in the case of an increasing number of users and active executable files, tracks the

processor and memory usage, as well as the number of transactions and the changes in
execution speed if the number of users increases. Another similar test is the data volume

test that is increased in the database, which is why the software can work slower, make

data entry errors, use memory, and disk space poorly.
□

Stress Testing - a test that verifies the stability and reliability of the system; the program

is subjected to the sudden and heavy loads in the number of data to be processed, or
the number of users who simultaneously „attack“ the program. The stress test should
show when the program is unable to perform the request and deliver a proper message
about what the system can do, i.e., how and in which time it can be recovered.

188 Software testing tutorial, 2018, a number of tests exceed 150. https://www.guru99.com/software-testing.html
(accessed 19 December 2018).
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□ Security testing - a set of tests in which the program undergo vulnerability testing to
known threats, vulnerabilities in the network system, incorporating malicious code into
the program, and the organizational risk assessment that can affect system vulnerability.

All software solutions become obsolete over time due to changes in users' and environment's

requirements, technological advances (operating system, system hardware features), and other
software related to the software testing. Maintenance tests or regression tests check whether
the changes in the program code affect the results or whether they have some side effects.
Manual and automated testing and test scripts development. Depending on which test

is being carried out, how and for what purpose, testing may (must) be carried out by manual

manipulation or directed by another software solution.
In manual testing procedure is starting manually, data input is also tested by manual input,
differences between the expected and actual results obtained are recorded manually.
Automated testing uses other software solutions (program scripts and program tools for

particular testing categories). The test is performed as an algorithmic procedure determined by
the program, including the form of reports generated after the test has been performed.

Manual testing is carried out in the early stages of software development and in cases where
specialized analytical verification procedures are required (e.g., availability of web service189) test
specific ad-hoc request or include third-party software.

When the testing procedure is completely known or "standardized" and has to be carried out
often with the same expected output value, then it is useful to develop a software solution (script)

that enables testing procedures to be performed quickly and reliably in a large number of
repetitions. Program scripts are most commonly developed on the principle that the script

investigates whether the test program has an exception or a mismatch for the expected value of
the outcomes.
An example of a script that tests the application "Calculator" is shown in Table 2.14.

Table 2.14. An example of a script - the application "Calculator" test
Line

No.
1)

//the example is written in MS Coded UI using c# language.

2)

[TestMethod]

3)

public void TestCalculator()

4)

{

189 Software testing help, 2018, What is automation testing (Ultimate Guide to Start Test Automation),
https://www.softwaretestinghelp.com/automation-testing-tutorial-1/ (accessed 02 January 2019).
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Line

No.
5)

6)

//launch the application

7)

varapp =
ApplicationUnderTestLaunch("C:\\Windows\\System32\\calc.exe");

8)
9)

//do all the operations

10)

Mouse.Click(button2);

11)

Mouse.Click(buttonAdd);

12)

Mouse.Click(button3);

13)

Mouse.Click(buttonEqual);

14)
15)

//evaluate the results

16)

Assert.AreEqual("5", txtResult.DisplayText,”Calculator is not
showing 5);

17)
18)

//close the application

19)

app.Close();

20)

}

Sign off
Source: available at https://www.softwaretestinghelp.com/automation-testing-tutorial-1/_(accessed 02

January 2019)

Software testing is a phase in the software development lifecycle where all interested parties
- developers, project development managers, test team leaders, and potential customers (clients)
should gain insight into all the necessary software features. To test the software, it is necessary

to develop a test plan to get answers to all possible questions regarding user requirements
(whether all requirements are met), performance quality (how each requirement is met), whether

there are specific requirements, whether the software is in line with the reference solution, are
there any open issues regarding system environments and future extensions or enhancements
(adapted from Software testing help).
Since there is no perfect solution in the software industry, nor is there a software that fully

and thoroughly meets users’ and other interested parties’ requirements, software testing requires

118
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all interested parties to provide information about possible bugs (bug tracking), i.e., according to
the selected set of criteria (metrics) to determine whether and to what extent software meets the

requirements of a particular stakeholder. Numerous Q / A checklists have been developed in the
software testing for the various aspects of the overall quality of software. Checklists provide

different answers - YES / NO, comments, performance descriptions or missed shortcomings,
necessity and possibility of correcting it, etc.

The software testing plan includes testing completion, reporting method of testing, type, and
forms of the report (sign off). Sign off does not necessarily mean finishing the test, and it can be
expanded or repeated on an individual request. The purpose of testing will remain the same, and

that is to deliver the best possible solution for software implementation on a specific case during
the time.
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3.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

3.1. BASICS OF PROJECT MANAGEMENT
3.1.1. Problem definition

The specificity of a project has been known in economic practice since ancient times, but

project management should be treated as a relatively new field of knowledge. A project is a

temporary undertaking aimed at producing a unique product, service or result with a defined

beginning and end190 (usually limited in time and often financed or staffed to perform specific
project tasks), undertaken to achieve the intended objectives and added value191. The temporary

nature of projects contrasts with the implementation of standard processes192, which are repetitive
and permanent activities aimed at manufacturing products or services. In practice, the specificity

of project implementation requires the development of separate technical skills and management
strategies193.

The literature review on project management suggests five conditions under which a project
can be called a project. These are the following elements:
□ singularity,
□ purposefulness,
□ distinctiveness,
□ limitation,
□ structural distinctiveness.

Singularity should be understood as the realization of a unique or new process;

purposefulness is the orientation on the result of a given strategy, distinctness means that there
are no trade-offs with standard processes implemented in the company. The limitation usually

refers to the time limit of a given project, and the structural distinctiveness focuses on dividing the

190 Goldratt E. M., 2017, Critical chain: A business novel, Routledge, Taylor & Francis Group, New York, p. 27.
191 Nokes S., Kelly S., 2007, The definitive guide to project management: the fast track to getting the job done on time
and on budget, Pearson Education, pp. 8-9.
192 Dinsmore P. C., Cooke-Davies T. J., 2005. Right projects done right: from business strategy to successful project
implementation. John Wiley & Sons, p. 35.
193 Cattani G., Femani S., Frederiksen L., Taube F. (eds), 2011, Project-based organizing and strategic management.
Advances in Strategic Management, Emerald Group Publishing Limited, p. xv.
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implementation of project tasks as a separate structure in the company (e.g., separate project

teams)194.
Implementation of projects is inseparably associated with the introduction of changes in
enterprises. Changes may have the character of process or organizational changes in their
implementation. Project management and change management are considered to be the same
issues both in the literature and in economic practice. Project management includes the
involvement of people, processes, and other resources and tools for planning, initiating,
implementing, monitoring, and concluding activities. The project was created in order to achieve

the company's objectives on an operational and strategic level.
Change management, as well as project management, includes people, processes,

resources, and tools that support companies in organizing changes resulting from project

initiatives or other factors influencing the business activity of companies195. These factors may
relate to changes taking place both within the company and in its environment, taking into account

relations with business partners in the supply chain. The following table shows the main
differences between project management and change management.

Table 3.1. Differences between project management and change management

Criteria
Extent

Role
of the
Manager

Project management

Change management

Project management should enable the
implementation of the strategy and is a
formalized and documented discipline, led by
a formal project management body of
knowledge (PMBOK). For each project, there
is a specific starting date, which includes
tasks, milestones, and end products, as well
as formally defined processes and agrees
requirements
and
objectives.
Project
management
usually
involves
the
implementation of a product or service.

Change
management,
becoming
an
increasingly recognized and documented area,
does not include a formalized set of guidelines
and processes such as PMBOK. There is no
start and completion date, no set of formal tasks
or milestones. Change management processes
may vary according to objectives. This
discipline only manages the impact of changes
resulting from organizational and project
activities, and it also implements a change
management
strategy
(for
sustainable
development).
Change Manager directs, communicates,
documents, and implements strategies for
effective change management that help
business leaders, employees, and other
stakeholders to better manage change as it
takes place. They help to accept and implement
change, reducing the resistance that arises
when change occurs. They continue to focus on
people and their impact on change to minimize
business risk within the enterprise.

The Project Manager leads projects from start
to finish to ensure the successful
implementation of stakeholder objectives and
facilitates meetings between team members,
company
management,
stakeholders,
suppliers, and other interested parties. The
Project Manager maintains communication
on project activities with all stakeholders and
is responsible for ensuring that projects
remain within the scope of the planned
activities. Their knowledge and experience in
project management are used to help

194 Turner J. R., 2004, Five necessary conditions for project success, International Journal of Project Management,
5(22), pp. 349-350.
195 Alexander M., 2016, LEAD or LAG: Linking Strategic Project Management & Thought Leadership, Lead-Her
Ship Group, Bellingham, p. 170.
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Criteria

Project management

Change management

sponsors, team members, and other
stakeholders to collaborate effectively and
make more conscious decisions. They work
with company management to ensure that the
project is consistent with overall strategic
objectives and to minimize the risks
associated with the project and its negative
impact on stakeholders. Ultimately, project
managers act as moderators and leaders of
project activities.

Source: Own elaboration based on: Alexander M., 2016. LEAD or LAG: Linking Strategic Project Management
& Thought Leadership, Lead-Her-Ship Group, Bellingham, pp. 170-174.

At the project start stage, the main focus is on meeting the expectations of the stakeholders
and, in general, the employees involved in the subsequent implementation of the tasks. At this

stage, the project manager focused his or her attention on the overall project objectives and added
values for stakeholders. Change management managers should not only participate in project

meetings but also be an integral part of the project team. Cooperation between project
management and change management specialists ensures a comprehensive approach to

achieving strategic objectives and ensures that the impact of project implementation on the stress
and anxiety of the people involved in project implementation is minimized. This cooperation

ensures a smooth transition through the project tasks and acceptance of changes not only in the
phases of the project but also long after its completion.

3.1.2. Project governance

Project governance is a term that is quite freely used in project management. Very often, one
can find the opinion that the reason for the failure of the project implementation is the supervision

of the project. Project governance should cover all the key elements and activities aimed at
achieving the final success of the project. However, no one-size-fits-all solution or model can be
found in this area. Project governance must be tailored to the specific needs of the company and

consist of eight basic elements that influence the design, implementation, monitoring, and control
of project management:
1.

Defining the project governance framework.

2.

Defining roles and responsibilities.

3.

Defining stakeholders and the method of communication.

4.

Meetings.
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5.

Reporting.

6.

Risk management.

7.

Assurance of effectiveness.

8.

Monitoring of project implementation.

Table 3.2 shows the specificity of the project governance structure, taking into account the
scope of the application of particular elements.

Table 3.2. Project governance structure
Extent

Element
(1) Defining the project
governance framework

Alignment
with
organization's
governance

(2) Defining roles and
responsibilities

(3) Defining stakeholders and the
method of communication

Longevity,
monitoring
and
controlling of
the
governance
plan

(4) Meetings

(5) Reporting

Characteristics
When defining an appropriate project management
model to be integrated into the company's
organisational procedures, the rigour of the developed
framework and scope of activities must be taken into
account. Too rigorously developed model (in terms of
time and tasks) may lead to misunderstandings
between stakeholders and lack of involvement in the
implementation of tasks and escalation of problems.
Establishing an appropriate project management
model, taking into account both the specificity of the
project and its environment, is not an easy task. Each
supervision model should include the extent of the
project, schedule, analysis of the complexity of
activities, risk analysis, stakeholders and the
importance for the company implementing the project.
Defining responsibility is the primary task of the project
manager. Failure to define responsibilities and
obligations will have a direct impact on the effectiveness
of meetings, change control process, risk assessment
and communication plan. When defining responsibilities
and obligations, the project manager must specify not
only who is responsible for the implementation of the
task, but also who should be consulted on the
implementation of the work and who should be informed
and from whom to obtain information about the results
of the task.
When the basis for the supervision plan is established,
understanding of the project ecosystem is mandatory.
The first key step is to identify all stakeholders. Omitting
one of the stakeholders may lead to a disruption of the
project's tasks, which may have an adverse impact on
the final outcome of the project. The project manager
must identify who the stakeholders are, what their
interests and expectations are and, most importantly,
how to communicate with the stakeholders. A well
formulated communication plan provides concise,
effective and up-to-date information to all stakeholders.
Once the communication plan has been defined, the
project manager must ensure an appropriate balance
between meetings and reporting. Meetings are aimed at
clarifying jointly implemented activities as well as
determining the next steps. An important element is to
determine the frequency of meetings and the method of
communication (direct meetings, remote meetings).
Reports from meetings are intended to summarise the
findings that determine further work. This should be
defined in such a way that each interested party
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Element

Extent

(6) Risk management

(7) Assurance of effectiveness

(8) Monitoring of project
implementation

Characteristics
understands the manner and content of the report.
Reports should also include the owner/beneficiary,
milestones and decision gates. In a similar extent,
partial reports on the implementation of existing work
and a financial report should be prepared.
Every project is burdened with risks and problems in its
implementation. Although it is difficult to predict any
undesirable consequence, potential risks need to be
prepared and analysed. At the beginning of each
project, the way risks and problems are identified,
classified and prioritised should be stressed. Very often
the way to deal with a risk or problematic issue is more
important than the problem itself or the risks identified.
Effective management of risks and problems increases
the level of safety and security of project
implementation. An important element of assurance is
the development of indicators which would provide
insight into the results of the project, already at the level
of implementation of individual phases of the project.
The monitoring and control process includes an
overview of all tasks and indicators related to the
implementation of the project and measures the
progress and efficiency in relation to the initial extent,
budget, time and resources devoted to the
implementation of the project. The project manager
must continuously measure the results and take timely
action in case of possible deviations.

Source: Own elaboration based on: Alie S. S., 2015. Project governance: #1 critical success factor, PMI Global
Congress 2015—North America, Orlando, Project Management Institute.

In terms of compliance with the national regulatory framework, attention should be paid to
the need of understanding the environment in which the project is carried out, in order to align the

implementation of supervision with the organizational procedures defined in the company. This
alignment is essential and should be taken into account when defining (1) the project

management framework,

(2) roles and responsibilities,

and (3) stakeholders and the

communication method. These conditions must be met at the beginning of the project. In terms

of sustainability, monitoring, and control, it should be remembered that the supervision of the
project is already carried out during the life cycle of the project. It must be ensured that the

monitoring plan is applied and implemented throughout the lifetime of the project and that
monitoring and control are aimed at assessing the effectiveness of these activities. During
monitoring and control of the project management framework, it is necessary to ensure adequate
implementation of project meetings (4), reporting (5), risk management (6), processes to ensure
the success of project activities (7) and processes to control individual activities (8).
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3.1.3. Project management stages

Each of the implemented projects should be divided into stages (phases), in which partial

products are created, comprising the final product of the whole project. These phases are usually

carried out in a process-oriented manner, one after the other. However, it is possible to plan
parallel stages, provided that the results of the sub-projects do not exclude each other. Splitting

a project into logical stages aims to improve management. The stages divide the project into

logical parts that facilitate the management, planning, and control.
Similar names of stages in the project have similar partial products, but it should be

remembered that only some of them are identical. Depending on the complexity of the project, it
may have one (Figure 3.1) or several (Figure 3.2) stages.

Figure 3.1. Example of a single stage project
Source: Own elaboration based on: A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK GUIDE),
2008. Fourth Edition, Project Management Institute, Newtown, p. 19
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Figure 3.2. Example of a multistage project
Source: Own elaboration
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There are three relationships between the stages of the project

196:

□ a sequential relationship in which each stage begins when the previous stage ends,
□ a parallel relationship in which the next stage starts while the previous stage is still in

progress,
□ an iterative relationship consisting of planning only one stage, whereas when planning
subsequent stages, account should be taken of the degree to which work has already

been carried out in an ongoing stage and its sub-products.
The use of a sequential relationship makes it possible to reduce the uncertainty of the

success of the whole project, but at the same time, it makes it impossible to change or speed up
the deadlines for tasks in the prepared schedule. Change of deadlines in the schedule can be
applied in parallel relationship, which, however, increases the risk of failure. If the project is

characterized by low accuracy, low degree of implementation uncertainty, and low probability of

changes in implementation, it is preferable to use an iterative relation.

3.1.4. Project life cycle

To properly implement the various stages of the project, it is necessary to develop a project
life cycle. The project life cycle presents the specificity of the situation and the characteristic
phases that follow each other over time. The complexity and diversity of the thematic, temporal,
and territorial scope of the implemented projects make it impossible to develop a single, universal

life cycle model. However, in each project it is possible to identify the general phases of the project
life cycle, which are presented in Figure 3.3.

196 A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK GUIDE), 2008, Fourth Edition, Project
Management Institute, Newtown, p. 19.
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Figure 3.3. General pattern of the project life cycle
Source: Duncan, W.R. (1996). A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge, Projekt Management
Institute, Four Campus Boulevard, p. 12

The project life cycle shown in the figure above presents only the general framework for the
basic phases of project management. However, it should be noted that the first two phases may
be consolidated, the second phase may also be fragmented into smaller, more detailed stages -

depending on the specificity of the project.
In the literature of the subject, one can find attempts to elaborate on the research on the
project life cycle. Table 3.3 presents selected concepts describing the phases of the project life

cycle.

Table 3.3. Project life cycle concepts
Author of
the
concept

Project life cycle phases

J.P. Lewis

Concept

Definition

Designing

Progress

R. Keeling

Conceptualization

Planning

Implementation

Completion

Concept

Selection

Planning,
operation,
monitoring,
control

Evaluation
and
completion

Initiation of the
project

Organization
and
preparation

Execution of
tasks as part of
the project

Closing of
the project

J.R.
Meredith,
S.J.
Mantela
PMBOK
Guide
2008

Application

Termination
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Author of
the
concept

Project life cycle phases

Charvat J.

Defining the
project concept

Requirements
analysis

General design

Bonnal P.,
Gourc D.,
Lacoste G.

Initiation phase

Viability
phase - pre
design phase

Project
execution
phase

Detailed
design

Development

Testing and
implementation
of the solution

Source: Own elaboration based on: Lewis J. P., 1999. The Project Manager's Desk Reference, McGraw-Hill,
New York, pp. 13-15; Keeling R., 2000. Project Management. An International Perspective, St. Martin Press,
New York, pp. 9-17; Meredith J. R., Mantel S. J., 2000. Project Management - a Managerial Aproach, John
Wiley & Sons, New York, pp. 14-18; A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK
GUIDE) (2008). Fourth Edition, Project Management Institute, Newtown, p. 16; Charvat J., 2003. Project
Management Methodologies: Designing, Implementing, and Supporting Methodologies and Processes for
Projects, John Wiley & Sons, p. 35; Bonnal P., Gourc D., Lacoste G., 2002. The life cycle of technical projects.
Project Management Journal, 33(1), pp. 12-19

This list does not exhaust all possible approaches to the analysis of the project life cycle;
however, it presents the most frequently used concepts. It is also worth noting that regardless of
the details of individual concepts, it can be stated that a standard project life cycle consists of the

following phases:
□ the development of the general scope of the project,
□ planning and organization of project tasks,
□ execution and monitoring of project tasks,
□ completion of the project.
Regardless of the adopted structure of the project life cycle and the level of detail of individual

phases, it is very important to specify the processes implemented within the project management,
choose a project management method adequate to its specificity and implementation, conduct a
cost and budget analysis of the project and plan the application of continuous improvement in the

implemented project. These issues also require specific skills and competences from the project
manager.
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3.1.5. Coaching competences in project management

The aim of project management coaching is to free up a competent project manager who is
aware of his or her resources for him or her to steer the project in the right direction. However, it

is worth remembering that the coaching approach of a project manager is not a simple issue and

requires a combination of project management experience and effective coaching and motivation

methods.
Coaching is a process of helping people and teams achieve the best possible results. This
involves learning from people's strengths, helping them to bypass personal barriers and

constraints to achieve the best possible results, and making it easier for them to function more
effectively as part of a team.
For project management, it is very important to distinguish between the roles of Coach,

Mentor, and Consultant/Advisor (Table 3.4).

Table 3.4. Differences in the roles of Coach, Mentor and Adviser

The
problem/objective
is
This process is
required by
The customer is
involved at the
level of

The expert is

Coaching

Advisory
function

Business context

Personal context

Business context

Customer and/or company

Customer

Company

Professional identity

Whole life

Role identification

Vocational adviser

Mentor (experienced coworker/guardian)

Professional Coach,
manager/guardian
Listening, motivating with
objectives

Mentoring

Listening, focusing on
On-the-job training
different choices
16-30 hours (8-12
Time periods
12-16 hours (4-6 sessions)
2-4 weeks
sessions)
Source: Own elaboration based on: Patrese M., Granchi G., 2010. An effective project manager coaching
approach: driving the coach to the future. Paper presented at PMI® Global Congress 2010—EMEA, Milan,
Italy. Newtown Square, PA: Project Management Institute
Actions

The consulting process is related more to the needs of the individual than to the needs of
the company. The business mentor gives guidance to the owner of the enterprise or

entrepreneur on his or her business activities. The mentor's experience can help the mentee to
easily overcome obstacles in his/her professional activity, based on his/her own mentor's
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experience in similar situations. The mentoring process focuses on the development of potential

resources of a young peer. Coaching is the art of improving the skills of others. Managers who
are coaches encourage their teams to learn and take up challenges with their work. They create
the conditions for continuous development, helping their employees to define and achieve goals.

A good coach first listens, asks questions, provides constructive feedback, and is ready to

generate creative ideas.

Coaching is so important in project management because the project manager has to play
several roles in project implementation. First of all, the project manager must act as an

integrator: he or she is often the only person who can look at both the project and how it fits into

the overall organization's plan. The project manager must also explain and integrate the project

with members from outside the project team who may or may not be in the organization197.
Achieving a balance between technical and relational abilities within a given project is
aimed at overcoming possible resistances related to both technical and relational aspects of
individual project team members. The coaching process in project management is presented in

Figure 3.4.

197 Patrese M., Granchi G., 2010, An effective project manager coaching approach: driving the coach to the future.
Paper presented at PMI® Global Congress 2010—EMEA, Milan, Italy. Newtown Square, PA: Project Management
Institute.
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The decision of the company's management to
conduct a coaching training for project team
members

Organizing the first meeting with the management
in order to identify the needs of the project team
(desired state)

Conducting an assessment of 306 employees
(team member) in order to define the current
state of affairs (strengths and weaknesses)

Development of a coaching plan and identification
of key performance indicators (KPIs)

NO

Beginning of coaching sessions, in accordance with
the coaching plan

YES

On-the-job training to test improvements and
changes in an employee's attitudes

Providing feedback to the employee on on-the-job
training

Developing a coaching report by the coach, which
summarizes the coaching process describing the
improvements and, if present, the areas that are
still critical

Has the decision been made to conduct further
coaching sessions?

Figure 3.4. Coaching process in project management
Source: Own elaboration based on: Patrese M., Granchi G., 2010. An effective project manager coaching
approach: driving the coach to the future. Paper presented at PMI® Global Congress 2010—EMEA, Milan,
Italy. Newtown Square, PA: Project Management Institute
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The aim of effective project management coaching is to enable the project manager to

function independently. So how can the trainer get it? This is possible after the project manager
has received strong support from the coach and extensive confirmation of his or her strength in
project management skills and competences.

3.2. PROJECT MANAGEMENT PROCESSES
3.2.1. Initiation of the project

Initiation of a project is a key stage, which determines how a given project will be

implemented. At this stage, both obstacles and conveniences in the implementation of
successive stages should be identified. Launching a project very often involves the development

of an ideological concept of how to carry out all the work and the links between the various
stages of the project. It is very important to establish the rules of cooperation already at the
stage of starting the project works, which allows avoiding key mistakes that could negatively
affect the implementation of the main objective of the project. These rules should include:
□ the purpose of the project must be straightforward and clear to all stakeholders. Any

inaccuracies threatening other interpretations of the objective should be verified and
documented and accepted by each party,
□ the creation of the project team should be based on the selection of individuals in terms

of their suitability for the implementation of the project activities. It is also important to
plan the size of the project team in such a way as to avoid potential accumulation of work

associated with lower team performance in relation to the high workload,
□ determining the time of implementation and guaranteeing technical and financial
resources are one of the most important factors influencing the success of a given

project. It is also important to prioritize the implementation of projects when a company

has more than one project. These issues will make it possible to define the characteristics

of the project and precisely define the competencies of the manager,
□ determining the competencies of the project manager, has a crucial impact on the

selection and final success of the project. It should be remembered that the main task of
the project manager is to supervise the work and control the timeliness and scope of

activities. Competences should, therefore, relate to the ability to organize work for the

team, how to monitor the implementation of tasks, but also knowledge of the substantive
scope of the project, and formal procedures. The project manager does not have to be a
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specialist in every activity carried out within the project - the appropriate selection of the
project team is aimed at applying the effect of synergy of different competences of

individual team members,
□ a thorough analysis of the project objective will allow identifying the basic activities that

need to be carried out in order to implement the project successfully. It is also worth

remembering that the goal of the project should not miss the real need which was the
initiator of the project198, because it is the satisfaction of this need that is the key element

of the success of the implementation of this project,
□ determining the potential impact of a project or the outcome of its work not only allows

for the successive planning of the project work but also for taking into account any
subsequent development of this work, enabling the project outcome to be applied to a
different extent.

From the organizational point of view, at this stage of the project, it is important to implement
two processes which have a direct impact on the quality of the tasks performed, the ability to

monitor their performance, as well as on the choice of the optimal method of communication
and exchange of information between individual stakeholders. It is worth remembering that

appropriate involvement of both project recipients and stakeholders already at the stage of

starting works will increase not only the probability of greater involvement in the implementation

of activities but also co-responsibility for the results achieved. Figure 3.5 shows the contributions
and results of the basic processes carried out at the project start stage.

Development of a project
fiche

Results::
1.. Projectt fiche

Stakeholder identification

Results::
1.. Stakeholder registerr
2.. Stakeholder Relationship Management Strategy

Figure 3.5 Processes implemented at the project initiation stage
Source: Own elaboration based on: A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK GUIDE),
2008. Fourth Edition, Project Management Institute, Newtown, p. 45-46

198 Frame J. D., 2003, Managing projects in organizations: how to make the best use of time, techniques, and people,
John Wiley & Sons, Hoboken - New Jersey, p. 92.
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The Development Project Charter is the creation of a document which aims to approve a

phase or the entire project. This document contains initial requirements for the expectations and
needs of stakeholders. The second important element of this stage is the Stakeholder

Identification process (Identify Stakeholders), which is based on the identification of all
stakeholders involved in the project. Stakeholders can be both project participants (e.g.,

Technological partner in the implementation project) as well as recipients of the project result

(e.g., Users of the implemented IT solution). At this stage, it is also worth documenting the

information concerning the expected benefits for each of the stakeholders, the degree of their
involvement in the implementation of the project work and their role in the project.

3.2.2. Planning

The possibility of effective project management is strictly dependent on reliable planning,

which immediately precedes the efficient implementation of project activities. This is an extremely
important stage of project management, as the success of the project, and the final result will
depend on effective planning.

Conceptually, the following activities should be taken into account199200
:
□ the development of a project management plan including both baseline and ancillary

activities planned,
□ collecting requirements, consisting in identifying and documenting the needs and

requirements of the stakeholders that allow achieving the project objective,
□ the scope clarification consists of a precise description of the project and the product
resulting from it. At this stage, the strategic objectives of the project should be transposed

into operational activities, as a clear translation of objectives into activities reduces the
risk of the scope of work being unclear200,
□ the creation of a division of labor structure by dividing partial products and project work

into smaller ones, to create a clear division of tasks and responsibilities and to identify
the links and interdependencies between the different elements of the project,
□ defining activities by formulating and documenting tasks necessary for implementation

to obtain partial products of the whole project. Transposition of the strategic objectives of

199 A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK GUIDE), (2008). Fourth Edition, Project
Management Institute, Newtown, p. 48-55.
200 Sliwczynski B. & Kolinski A., 2016, Controlling Supply Chains: Theory and Practice, Nova Science Publishers,
New York, p. 20.
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the project into individual measures allows minimizing the risk of process conflict and
mutual exclusion of the results of individual measures,
□ determining the sequence of activities involves formulating and documenting mutual

relations between individual project activities,
□ estimating the resources of the activities concerning the types and quantities of staff,

materials, equipment and other resources needed to carry out each activity,
□ the estimation of the duration of the activities involves estimating the approximate
number of working periods needed to complete the individual activities using the planned

resources,
□ developing a schedule by establishing the duration of subsequent activities, resources
and time and process constraints, resulting in the creation of a timetable for the project,

□ cost estimation, by establishing the approximate amount of financial resources needed

to carry out all design work,
□ establishing the budget by summing up the costs of all activities or work packages to

define an approved baseline cost plan,
□ quality planning by setting quality requirements and standards for the product, design,
and documentation showing compliance with these standards and requirements,

□ development of a human resources plan consisting of identifying and documenting

project roles/ responsibilities and the required skills and job dependencies, and the
establishment of a staffing management plan,

□ planning communication by identifying the information and communication needs of

individual stakeholders and how they are carried out,
□ risk management planning to determine how risk management activities will be carried

out,
□ identifying risks related to the identification of threats that may affect the project, as well

as documenting their characteristics,
□ carrying out a qualitative risk analysis consisting in the implementation of the process of

risk hierarchy that carries out their further analysis or activities related to them and carried

out through the assessment and reference to each other of their probabilities and the

effects of their occurrence,
□ carrying out a quantitative risk analysis including a quantitative analysis of identified

threats that affect the achievement of the project objectives,
□ risk response planning is the preparation of solutions and activities that increase

opportunities and reduce risks to the overall project objectives,
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□ order planning, i.e., documentation of purchasing decisions that relate to the project,

determining the approach to orders, and identifying potential sellers.

Figure 3.6. Processes implemented at the stage of planning project tasks part 1
Source: Own elaboration based on: A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK GUIDE),
2008. Fourth Edition, Project Management Institute, Newtown, pp. 48-52
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Quality planning

Developing the human
resources plan

Communication planning

> Risk management planning

Risk identification

>

Results::
1.. Quality managementt plan
2.. Quality metrics
3.. Quality checklists
4.. Process optimisation plan
5.. Updates of project documents

Results::
1.. Human Resources plan

Results::
1.. Communication management plan
2.. Updates of project documents

Results::
1.. Risk management plan

Results::
1.. Risk register

Carrying out a qualitative risk
analysis

Results::
1.. Updates of the risk register

Carrying out a quantitative
risk analysis

Results::
1.. Updates of the risk register

Risk response planning

Procurement planning

Results::
1.. Updates of the risk register
2.. Contractuall provisions related to risk
3.. Updating the project management plan
4.. Updates of project documents

Results::
1.. Procurement management plan
2.. Summary (list)) of the scope of contractt work
3.. Decisions on independentt or outsourced
production
4.. Tender documents
5.. Selection criteria for suppliers
6.. Change requests

Project iimpllementation
phase

Figure 3.7. Processes implemented at the stage of planning project tasks part 2
Source: Own elaboration based on: A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK GUIDE),
2008. Fourth Edition, Project Management Institute, Newtown, pp. 52-55
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The contribution and expected results of the above activities are shown in Figures 3.6 and 3.7.

Issues concerning cost analysis, budgeting, as well as quality analysis and process control are
described in the following chapters. At this point, it is worth noting the factors influencing the

effective planning of the project work schedule. One of the most important problems in effective
project management is the balancing of resources, which has an impact on the management of
project tasks implementation time. The way of solving the problem of balancing resources depends

on the ability to identify the structure of the project right from the moment of undertaking the

implementation of the planned individual project activities. In such cases, most often, the balancing
process is applied to the resources limiting the project implementation. The idea of a limiting

resource (bottleneck) is presented in Figure 3.8.

First stage of processes A and B

Bottleneck performing the second stage of processes
A and B

Figure 3.8. The idea of a limiting resource (bottleneck)
Source: Own elaboration

The main feature that characterizes a resource limiting is 100% utilization of its capacity. It
should be noted that the 100% use of the resource poses a huge threat from the point of view of

the whole project implementation. Since the limiting resource is characterized by the highest degree

of utilization and, consequently, a high degree of risk of untimely delivery, it is also the main factor

influencing the deadline for the implementation of the entire project. Therefore, a critical resource
determines the degree of implementation of the project results and the degree of use of the

remaining resources. Due to the need to make appropriate use of a critical resource, its
uninterrupted operation should be guaranteed, as it is the resource that will prevent catching up
due to unplanned work interruptions or delays.
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3.2.3. Implementation

This stage consists of the implementation of the project activities following the previously drawn
up plan. The main element of this stage is the process of controlling the course of the plan. It consists

of the analysis of specifications of individual project tasks, availability of resources, the level of work
performed, and, above all, the analysis of the possibility of meeting the deadline. The control process
often takes the form of meetings of the team performing the project, the purpose of which is to

analyze the status of the implementation of individual tasks. The too frequent organization of such
meetings may reduce the effectiveness and efficiency of the project team's work by reducing the
time spent working on tasks, but it may also result in a decrease in the level of trust between

stakeholders.
Taking into account the specificity of the project implementation process, attention should be
paid to the following activities201:
□ directing and managing the implementation of the project by carrying out the work

included in the plan so that the objectives of the project are achieved,
□ carrying out quality assurance to ensure that appropriate quality standards are applied,

by examining the quality requirements and the results obtained with quality control,
□ acquiring a project team, consisting of an analysis of the availability of human resources
and obtaining an appropriate team to carry out a given project,

□ shaping the project team by improving competences and general conditions in the project

team to improve the quality of project execution,
□ managing the project team by continuously monitoring the results of the team, as well as
providing them with feedback and, if any difficulties or errors arise, solving them and

managing the introduced changes,
□

providing information to ensure that all project stakeholders are informed,

□ shaping the expectations of stakeholders through the use of continuous communication
and ongoing cooperation to meet their needs,

□ placing orders consisting of selecting sellers of goods and services necessary for the

implementation of project tasks and concluding a contract with them.

201 A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK GUIDE), 2008, Fourth Edition, Project
Management Institute, Newtown, pp. 48-55.
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Projject planning phase

Project closure phase

Figure 3.9. Processes performed at the stage of project tasks implementation
Source: Own elaboration based on: A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK GUIDE),
2008. Fourth Edition, Project Management Institute, Newtown, pp. 57-59

One of the key factors influencing the effectiveness of project tasks is the definition of an

information system with project stakeholders. The information system is a set of procedures aimed
at transmitting information between stakeholders. It does not have to be a computerized system; it

is enough that it is clear and legible for all interested parties. As part of the project tasks, very often

141
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the procedures for acceptance of the results of a certain stage or part of the project by the Manager
or another entity responsible for the verification of project work (e.g. Technical Coordinator of an

international project, aimed at verification and acceptance of the tasks performed in terms of their
technical preparation) are established. The information system can be a simple table of activities
and their statuses, included in a spreadsheet, made available to all stakeholders utilizing a data
cloud, as well as Internet or IT tools used to prepare schedules and later control the progress of

project works.

Very often, the last of the mentioned activities at the stage of project implementation becomes

a threat to its success. Due to the diversity of the extent of implemented projects (e.g. Warehouse

construction project, IT system implementation project), very often the project team implementing
individual activities generates an explosion in the use of additional resources in the form of goods

purchased within the project (e.g., measuring equipment, IT solution, etc.) or services (e.g., expert
advice, IT support, etc.). A well-organized bidding and verification process for bidders is, therefore,
a key element in the effectiveness of project procurement.

To pre-select offers and bidders, it is necessary to build up a set of criteria that will enable this
process to be carried out. The most important criteria for the pre-selection of offers and bidders

should include:

□

number of offers submitted by one bidder,

□

the form in which the offer is to be submitted,

□ compliance of the offer with the contents of the tender specifications (only basic data,

e.g., related to the subject of the contract, will be analyzed in the initial selection),
□

date and amount of payment of the security deposit,

□ withdrawal of an offer before the deadline for submission of offers (if it is required to
check the current status of the offer).

The stage immediately preceding the process of pre-selection of offers and bidders is to define
the basic principles of their evaluation:
□ the most advantageous offer should be selected based on the bid evaluation criteria set

out in the contract documents,
□ the basic evaluation criteria are price, quality, functionality, technical parameters,
application of the best available environmental technologies, operating costs, service and

order completion date,
□ it should be kept in mind that the criteria for evaluating offers must not concern the

characteristics of the supplier and in particular, it's economic, technical, or financial

reliability.
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A detailed algorithm for the pre-selection of offers and bidders is presented in Figure 3.10.
START

I

List of suppliers
Company's website
Request for proposals

Issuing inquiries for suppliers

Receiving offers from suppliers

Comparison of the content of the
offers with the requirements
specification

Offers
Specification of
requirements

Was the full name of the company
specified?

No

Are the exact addresses
of the contractors given ?

No

Comparative analysis of the price
with established financial norms
of a request for quotation

Offers
Financial norms

Is the price of the offer within the
normative range?

No

Comparative analysis of the date
of contract execution with fixed
time norms of the request for
quotation

Offers
Time standards

Is the date
of contract execution within the
normative range?

Rejection of the offer

Comparative analysis of the
guarantee period with the order
specifications

Offers
Specification of the contract

No

Offers
Financial norms

Conditional admission to analysis
of potential suppliers

Forwarding the offer to be
completed with missing data

Is the guarantee period acceptable?

Comparative analysis of payment
conditions with financial norms

No

a^

Are the payment terms
and conditions within the normative
range?

Yes

Allowing potential suppliers to be
analysed

Figure 3.10. Pre-selection scheme for offers and bidders
Source: Own elaboration
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Analysis of the form in which
a offer is submitted

Was the offer made in
the traditional way?

Analysis of the electronic form of
an offer submission

Analysis of the compliance
of the offer with the contents
of the tender specifications

Is the offer accompanied
by a secure electronic signature?

s the offer compliant with
the specification?

No

Analysis of the current status
of the supplier's offer

Yes

List and weighting
of evaluation criteria

Analysis of potential suppliers
according to criteria

Carrying out additional
negotiations with the tenderer

Figure 3.11. Scheme of analysis of potential suppliers
Source: Own elaboration
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The implementation of the algorithm shown in Figure 3.10 is a necessary condition for the
selection of bidders and the selection of suppliers in the subsequent stages of the analysis.

Figure 3.11 presents a detailed algorithm for the conduct of the analysis of potential suppliers.

Before moving on to the supplier's qualification process, a selection of the subject and extent
of qualification is carried out. Goods and services for which suppliers are qualified can be grouped
into classes according to the ABC classification. The ABC classification enables a significant
reduction in the number of suppliers for which the qualification is carried out (only suppliers of

materials of groups A and B - are subject to further analysis, materials of group C are usually
purchased from non-qualified suppliers). During the qualification of suppliers, not only the price of
the service or product offered should be taken into account, but also the technical conditions or

specification of the offer and the quality of the service/ product offered.

3.2.4. Monitoring and control

Ongoing verification of the degree of implementation of individual project tasks may prove to
be a key factor in the final success of the project. Monitoring should concern both individual project

parts and the project as a whole - especially in the case of large, international, or multi-annual
projects. For this reason, the monitoring process should accompany all stages of the project, from
the start and planning of activities, through implementation, to control and improvement activities.

Controlling tools come in handy, enabling quick monitoring and quick decision-making related to
project management.

Controlling is a system supporting management in achieving set goals through

coordination of processes of planning, organizing, managing, directing, controlling, and gathering
and processing information202. Integration of these functions with management activities is an

important element of project management. The management activities used in controlling are

shown in Figure 3.12.

202 Sliwczynski, B., Kolinski, A., 2016, Controlling Supply Chains: Theory and Practice, Nova Science Publishers,
New York, p. 1.
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Information on the achievement of objectives

Figure 3.12. Possibility of using controlling tools in project management
Source: Own elaboration based on: Horvath P., Gleich R., Seite, M., 2015. Controlling, Vahlen Verlag,
Munchen, p. 59

It should be noted, however, that the idea of control is very often confused and wrongly

associated with already known management concepts. The idea of controlling is to compare the
real situation with plans and objectives of the company and to make necessary corrections in case

of deviations from these plans. For this reason, controlling is often mistakenly identified with the
control process. The difference between the scope of traditional control and controlling activities is

shown in Figure 3.13.
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1 Control
in the
narrow
sense

- Determination of quantities to be checked
- Determination of planned and achieved
values
- Comparison of both sizes

J
Control
in the
broad sense

- Analysis of the causes of the deviation
- Proposed corrective measures to achieve the objective (feedback)
or corrective measures (feedforward)

C
O
N
T
R
O
L
L
I
N
G

Figure 3.13. Possibility of using controlling tools in project management
Source: Sliwczynski, B., Kolinski, A., 2016. Controlling Supply Chains: Theory and Practice, Nova Science
Publishers, New York, p. 10

The task of controlling is to direct the processes taking place in the project in such a way that

the employees control themselves. The difference between controlling and control concerns not

only the extent of responsibility but also the time taken into account. It should be remembered

that control is directed to events that occurred in the past. Controlling, on the other hand, refers
to the avoidance of problems that may occur in the future. A comparison of control and controlling

from the substantive extent is presented in Table 3.5.

Table 3.5. Basic differences between controlling and control

Control

coordination

detection of errors

supervision

the reasoning for correcting errors

counseling

finding guilty parties

substantive support
proposing
solutions
measures

and

relying on external experience

remedial

Past orientation

Future-orientation

Controlling

inspiration
respecting

claiming compensation for damage

proposing the imposition of penalties
proposing personnel and organisational
changes
referring
cases
to
the
competent
administrative
or
law
enforcement
authorities

Source: Own elaboration

The controlling system is not only for process control but mainly for the prevention of possible
deviations from the plan. Possible and probable deviations should be detected before they occur.
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One of the most important elements of ongoing supervision over the implementation of
individual project activities is the designation of control points, the so-called "milestones," which

allow for the identification of irregularities and deviations from the plan and the possibility of

introducing corrective actions. When analyzing the detailed activities included in the monitoring and
control of projects, the following should be taken into account203:

□

monitoring and controlling project work - monitoring and regulating progress towards the
achievement of project objectives,

□

carrying out integrated change control - checking change requests, approving them and

managing them in intermediate products,
□

verification of the extent - formal completion of partial products,

□

extent control - monitoring performance and product extent, as well as change
management (project baseline plan),

□

controlling the schedule - monitoring project execution and updating the progress and
management of changes in the base schedule,

□

controlling costs - monitoring project execution and updating the progress and
management of changes in the cost base plan,

□

carrying out quality control - evaluating performance and recommended changes by

monitoring and recording the results of the implementation of quality management
activities,
□

submitting reports on implementation - collecting and then transmitting information on the
status of implementation, measurements of the progress of implementation and

forecasts,

□

risk monitoring and control - implementation, tracking, monitoring, identification and
evaluation of risk effectiveness to the whole project and individual activities,

□

administration of orders - management of deliveries with sellers, i.e., orders, contracts,
all changes, and corrections.

203 A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK GUIDE), 2008, Fourth Edition, Project
Management Institute, Newtown, pp. 61-64.
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Inputs::
1. Project management plan
2. Implementation reports
3. Environmentall factors
4. Assets oforganizationall processes

Monitoring and controlling
project work

Inputs::
1. Project management plan
2. Information on the completion of the work
3. Change request
4. Environmentall factors ofthe conducted
operations
5. Assets oforganizationall processes

Carrying out an integrated
review of changes

Inputs::
1. Project management plan
2. Documentation of requirements
3. Requirementttraceability matrix
4. Correct partiall products

Inputs::
1. Project management plan
2. Information on the completion of works
3. Documentation of requirements
4. Requirements traceability matrix
5. Assets oforganizationall processes

Inputs::
1.. Project management plan
2.. Project schedule
3.. Information on the completion offworks
4.. Assets offorganizationall processes

Inputs::
1. Project management plan
2. Funding requirements for projects
3. Information on the completion of works
4. Process assets

Scope verification

■>

Scope monitoring

Monitoring the schedule

Cost monitoring

Inputs::
1. Project management plan
2. Quality metrics
3. Quality checklists
4. Results of measurements of work completion
5. Approved change requests
6. Partiall products
7. Assets oforganizationall processes

Carrying out quality control

Inputs::
1. Project management plan
2. Information on the completion of works
3. Results of measurements of work completion
4. Forecast of the budgett
5. Assets oforganizationall processes

Sending implementation
reports

Results::
1.. Implementation reports
2.. Updates of organisationall process assets
3.. Change request

Inputs:
1.. Project management plan
2.. Implementation reports
3.. Environmentall factors
4.. Assets of organizationall processes

Monitoring and
controlling
project work

Results::
1.. Change requests
2.. Updates of the project management plan
3.. Updates of project documents

Inputs:
1.. Tender documents
2.. Project management plan
3.. Contract
4.. Implementation reports
5.. Approved change requests
6.. Information on the completion of works

Procurement
administration

Results::
1.. Procurement documentation
2.. Updates of organisationall process assets
3.. Change requests
4.. Updates of the project management plan

1.. Results of quality controll measurement
2.. Changes confirmed by validation
3.. Partiall products validated
4.. Updates of organisationall process assets
5.. Change request
6.. Updates of the project management plan
7.. Updates of project documents

Figure 3.14. Processes performed at the stage of project tasks monitoring
Source: Own elaboration based on: A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK GUIDE),
2008. Fourth Edition, Project Management Institute, Newtown, pp. 61-64

The process presented in the figure above does not refer to the previous or the next stage.

This is because monitoring is a continuous stage, which can only concern selected parts of the
project but also applies to the whole project. For this reason, the monitoring process should be

carried out continuously at all stages of project management.
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3.2.5. Project closure

This stage is the formal completion of the project work. It does not concern the completion of

work on individual project results, but the implementation of all formal-administrative activities.
These activities include the formal preparation of the final report, presenting the effects and results

of the work, as well as the report and financial statement on the implementation of the tasks in
terms of costs. Very often the final report determines the final clearance of the project, which means

that this stage does not have to be just a formality, it can also be a key factor determining the
success of the project.
The basic activities performed at this stage are:
□ closure of the project or project stage through the finalization of all activities in all project

tasks, aiming at the formal completion of the project or its stage,
□ closure of procurements, the performance of which must be completed before the

completion of all design work.

Projject implementatiion
phase

Financial settlement of the
project

Figure 3.15. Processes performed at the stage of design works completion
Source: Own elaboration based on: A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK GUIDE),
2008, Fourth Edition, Project Management Institute, Newtown, pp. 61-64

Works concerning the final settlement of the project very often take place after the end of
the deadline for its implementation. In practice, one can encounter situations in which delays
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resulting from independent or random causes force the project team to perform project tasks

practically until the last day of the project. This situation makes it impossible for the Project
Manager to prepare formal documents closing the project during its duration, as all results are

unknown due to work still in progress. In such cases, the closing works are postponed for the
period immediately after the completion of the project work. Project management practice,

mainly on an international scale, shows that in such situations the funding period for project

work can be extended, e.g., by one or two months after the official completion of the project, to
finance administrative and formal work on project closure documentation. The main objective of
the documentation closing the project is not only to account for the work and results carried out
but also to block the possibility of further expenditure of activities from the project costs204.

However, if this documentation is created after the official project completion date, the only
works that can be disbursed from the project budget are the works related to the preparation of

documentation closing the project - at that time it is no longer possible to finance other project
works.

3.3. PROJECT MANAGEMENT METHODS AND TOOLS
3.3.1. Chosen methods of project management

The method of project management may very often be unclear to those who are not familiar

with the available methods aimed at developing and organizing complex project implementation
plans. The project management method is, therefore, a way of describing the activities planned to
be carried out to achieve the final effect of the project. Before starting any project activities, it is

necessary to define project management tools, select a team and the way of conducting project
activities. Some projects, due to their specificity, are even dedicated to implementation according

to a specific method. Sometimes the choice of project management method is the preference of
the project manager, who will ultimately be responsible for the results obtained. In this part of the
chapter, the most frequently used project management methods in practice will be presented.

The PMI/PMOK methodology developed and published by the Project Management Institute

(PMI) can be regarded as the prototype of all methods and methodologies. This methodology
gathers knowledge about best practices, terminologies, and guidelines, which are an accepted

standard in the project management industry. This methodology is open and is often updated as

evidenced by the subsequent editions of the PMBOK edition. This methodology can be used in

204 Lock D., 2018, The Essentials of Project Management, Routledge, New York, p. 258.
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practically any type of projects with different specifics. The versatility of the application increases
the chance for a precise understanding of the project purpose and its activities as well as how to
manage it. This methodology also makes it possible to supervise and organize an international

project, as PMP certificates are a standard among project managers and are recognized worldwide.
The waterfall is the simplest and most linear of all approaches to project management. The

organization of work using this method consists of the need to complete work at one stage or phase
of the project to be able to start work on the next stages. This method determines the start of design

work at a given stage, only after the successful completion of the previous stage.
In its initial, original form, the method consists of six stages205:
□

planning and specification of requirements,

□

requirements analysis and feasibility study,

□

solution design,

□

testing,

□

implementation and maintenance of the worked-out solution.

This method also has quite significant risks in the implementation of the project. It may happen

that the recipients of the project may not know exactly what their requirements are before they
receive the result of the work (e.g., software). After receiving the results of the work, they can

change their requirements, which would lead to redesign, conversion, and re-testing, and this
generates additional costs206. Problems may also occur on the side of the project developer, as

analysts and developers may not be aware of potential difficulties during the design phase. It may

happen that it is better to reschedule the work than to remain on the original plan, which does not

take into account newly identified constraints, requirements, or problems207. In response to the

perceived problems and risks of using this method in practice, modified models such as Sashimi
(Waterfall with Overlapping Phases), Waterfall with Subprojects and Waterfall with Risk Reduction
were introduced208.

The Waterfall method is dedicated to implementation projects in IT, production, and

construction, where the structures for the implementation of activities are complex and where the
need to make changes after the fact generates very high additional costs.

205 Royce W. W., 1987, Managing the developments of large software systems: concepts and techniques, Proceedings
of the 9th international conference on Software Engineering, IEEE Computer Society Press, pp. 334.
206 Parnas D. L., Clements P. C., 1986, A rational design process: How and why to fake it, IEEE transactions on
software engineering, 2, pp. 251-257.
207 McConnell S., 2004, Code complete, Microsoft Press, Washington, pp. 649-660.
208 McConnell S., 1996, Rapid Development: Taming Wild Software Schedules, Microsoft Press, Washington, pp.
143-147.
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The Lean method in project management, like the classic management method, focuses on
reducing waste and thus increasing value. For project management, this method, therefore,

focuses on the key processes that continuously influence the value of the result. In practice, teams

implement simplified processes, focusing on end-user feedback that adds value to the project
outcome. This approach shows that the Lean method has taken on new importance in terms of

focusing on rapid prototyping, feedback from end-users and early and rapid delivery of the final
result. There are five main principles to build on when managing a project using the lean method:

□ the end customer's values should be determined,
□ identification of the value stream,
□ ensuring a continuous flow of results of particular activities,
□ possibility of tracking every step and project task,
□ managing and coordinating tasks to remove unnecessary activities.

The Agile Method in project management is a developing and collaborative way to implement
a project through the self-organization of subassemblies responsible for specific tasks. The work is

adapted to the planning, evolution of tasks during implementation and oriented towards the early
implementation of tasks. This method is open to change if it leads to an improvement in results this results in a focus on the speed and flexibility of the actions carried out.

The application of the Agile method is based on the analysis of good practices, developed in
the form of management models, an adaptation of the one which corresponds to the specificity of

a given project and its adaptation to the needs. This method enables the competence diversification

of project groups, the role of the agile project manager is to coordinate the work of project groups,
which can function independently of each other209. This approach allows tasks to be performed in
parallel with more frequent and faster feedback, which can have a major impact on the success of

the final result, especially in projects with a specified deadline.

The Scrum method is derived from project management according to the Agile method. It
consists in organizing short tasks in the project, so-called "sprints," most often organized in twoweek cycles with short daily meetings210. The project manager of this method is a Scrum Master.

Like Agile, Scrum is mainly used for software development, but supporters notice that it can be
used in any industry or company, including retail logistics, event planning, or any project that

requires some flexibility.

209 Hoda R., Murugesan L. K., 2016, Multi-level agile project management challenges: A self-organizing team
perspective, Journal of Systems and Software, 117, pp. 245-257.
210 Lei H., Ganjeizadeh F., Jayachandran P. K., Ozcan P., 2017, A statistical analysis of the effects of Scrum and
Kanban on software development projects, Robotics and Computer-Integrated Manufacturing, 43, pp. 59-67.
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The last of the mentioned project management methods in this chapter is PRINCE2, which
focuses on projects in a controlled environment. It is a certified method that contains a specific
structure. PRINCE2 is not as organized as other traditional methods such as Waterfall because it

is not a universal solution, but follows the seven principles, themes, and procedures presented in
the table below.

Table 3.6. PRINCE2 application rules
No
1

Rule
Continuous economic
reasoning

2

Management by way
of exception
3

4

Learning from
experience

Defining roles and
responsibilities

5

Stages management
6
Focusing on
products/results

7

Adaptation to the
design environment

Characteristics
The business reasoning is the most important document and is updated at
each stage of the project to ensure that the project is still viable. In this case,
the contract may be terminated early.
Regular meetings, such as weekly team meetings, are ineffective and
unnecessary. Instead, the team leader assigns work packages to team
members, including time-sensitive and qualitative products, and team
communication and monitoring is only required when something goes beyond
these margins.
Each project has an application log and projects should constantly refer to
their own and previous and convergent application logs in order to avoid the
re-development of existing solutions.
Roles are distributed among people who can take on or share multiple roles.
Roles in PRINCE2 are divided into four levels (corporate or programme
management, project board, project manager level and team level).
The project is planned and controlled in stages. The transition between
phases involves updating the business reasoning, risks, the overall plan and
the detailed plan of the next step in the light of new evidence.
Each work package is defined by one or more products that can be delivered,
preferably with pre-quantified time tolerances, costs, extent and quality. Even
management activities, such as stage planning, are defined by their final
result, e.g. a physical report containing the new stage plan. This allows all
parties to clearly define what is required and to share responsibility for
delivering and controlling it.
PRINCE2 should not be used in dogmatic form, but should be adapted to
specific projects. Project reports and documents may be replaced by informal
oral or electronic counterparts, the structure of the project management board
and team may be changed to reflect project objectives, multiple roles may be
assigned to individuals in smaller projects, and increased emphasis may be
placed on re-filling stages for research-intensive projects, which may require
a change of direction as new results are delivered.
Source: Own elaboration

Different methods are used in project management. This chapter focuses only on those
methods which, in the author's opinion, are most frequently used in project practice. This does not
mean that there are no more methods that effectively support project management. The number of

methods is caused by the continuous development of this sector of activity.
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3.3.2. Selected project management tools

Project management practice points to numerous tools to supervise and coordinate project
activities, as well as to introduce current changes to guarantee the success of the final result.

Coordination of project activities should concern not only the extent of tasks but above all, the time
frame and dedicated resources for their implementation. For this reason, the most commonly used
and most effective project management tools are those focused on the current analysis of the

duration of individual activities. This section presents the three most frequently used tools for

planning, monitoring, coordinating, and taking current decisions at the various stages of project work
and tasks.

Gantt Chart is one of the most frequently used tools both for planning and monitoring the

implementation of previously planned tasks and stages of the project. Gantt Chart is a type of a bar

chart, the aim of which is to illustrate the project schedule. This graph shows the tasks to be
performed on the vertical axis and the time periods on the horizontal axis, while the length of the
horizontal bars shows the duration of each activity. An example of a Gantt chart is shown in Figure

3.16.
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Figure 3.16. Example of a Gantt chart
Source: Own elaboration

Gantt charts also contain the start and end dates of particular tasks, as well as milestones,

which are very often formal control points for the implementation of project tasks in terms of
quality, the extent of workmanship and implementation time.

One of the main objectives of developing Gantt charts is to plan the project tasks, which
can be carried out in three basic stages:

5
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□ the scheduling of design work per the forward planning method (Figure 3.17),
□ scheduling of design work per the 'backward' planning method (Figure 3.18),
□ creation of a design work schedule using a mixed forward and backward planning
method.
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Figure 3.17. Forward planning diagram
Source: Own elaboration
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Figure 3.18. Backward planning diagram
Source: Own elaboration
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Creating Gantt charts using both forward and backward planning has its advantages and
disadvantages. The main advantage of using forward planning, i.e., planning from the first
possibility of using project resources to carry out a specific task, is practically the guarantee of

timely project implementation. However, the risk is that focusing on time may result in superficial
execution of tasks, which affects the quality of the final result. In the case of creating a Gantt chart
using backward planning, the tasks are planned for the last possible date, which theoretically also
guarantees the timeliness of implementation, but does not anticipate the risk of delays, which in
case of their occurrence will cause delays to the entire project. In this way of planning, there is

also time for conceptual analysis of the extent of work within particular tasks, however, taking into
account the "student syndrome," the risk of lack of timeliness of project work is high.

Critical Path Method (CPM) is a tool that enables the analysis of all activities defined in the

structure of the division of labor and project tasks, duration of these tasks, relations between
individual tasks. Based on these analyses, it is possible to determine the path of the tasks, which

are characterized by the smallest time lag. Identification of the critical path increases the

awareness of the project manager that delaying any of the tasks on the critical path will cause

problems with the timeliness of the whole project and achieving the final result.

Figure 3.19. Example of a critical path method
Source: Own elaboration
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The CPM tool is effective for smaller and medium-sized projects. The larger the project, the

more difficult it is to comprehensively analyze all the data necessary to develop a critical path.
A tool very similar to the critical path is Critical Chain Project Management (CCPM). The
first step is to determine the resources needed for each of the stages and to analyze the

relationships between all stages (whether the activities do not overlap in time). In case of

implementation of several projects with the use of a critical chain, it is also necessary to analyze
the issues of interdependence and links between the resources involved in a given project

(resources cannot be used at the same time to carry out different tasks in different projects). The
next stage is to prepare the work schedule of the resources in such a way that multi-tasking does

not occur, which increases the risk of delayed implementation of works, more errors and finally

effective completion of a given project. The critical chain for all projects is determined sequentially.
It is the longest sequence of activities that are important for project implementation.
Identifying and defining basic project parameters often causes a lot of problems, both in terms

of specifying the duration of particular tasks and the amount of budget to be allocated to their

implementation. The main reasons for problems with the effective use of this tool in project
management are211:
□ student syndrome, consisting of postponing the task entrusted to be completed to the

latest possible date,
□ Parkinson's law regarding the adjustment of work intensity (intentional slowdown of work)

in such a way as to perform the task at all times assigned for its performance,
□ multi-tasking, which occurs when employees deal with several projects at the same time.

Then they do not focus on one task but perform all tasks in different projects in a
fragmented and simultaneous manner. This results in an increase in the implementation

time of all projects.
Differences between CPM and CCPM tools are worth noting. CPM deals with uncertainty in

the same way for all activities, whether they are on the critical path or not. CCPM consists of
shifting security times in the strategic elements of the project. Time estimates can be shortened

(if they are known to be overstated), but security buffers are added at the end of the project, called
the project buffer (Figure 3.20). This will reduce the length of the critical path. It should be noted

that the decision to shorten the overall security time depends on the level of trust of the project
stakeholders in the process.212

211 Goldratt E. M., 2017, Critical chain: A business novel, Routledge, New York, pp. 136-138.
212 Rand G. K., 2000, Critical chain: the theory of constraints applied to project management, International Journal
of Project Management, 18(3), p. 175.
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CPM

CCPM

Figure 3.20. Comparison of CPM and CCPM tools
Source: Own elaboration based on: Rand, G. K., (2000). Critical chain: the theory of constraints applied to
project management, International Journal of Project Management, 18(3), p. 175

CCPM focuses on the resources that will be used to implement the project, such as teams,
equipment, office space, etc. This is a less technical way of managing projects that does not put

so much emphasis on the sequence of tasks or schedule, but rather on balancing resources and
schedules.

The project management tools presented in this chapter, similarly to the methods presented

earlier, are only an extract of the most frequently used tools. These tools are designed to improve
the ability to monitor and control the implementation of project work, mainly in terms of

implementation time and extent of work. It should be remembered, however, that more and more
frequent IT support also affects the possibilities of using the above tools in project management.

This allows not only to monitor the work but also for efficient communication of the entire project

team.

3.4. PROJECT COST MANAGEMENT
3.4.1. The specificity of project costs

Project cost management is a necessary issue due to the ability to both determine the
baseline level of costs to perform specific tasks, but also to regulate decisions and take current

directions for the implementation of tasks per the planned budget. Project cost management is

primarily based on the estimation of all costs at the level of individual tasks. After processing the

estimated data, the next step is to prepare the project budget, which is aimed at the current
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monitoring of expenditure related to the implementation of particular tasks in the project.
However, it should be remembered that some categories of project costs (such as

implementation of tasks, consultation fees, purchase of software or travel) are much simpler to
determine and predict than other costs (e.g. telephone charges, office space, office equipment,
administrative costs, insurance) which, despite a detailed analysis at the planning stage, may

change at a later stage.
Project Cost Management (PCM) is a method that uses technology to measure costs and
efficiency throughout the lifecycle of projects at the level of the company in which the project is

being carried out. PCM includes several specific project management functions, including

estimation, task control, real data collection, scheduling, accounting, and design. The main
objective of PCM is to implement the project within the approved budget213. Actual historical

data is used for precise estimation and in the next phase also for planning all stages of the
project. As the project continues, the control of the work is based on the identified estimates and
compares them with the actual data obtained from the reporting of the tasks performed. From
the start of the project, through all its phases, project cost management aims to simplify the

structure of the generated costs and their rationalization and minimization based on project
experience214.
Project Cost Management is one of the ten Knowledge Areas outlined in the PMBOK Guide.

The basic processes (Table 3.7) included in the project cost management are215:
□ estimating costs, i.e., determining in monetary units the approximate costs that will be

necessary to carry out the project, e.g., labor costs or resources. This also applies to the

estimation and consideration of various cost variants, which are related to the initiation
and completion of the project,

□ determining the budget, and thus the sum of the specific costs based on which the

approved baseline cost plan is established. It takes into account the approved budgets
and not the reserves,

□ cost control, i.e., monitoring the status of project implementation to the project budget
and managing changes if necessary. If changes are identified, the reasons for deviations

from the cost base plan shall be established, both where the change is beneficial and
where it is unfavorable.

Table 3.7. Project costs management

213 Schwalbe K., 2015, Information technology project management, Cengage Learning, John Wiley & Sons, Boston,
p. 263.
214 Rad P. F., 2001, Project estimating and cost management, Berrett-Koehler Publishers, p. 94.
215 A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK GUIDE), 2008, Fourth Edition, Project
Management Institute, Newtown, p. 165.
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Stages of
cost
management
in the
project

Inputs

Tools and techniques

Outcomes

1. The base plan of the extent

1. Experts' opinions

2. Project timetable

2. Comparative estimation

1. Estimates of
activity costs
2. Basis of estimates

3. Human Resources Plan

4. Risk register
Estimation of
costs

5. Environmental factors of
conducted activity
6. Assets of organizational
processes

3. Parametric estimation

3. Updates of project
documents

4. Bottom-up (ascending)
estimation
5. Three-point estimation
6. Reserve analysis

7. Quality cost
8. Software supporting
estimation in project
management
9. Analysis of supplier offers

Establishing
the budget

1. Estimates of activity costs

1. Aggregation of costs

1. Base plan for
budget execution

2. Basis of estimates

2. Reserve analysis

3. The base plan of the extent

3. Experts' opinions

2. Project funding
requirements
3. Updates to project
documents

4. Project timetable

4. Archive dependencies

5. Resources diaries

5. Setting financing limits

6. Contracts
7. Assets of organizational
processes
1. Project management plan

Costs
monitoring

2. Funding requirements for
projects
3. Information on the
execution of works
4. Assets of organizational
processes

1. Management of the
generated value
2. Forecasting

3. Implementation rate until
completion
4. Performance reviews

1. Measurement
results of work
completion
2. Budget forecasts
3. Updates to
organizational
process assets
4. Change requests

5. Updates to the
project management
plan
6. Project management
6. Updates to project
software
documents
Source: Own elaboration based on: A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK GUIDE),
2008. Fourth Edition, Project Management Institute, Newtown, p. 167
5. Deviations analysis
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Cost management is not an easy task; it may prove to be the most difficult task for project

implementation. Project managers need to bear in mind the basic principles of cost management
to be able to finalize the project budget. Important elements of project cost management are profit
and loss analysis, project life cycle costing, and cash flow analysis. Cost management planning

includes the definition of rules, procedures, and documentation that will be used to plan,

implement, and control project costs. The main result of this process is a cost management plan.

Cost estimation is a very important part of project cost management. Cost control includes

monitoring cost-effectiveness, reviewing changes, and informing project stakeholders about costrelated changes. Many basic accounting and financial principles relating to the management of
cost projects. Value-added management is an important method of measuring project

implementation. Value-added management integrates information about the extent, costs, and
schedule.

3.4.2. Cost budgeting

A budget is a quantitative financial plan for the forthcoming financial period216. A project's

budget is a plan for the implementation of a given project in a given planning period, whether in

financial, material, or resource terms. It is prepared based on an activities plan and their model
costs (norms), planned revenues, as well as planned investments and other expenses217.

Budgeting is the definition of the rules and procedures for establishing and implementing the

budget for a given project. Budgeting involves three interlinked stages:
□ drawing up the budget,
□ budget implementation,

□ budget monitoring.
The detailed budgeting procedure is shown in the figure below.

216 O'Sullivan A. & Sheffrin S. M., 2003, Economics: Principles in Action, Pearson Prentice Hall, New Jersey, p. 502.
217 Sliwczynski B. & Kolinski A., 2016, Controlling Supply Chains: Theory and Practice, Nova Science Publishers,
New York, p. 55.
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Preparation of partial budgets for
individual responsibility centres (cost
centre)

Budgetary negotiations (agreements)

NO

Were the negotiations successful?

Figure 3.21. Budgeting process
Source: Own elaboration

Budgeting is a complex process, as illustrated by the different budgeting methods. The

table below shows the most common budgeting methods used in practice.
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Table 3.8. Types of budgets

Division
criterion

Budgeting
method

Criterion for
the method of
budget
coordination

Top-down budget
Bottom-up budget
Short-term budget

Time criterion
Criterion for
taking
changes into
account

Criterion as to
how the
budget is
drawn up

Long-term budget
Fixed budget

Flexible budget
Incremental
budget
Zero-base-budget

Characteristics
budgetary assumptions are set at managerial level and then
passed on to lower management levels in order to draw up
detailed plans
is developed at lower levels of management, and then the
developed detailed plans are transferred to the managerial
level. This approach requires a lot of experience and
knowledge of logistics costs and their norms.
is developed for the current activity

most often developed for more than one year and concerning
the implementation of a specific objective at the strategic level
(e.g. project implementation)
is developed for one planned level of logistics activity (e.g.
sales volumes and delivery quantities) and this volume cannot
be changed during the budget period
is developed for different logistical business plans (variants
depending on the volume of orders and sales) and provides for
the possibility to take into account changes during the budget
period in relation to the budgeted volumes
the drawn up budget is based on an adjustment of the previous
period's budget for anticipated changes in working and market
conditions and environment
all data of the budget in preparation are not related to the
current implementation and are compiled from the beginning
(zero basis). This way of proceeding eliminates unjustified and
repetitive items in budgets, verifies the knowledge of norms
and their updates to changing environmental conditions

Source: Own elaboration based on: Sliwczynski B. & Kolinski A., 2016. Controlling Supply Chains: Theory
and Practice, Nova Science Publishers, New York, p. 55

Many of the problems faced by project managers arise directly from the application of
inappropriate budgeting and management techniques concerning project activities. Although
project management has been used successfully for decades in the world of engineering and

construction, the business world has only recently adopted its processes, sometimes failing to
understand them fully. This lack of understanding can increase project costs and reduce the
quality of the final product. The key to effective project management is budgeting. Formal project
budgeting differs from traditional functional budgeting, such as tested performance data or project

evaluation and review technique (PERT), in four main ways: repeatability, basis, risk, and type of

budget. The business environment will benefit from understanding the differences between these
budgeting processes218.

218 Scotto M., 1994, Project budgeting: the key to bringing business projects in on-time and on-budget. Project
Management Journal, 25(1), pp. 35-42.
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3.5. PROJECT QUALITY MANAGEMENT
3.5.1. The quality characteristics of the project

Quality should be defined as the degree to which a set of characteristics appropriate for
something meets certain requirements219. Usually, these requirements in business terms are
determined by the needs generated in the business environment. Meeting customer and
business needs requires conscious control. Quality management ensures compliance of an

organization, product, service, or process. It consists of four main elements: quality planning,
quality assurance, quality control, and quality improvement220. Quality management focuses not

only on the quality of products and services but also on how to achieve it. Therefore, quality
assurance and control of processes and products are used in quality management to achieve

more reproducible quality. Quality management in a project refers to the processes and activities
aimed at project implementation by setting the principles, objectives, and responsibilities

focused on quality and meeting the needs of the project implementing organization. The project

implementing organization implements a quality management system through the principles,
procedures, and processes of quality planning, quality assurance and quality control,

complemented, if necessary, by actions related to quality improvement221.
The international quality management standard (ISO 9001:2015) adopts several

management principles that can be applied to guide the project towards improving its
results.

219 International Organization for Standardization, 2005, ISO 9000, Quality Management System - Fundamentals and
Vocabulary, ISO Press, Geneva.
220 Rose K., 2005, Project quality management: why, what and how, J. Ross Publishing, Fort Lauderdale, Florida, p.
41.
221 A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK GUIDE), 2008, Fourth Edition, Project
Management Institute, Newtown, p. 198.
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Table 3.9. Basic principles of quality management

Characteristics

Justification

Customer
orientation

The main objective of quality
management is to meet the
requirements of customers and strive
to meet their expectations.

Leadership

Leaders at all levels of management
create a unity of purpose and
direction and create conditions in
which employees are involved in
achieving the organization's quality
objectives.
Competent, qualified and committed
employees at all levels of the
organization are essential to enhance
its ability to create and deliver value.

Sustained success is achieved when a
company attracts customers and retains their
trust. Every aspect of customer interaction
provides an opportunity to create more value
for the customer. Understanding the current
and future needs of customers and other
interested parties contributes to the continued
success of the organization.
Creating unity of goals, management and
employee
involvement
enables
the
organization to adjust strategies, rules,
processes and resources to achieve the set
goals.

General
principle

Employees'
commitment

Process
approach

Improvement

Coherent and predictable results are
achieved more effectively and
efficiently when
activities
are
understood
and managed as
interrelated processes that function
as a coherent system.
Successful organisations constantly
focus on improvement.

Evidence
based decision
making

Decisions based on analysis and
evaluation of data and information are
more likely to produce the desired
results.

Relationship
management

For
sustainable
success,
the
organisation manages its relations
with stakeholders.

In order to effectively and efficiently manage, it
is important to involve all employees at all
levels and to respect them as individuals.
Recognition, strengthening and improvement
of competences promotes the involvement of
employees in achieving the organisation's
quality objectives.
The quality management system consists of
interlinked processes. Understanding how the
system generates results enables optimisation
of the system and its performance.

Improvement is essential to ensure that the
organisation maintains current levels of
performance, responds to changes in internal
and external conditions and creates new
opportunities.
Decision making can be a complex process
and always involves a degree of uncertainty.
This often involves many types and sources of
input data, as well as their interpretation, which
can be subjective. It is important to understand
cause-effect relationships and potential
unintended consequences. Analysis of facts,
evidence and data leads to greater objectivity
and confidence in the decision-making
process.
Stakeholders influence the performance of an
organisation. Sustainable success is more
likely when an organisation manages
relationships with all stakeholders to optimise
their impact on results. Managing relationships
with supplier and partner networks is
particularly important.

Source: Own elaboration based on: Quality Management Principles, 2015. ISO Quality, International
Organization for Standardization, Geneva
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Table 3.10. Quality management in the project

Quality
control
stages in
the
project

Inputs

Tools and
techniques

Outcomes

1. Base plan of the extent

1. Profitability analysis

1. Quality management plan

2. Stakeholders' register

2. Quality costs

2. Quality metrics

3. Base plan for cost
execution

3. Checklists

3. Quality checklists

4. Comparative
evaluation
5. Experiment design

4. Plan for process
optimisation
5. Project document updates

4. Base schedule

Quality
planning

5. Risk register
6. Environmental factors of
conducted operations
7. Organisational processes
assets

1. Project management plan

Carrying
out
quality
assurance

Carrying
out
quality
control

2. Quality metrics
3. Information on the
execution of works
4. Results of quality control
measurements

6. Statistical sampling
7. Block schematics

8. Original quality
management
methodologies
9. Additional quality
planning tools
1. Quality planning tools
and techniques for
carrying out quality
control
2. Quality audits
3. Process analysis

1. Project management plan

1. Cause-and-effect
diagrams

2. Quality metrics

2. Checklists

3. Quality checklists

3. Block schematics

4. Results of work completion
measurements
5. Approval of the change
request
6. Partial products
7. Process assets

4.Histogram

5. Pareto diagram
6.Execution card

7. Dispersion diagram
(correlation)
8. Statistical sampling

1. Updates of organisational
process assets
2. Change requests
3. Updates to the project
management plan
4. Updates of project
documents
1. Results of quality control
measurement
2. Changes confirmed by
validation
3. Partial products confirmed
by validation
4. Updates of organizational
process assets

5. Change requests
6. Updates to the project
management plan
7. Updates of project
documents

9. Inspection
10. Review of approved
change requests
Source: Own elaboration based on: A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK GUIDE),
2008. Fourth Edition, Project Management Institute, Newtown, p. 191
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Project management in qualitative terms (Table 3.10) should, therefore, consist of the

following elements222:
□ quality planning, consisting in defining the requirements and quality standards that will

be required in the project and the final product (result), as well as in the documentation

of compliance with the given requirements and standards,
□ carrying out quality assurance in such a way that the organization is confident that it

applies good operational standards and definitions, examines the quality requirements
and measurement results that arise during quality control,

□ carrying out quality control through continuous monitoring and recording of the results of
the implementation of activities that are related to quality management. This is done to

assess the feasibility, but also to change the recommendations if necessary. The results

obtained relate to partial products and project management.

3.5.2. Application of continuous improvement in project management

Effective project management requires not only a focus on quality (both the processes

implemented and the results offered) but also continuous monitoring of the processes and project
tasks, as well as quality improvement. The number and variety of methods, techniques, and tools

of quality improvement depend on the specificity of the implemented projects. Among the

instruments, one can distinguish methods and techniques used to supervise and diagnose
processes, but also to control and design the implemented changes and investments. Numerous

classifications and divisions of methods and techniques of quality improvement can be found in
the literature on the subject223.

222 A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK GUIDE), 2008, Fourth Edition, Project
Management Institute, Newtown, p. 189
223 Jung J. Y., Wang Y. J., 2006, Relationship between total quality management (TQM) and continuous improvement
of international project management (CIIPM), Technovation 26(5-6), pp. 716-722; Savolainen J., Kâhkône, K., Niemi
O., Poutanen J., Tenera A. M. B. R., Luís Carneiro P., 2014, A Lean Six Sigma (LSS) project management
improvement model., Procedia - Social and Behavioral Sciences, 119, pp. 912-920; Varis E., 2015, Stirring the
construction project management with co-creation and continuous improvement, Procedia Economics and Finance,
21, 64-71; Míkva M., Prajová V., Yakimovich B., Korshunov A., Tyurin I., 2016, Standardization-one of the tools of
continuous improvement, Procedia Engineering, 149, pp. 329-332; Wu C., Li N., Fang D., 2017, Leadership
improvement and its impact on workplace safety in construction projects: A conceptual model and action research,
International Journal of Project Management, 35(8), pp. 1495-1511.
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One of the basic processes of continuous improvement is the Deming circle (Deming cycle),

which consists of four elements (Figure 3.22)224:
□

planning, including the setting of objectives and processes necessary to transform input
resources into the expected effect. By determining the baseline expectations,

completeness, and accuracy of the planned processes, a targeted improvement in results
can be achieved. At this stage, it is possible to develop a proposal for changes and

improvements of the analyzed process in the project,
□

doing, consisting of implementing a plan, implementation of a process or tests, which will

be used for further analysis and evaluation of the results obtained. At this stage, data will

also be collected and used in the further stages of the improvement process.,
□

checking, consisting of examining the actual (measured and collected in the previous
stage) results and comparing them with expectations (planned objectives) to identify

differences and deviations. Evaluation of the achievement of the planned objectives is

necessary for the next stage of the improvement process.,
□

acting, through the implementation of improvements to minimize the differences between
the result obtained and the planned effects.

Environmental management of enterprises
Business culture and organisation
Integration of management systems
Non-compliance management
Total Quality Management
Corrective actions
ISO 9001 certification
/

Control cards
Inspection
Control and measurement
Quality audits and reviews
Quality costs
Security costs
Benchmarking
Application of statistical methods

Concepts and quality objectives
Responsibility and product safety
Design control
Quality of improvement

Act

Plan

Check

Do

Procurement
Just in Time deliveries
Process capability
Product reliability
Service
Documentation and information flow
Control of changes
Standardisation

Figure 3.22. Deming cycle
Source: Own elaboration

224 Deming W. E., 2000, The New Economics: For Industry, Government, Education, Massechusetts Institute o
Technology Press, Cambridge, Massechusetts, pp. 130-133.
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The process of continuous quality improvement following the Deming cycle makes it

possible to improve even when the execution of the first cycle does not require corrections. One

of the objectives of using the Deming wheel is to be able to refine plans and effects that have a

direct impact on the next iteration of the cycle225. The continuous quality improvement process
based on the Deming wheel is shown in Figure 3.23.

Consolidation of changes through standardisation
------------------------------------------------------------------------ ►
Time

Figure 3.23 Continuous quality improvement process in the Deming cycle
Source: Own elaboration based on: Sokovic M., Pavletic D., Kern Pipan K., 2010. Quality Improvement
Methodologies - PDCA Cycle, RADAR Matrix, DMAIC and DFSS, Journal ofAchievements in
Materials and Manufacturing Engineering, 43(1), p. 478

Different methods and tools for quality improvement can be applied at each stage of the
Deming cycle. Table 3.11 shows the selected quality management methods and tools according

to the stages of the Deming cycle.

Table 3.11. Classification of methods and tools for quality improvement in the Deming
cycle vs. project management

225 Sokovic M., Pavletic D., Kern Pipan K., 2010, Quality Improvement Methodologies - PDCA Cycle, RADAR
Matrix, DMAIC and DFSS, Journal of Achievements in Materials and Manufacturing Engineering, 43(1), p. 478.
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Stage of
the Deming
cycle

Planning

Execution

Quality management instruments

Methods

Tools

FMEA

5 Why

QFD

Ishikawa diagram

SPC

Pareto-Lorenz diagram

DOE

Flow diagram

Raport 8D

Brainstorming

FMEA

Six Sigma

QFD

5 Why

SPC

Ishikawa diagram

DOE

Pareto-Lorenz diagram

Raport 8D

Flow diagram

5S

Shewart checklists

Stage of quality control
in the project

Quality planning

Quality assurance

Histogram

Checking

FMEA

Six Sigma

QFD

5 Why

SPC

Ishikawa diagram

Raport 8D

Pareto-Lorenz diagram

Flow diagram

Quality control and
improvement

Shewart checklists

Histogram
Acting

FMEA

5 Why

Flow diagram

DOE

Source: Own elaboration

The process of continuous improvement in project management may, therefore, apply to all

processes and stages of the project. Due to the variety of instrumentation of quality improvement,
selected methods, and tools of quality management, which are most frequently used in project
management practice, are presented below.

From the point of view of the most frequently used quality management stage in projects,

i.e., quality control, the most frequently used tools are226:
O Ishikawa Diagram, whose aim is to identify the causes of the encountered problems,
O Flow diagram, which specifies the course of the analyzed process,

226 Phillips J., 2008, Quality Control in Project Management, The Project Management Hut.
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O Pareto Diagram, presenting, per the 80/20 rule, what efforts should be made to

eliminate the problems that occurred during the project.

The Ishikawa Diagram is one of the seven basic quality management tools227, that can be

implemented at different stages of project management. The aim of this tool is to identify (by
specifying) the root causes that potentially affect the achievement of a given effect or result.
Ishikawa diagrams have been developed by Kaoru Ishikawa, which aims to present the cause
effect relationships between the identified causes of a given problem228. The main idea of the

diagram is to design it in such a way that a defect, problem or effect of the process is shown as
the fish's head facing to the right; with reasons stretching to the left as bones; bones branching
the spine for the main reasons, and further refinements for sub-causes where the level of detail
and fragmenting of the bone depends on the requirements placed on this tool.

The fishbone diagram aims to break down and organize the causes of the problem to

identify which elements have the greatest impact on the problem under analysis. Grouping of
"causes" refers to the analysis of the specific element of the problem in isolation from the whole

process. Not all causes have an equal influence on the analyzed problem. Only a few of them
are key factors that will lead the analysis to the source of the problem. This structure also makes

it possible to identify smaller problems, which have a large impact on the main problem
analyzed. Looking at the elements of the problem, and not at the whole process, may make

finding a solution less discouraging and the solution easier to implement. When identifying the

causes that are the key source of a given problem, it is necessary to list all the causes to analyze
the degree of their impact on the problem under analysis.
Within the framework of the project work managed by the Author, an analysis of the causes

of the problem with the timeliness of the project work was carried out using the Ishikawa diagram.
The results of the analysis are presented in the figure below.

227 Tague N. R., 2004, Seven Basic Quality Tools. The Quality Toolbox, American Society for Quality, Wisconsin, p.
15.
228 Ishikawa K., 1976, Guide to Quality Control, Asian Productivity Organization.
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Tasks organisation

Design resources
Revaluation of costs at application stage

Poor scheduling of tasks

Re-evaluating the scope of tasks
Lack of possibility
to organise
more experts

Insufficient budget

No information
on delays

Small number
of project team

Re-evaluating the technical possibilities
of product development

Unforeseen changes to the scope of work
Defective flow
of information

No feedback

Difficulties in obtaining a product
which is the result of the project

Poor planning of
project staff

Unforeseen downtime
Re-evaluating task completion time
Too small project team planned

Re-evaluating the substantive possibilities
of developing a solution/product concept

Problem of timeliness of
project tasks implementation
Lack of possibility to
involve more experts

Resignation of a partner from the execution of tasks

Lack of knowledge at the planning stage
regarding the complexity of the tasks performed

Change of project partners (consortium)

Lack of specialist knowledge
of the activities carried out

Inability to carry out the tasks entrusted

Necessity to start the project work later

Lack of knowledge at the planning stage
regarding time-consuming tasks

Changes in project implementation deadlines
Downtime due to e.g.
a change of the project partner

Project knowledge

Formal procedures

Figure 3.24. Ishikawa diagram of a problem with the timeliness ofproject work
implementation
Source: Own elaboration

The Ishikawa diagram allows for identifying the causes of a specific problem from different
perspectives. Very often, the same causes can be identified from different perspectives. This

means that the cause is one that is critical and directly affects the occurrence of the problem.

The flow diagram is a diagram presenting the algorithm of the procedure or implementation

of the process. The diagram presents a graphical model of solving a given problem or execution
of a given task. Diagrams are used when analyzing, designing, documenting, or managing

processes implemented in projects. Flow diagrams not only help to visualize the basic stages of
the process but also aim to identify process errors and bottlenecks. There are different types of
flow diagrams, with fixed different characters and symbols. The most common symbols in the

block diagram are:
□ the stage of execution of tasks usually called activity and presented in the form of a

rectangle,
□ the decision stage, dividing the process into two variants, usually presented in the form

of a rhombus/ diamond.
One of the goals of a flow diagram may be to correctly locate the responsibility for the actions
or decision making. The literature suggests that block diagrams can be modeled from the

perspective of different user groups (e.g., managers, analysts, etc.) and that there are four main
types of schemes:
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□ document flow schemes showing the control over document circulation,
□ schemes of data and information flow showing the control over the information flow in

executed processes,
□ process block schemes showing the control at the level of physical execution of

processes or the level of use of resources,
□ a scheme showing the controls in the process.

The American National Standards Institute (ANSI) established standards for block schemes
and their symbols as early as the 1960s. The International Organization for Standardization (ISO)

adopted the ANSI symbols in 1970229. The current standard was modified in 1985. The design of
the schemes assumes both top-down and left-to-right flow230. The basic symbols used in the flow

diagrams are shown in Table 3.12.

Table 3.12. Basic symbols used in the flow diagrams
Symbol

Characteristics
block at the beginning/end of the block diagram - means the start or
end of the execution of a given process, as well as its interruption or
suspension of execution

block of activities (activity) - is used to illustrate operations performed
on the input data as a result of which a product or service is created
and the value, quality, quantity, place or other characteristics of the
input data changes

decision block - presents the way of selecting one of the two variants
(YES/NO), which results in splitting the process into variants of
proceedings

document block - used to present input documents necessary to
perform a given task/process and output documents resulting from
activities within a given task/process

block of input/output data from a given process - it is used to illustrate
the data necessary for the execution of a given process and the data
obtained from its execution

229 Myler H. R., 1998, Fundamentals of Engineering Programming with C and Fortran, Cambridge University Press,
pp. 32-36.
230 Shelly G. B., Vermaat M.E., 2011,. Discovering Computers, Complete: Your Interactive Guide to the Digital
World, Cengage Learning, pp. 691-693.
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Source: Own elaboration based on: Myler H. R., 1998Fundamentals of Engineering Programming with C and
Fortran, Cambridge University Press. pp. 32-36

Examples of application of basic forms of flow diagrams include diagrams presented in
Figures 3.10, 3.11,3.17, and 3.18. Employing flow diagrams, it is possible to easily and clearly

analyze flows in particular project tasks. It allows to monitor both the flow logic and to identify
limitations and threats to the execution of works.
Another important tool for improvement is the Pareto diagram, which is also one of the

seven basic quality management tools231. The diagram aims to present the most important
factors influencing the given process. In terms of quality control, these factors are mainly the

source of errors and problems, the most common type of problem (e.g., the most frequent
reasons for the lack of timeliness of project tasks). This diagram allows you to focus on those

factors that have a key impact on the implementation of specific project tasks, which can have

a direct impact on the success of the entire project.

231 Tague N. R., 2004, Seven Basic Quality Tools. The Quality Toolbox, American Society for Quality, Wisconsin, p.
15.
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of project partner

Figure 3.25. Pareto diagram of the causes of the problem with the timeliness of project
work implementation
Source: Own elaboration

Figure 3.25 shows an example of the Pareto diagram, developed by the Author based on
identified reasons for the lack of timeliness of project tasks, together with an indication of the

frequency of their occurrence in the analyzed project. According to the Pareto principle, about
20% of the factors constitute 80% of the problems - in the analyzed example in the above figure,

problems related to the timeliness of project tasks implementation.
The continuous improvement process is a very important element of effective project
management. It supports the project manager, both at the stage of task planning, but also at the

stage of current control and introducing changes, resulting in the modification of project
objectives, the extent of individual project tasks, or the way of working on their implementation.

Regardless of the reason for the introduction of changes, the process of continuous
improvement is aimed at supporting the main result of the project and thus influencing the final

success of the project.
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